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Site information

a. Soil name: UNIT 1.
b. Higher category classification: Intergrade: AlluvialSolonetz-

Haplorthent (1.53). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: October 1964.
d. Author: G. H. Robinson.
e. Location: mile south of Miwaleni Springs, Kilimanjaro Region,

Tanzania.
f. Elevation: 2345 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: Alluvial plain.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat and almost flat.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: 0-2% flat or almost flat.
i. Vegetation and/or landuse: Vegetation is dominated by Acacia thorn-

bush with grassy areas and large trees along the river banks.
Grazed by cattle and goats.

General soil information

Parent material: Recent alluvium.
Drainage: Class 4 well drained.
Moisture conditions: Moist below 13 inches.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.

,Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 2 moderately affected.

Human influence: Nil.

B ief desc .ption of profile

Very dark grey over dark greyish brown and brown, deep saline and
occasionally alkaline, silty clay loam. Highly calcareous throughout with
lime nodules in the surface horizon. Structures in the upper profile are

granular. Permeable and well drained.

Profile description

Al 0-5" Very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) moist, and (10 YR 4/1) dry, silty
clay loam; strong medium granular; often pulverised by cattl

trampling; slightly sticky and slightly plastic, very friable
moist, hard dry; permeable with common fine and few medium

pores; many fine roots; few small lime nodules scattered on

the surface; strongly calcareous with high effervescence;
gradual smooth boundary; pH 8.4.
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Land form:

Physiographic pogition of $he site: River terrace.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat or almost flat.
Microtopography: Nil.

Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat 0-2%.
Vegetation and/or landuse: Vegetation is dominantly high riveraine

forest. Small farms in clearings and also adjoining the
forest produce a variety of crops, especially maize, beans,
bananas, sugar cane, citrus and vegetables.

General soil information

Parent material: Recent alluvium originally derived from the
Kilimanjaro Volcanics.

Drainage: Class 4 - welldrained.
Moisture conditions: Slightly moist throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 free.
Human influence: The soil described has not been cultivated for many

years. Areas close by are cultivated and irrigated.

Brief descriution of urofile

An alluvial soil with deep, dark reddish brown profile. The upper
horizons are quite uniform both in colour and clay loam texture, but
structUres are weaker and textures more clayey with depth. The whole pro-
file is friable, porous and permeable and frequently overlies coarse tex-
tul layers or gravels. Very deep profiles with uniform subsoil clay

'tues to more than six feet are also common.

ile descri tion

AI 0-10" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/2) moist, clay loam; moderate
medium granular; sticky and plastic, friable moist,
slightly effervescent; many fine and medium roots holding
together the structure aggregates; olear smooth boundary;
pH 7.6.

Cl 10-20" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) moist, clay loam, moderate
medium granular; sticky ami plastic, friable moist, slightly
effervescent; common fine and medium pores; common fine
roots; Clear smooth boundary; pH 7.6.

C2 20-32" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) moist; clay; weak medium
granular; very sticky and plastic; slightly effervescent;
few fine and medium pores; few fine roots; abrupt smooth
boundary; pH 7.8.



Colours are mainly within the dark reddish brown range, although in
heavily forested areas the Al is higher in organic matter within the dark

brown (7.5 YR 3/2) - brown to dark brown (7.5 YR 4/2) range. Surface tex-

tures are usually clay loam but may be clay. Always deep and well drained.

Some profiles are non-effervescent throughout0 pH range 7.4-8.20

'4 and associate

These soils are similar to the alluvial Soil Unit 4R, the main ground
for separation is the highly saline-alkaline nature of the latter.

and-use and a a

The soils of Unit 4 are excellent agricultural soils and are highly
prized by the local population who make their dwellings along the river
banks and find employment on the local sisal estates. Fallows.are not
common and the soils are capable of producing a wide variety of crops. They
are highly suitable for irrigation, but the narrowness of the unit along the
river, and since adjoining units are often subject to flooding, make it
impractical to irrigate. It serves its best use at present for intensive
native agriculture with occasional local irrigation.

Site information

Soil name: UNIT 5.
Higher category classification: Alluvial-Haplorthent (1.53). Revised

7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: November 1964.
Author: G. H. Robinson.
Location: Approximately half a mile due west of Miwaleni Springs,

Kilimanjaro Region, Tanzania.
Elevation: 2360 feet.

0- Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: Old alluvial plain.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat and almost flat.
Microtopography: Nil.

Slope: Class 1 - 0-2% flat or almost flat.
Vegetation and/or land-use: Mainly cultivated but some areas of Acacia

thorn, grassland and old weed covered abandoned fields. The
unit is cultivated for a variety of crops including maize,
beans, bananas, sugar cane and cotton.

4

03 32-54"+ Dark greyish brown (5 YR 3/3) moist, clay, with thin strata of
fine gravel and silt; massive; permeable horizon; pH 7.8.-

Ra .e of charact':



Eeneral soil information

Parent material: Old alluvium.
Drainage: Class 2 - imperfectly drained.
Moisture conditions: Moist throughout the profile.

do Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Evidence of erosion: Nil.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 - free.
Homan influence: Occasional drains cross the unit (in the lowest lying

parts) especially at field boundaries.

Brief description of profile

Deep, dark greyish brown over dark brown clays. Granular structures are
usual down to 40 inches and the profile permeable and friable to depth. pH
is less than'8 throughout and the soil only slightly calcareous with no evi-
dence of salinity or alkalinity.

Profile description

Al 0-9" Dark greyish brown (5 YR 3/2) moist, clay; moderate medium
granular; sticky and plastic, friable moist, permeable with
common fine pores; numerous fine and medium roots; gradual
smooth boundary; ,tH 7.6.

Cl 9-20" Dark greyish brown (5 YR 3/3) moist,clay; medium granular;
sticky and plastic, friable moist; few fine pores; common
fine roots; slightly calcareous; gradual smooth boundary;
pH 7.7.

02 20-40" Some appearance generally as the above horizon, but collected
for chemical analysis. pH 7.8.

03 40-54"+ Dark greyish brown (5 IR 3/3) moist, clay; stic1 and plastic,
friable moist; slightly calcareous. pH 7.8.

f characteristic

Surface colours range between dark greyish brown and dark brown. A clay,
or occasionally clay loam surface is always underlain by heavy clays, pH
values are always less than 8:4 and the majority throughout the profile less
than 8.0.

Similar and associated soils

The soils have many of the characteristics of the more recent alluvial
Unit 4, but are dark greyish brown as opposed to dark reddish brown and
usually have a higher surface organic matter content.



Situated in the lowlying stream headwater area, these soils are subject
to shallow seasonal flooding in the lowest lying areas. The soils are easily
worked, permeable and friable, but would nevertheless need protection and
good drainage. The latter is.important since in fringe areas of the unit
some salt encroachment has been noticed following flooding and drying out.
A good, extensive agricultural soil suitable for a wide range of local
crops.

Si te information

a. Soil name: UNIT 6.
b. Higher category classification: Alluvialintergrade to Grumusol Vertic

Haplorthent (1.53-2). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: November 1964.
d. Author: G. H. Robinson.
e. Location: 500 feet west of the MoshiSame road along the Soko River,

Kilimanjaro Region, Tanzania.
f. Elevation: 2350-2400 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: Valley bottom.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat and almost flat.
Microtopography: Some evidence of gilgai formation.

h. Slope: Class 1 0-2% flat or almost flat.
i. Vegetation and/or landuse: Mainly grassy vegetation with some Acacia

thorn. Not cultivated but grazed by goats and Some cattle.

General soil information

Parent material: Alluvium deposited by the Soko River.
Drainage: Class 3 moderately well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry to approximately four feet.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Evidence of erosion: Nil.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 free.
Human influence: Nil.

Brief description of profile

A very dark grey over dark reddish brown, deep, moderately well drained
clay soil. Clay textures are heavy and subsoil structures prismatic and
well developed. Cracking in the dry season to approximately 40 inches. The
whole profile is calcareous and occasional lime nodules occur below two feet.

6

Landuse and a icu entia



Profile descri tion

Ai 0-6" Very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) moist, clay; strong medium
granular; very sticky and plastic, friable moist; common
fine roots; slightly calcareous; cracks 3" wide; clear
smooth boundary; pH 7.8.

AC 6-22" Very dark grey (5 YR 3/1) moist, clay; strong angular blocky;
some dark coloured sands in cracks which pass through the
horizon; very sticky and very plastic, firm moist, very hard
dry; slightly calcareous; clear smooth boundary; pH 7.8.

Cl 22-42" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/2) moist, clay; coarse moderate
prismatic breaking to coarse angular blocks; very sticky and
plaztic, firm moist, hard dry; occasional fine lime nodules;
calcareous; cracks continue through this horizon; gradual
ic-::::.ftary; 'pH 7.8.

42-63"+ Similar horizon to the above one except that slickensides are
evident on the prism faces.

han _e of cha istics

The colour of the surface soil may range from dark grey to almost black
and may have a very hard granular structure when undisturbed. pH is nearly
always less than 8.0.

Land-use and agricultural potential

Unit 6 is not cultivated at'the present time. There was no evidence in
the field of salinity or alkalinity and it is assumed that seasonal flooding
and heavy texture are the main reasons for the lack of cultivation. The
soils would require flood protection, but under irrigation would be suitable
for such crops as cotton, sugar cane and rice.

'te Auf orrnatf.

Soil nameL UNIT 11.
Higher category classifica"Gion: Regosol intergrade to Reddish Brown

Entic-Orthid? (4.1-1). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: 23 December, 1964.
Authors; N. Mikenberg and G. R. Suggett.
Location: Approximately mile 3 on the trail running southwest from Kahe,

Kilimanjaro Region, Tanzania.
Elevation: Unit extends between 2335 and 2290 feet.

7



form:
Physiographic position o' Plains be'

Kilimanjaro.
Land form of surroundin country: Flat and almost

Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1 - 0-2%.
Veatation and/or land-use: Natural vegetation, modified by -

of selected trees for charcoal burning. Essential14:

savannah dominated by Acacia with many bare pat,-;b,

soil information

Parent material: Old alluvial materials overlying gravels of
origin.

Drainage: Class 3 - moderately well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout the profile.

Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Slight wind erosion on the bare patches.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 - free,

x. Human influence: Nil.

,f descrition of trofile

Brown to dark brown, deep, clay loam over silt loam soil 1,Tith
wokly developed structures confined to the uppex nPofile Povmn -

,..)racking. The subsoil is highly calcrecui-.; 1)(1. ih -
' to the A horizons which are completely non-effervescent,

than 8.2. It is a non-saline non-alkaline, good agricultn-
(TJ:a.?ls occur in the subsoil and represent about 8 of the

W'J' feet.

Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2) moist and betun brown to

(75 YR 4/4) and reddish brown (5 YR dry, losu, ±

loam; weak, medium sub-angular blocky; stiol-y ;:nd

friable moist, slightly hard dry -7,Toos
and medium pores; common fine roo: c4;.30 L,e
non-effervescent; gradual wavy bou.Adar!!

Al2 7-lo" Dark reddi,h brown (5 YR 3/4) moist and reddish bi,,

(5 YR 4/4) dry, clay loam; massive breaking tO PI)(fL:

coarse sub-angular blocky; sticky and plastin,
slightly hard dry; porous with many fine and medjmill
few fine roots; non-effervescent; ve-rtical ors,.oljn,;

the horizon with inch cracks shout one foot eT.)s.
clear smooth boundary; pH 7.5



AC 16-30" Da:i ddish brown (5 TR 3/3) moist and brown to dark brown
(7-5 YR 4/4) dry, silt loam; massive breaking to weak coarse
subangular blocky; slightly sticky and slightly plastic,
slightly firm moist, hard dry; few fine pores; occasional
fine roots; effervescent; cracks continue through this
horizon; gradual smooth boundary; pH 8.1.

Cl 30-51" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) moist and brown to dark brown.
(7.5 YR 4/4) dry, silt loam; some white calcareous accumula-
tions along old root channels; massive; slightly sticky and
slightly plastic, slightly firm moist, and slightly hard dry;
occasional fine roots; strongly calcareous; cracks stop at
top of this horizon; abrupt smooth boundary;- pH 8.1.

02 51-60"+ Dark brown (5 YR 3/2) matrix, moist with spots of pinkish grey
(7.5 YR 6/2) and dry colour brown (7.5 YR 5/4), gravel with
sandy loam inclusions; strongly calcareous;, gravels consti-
tute approximately 80% of the horizon; pH 8.2.

Ranrre of characteristics

Surface colours are usually dark brown or brown to dark brown, but a
broader range of subsoil colours of dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) to dark
yellowish brown (10 YR 3/4) has been accepted. Structures are always weak
and confined to the Al, the rest of the profile being massive. Surface
textures range between sandy loam and clay loam depending.to some extent
upon the degree of local wind erosion and proximity to gravel outcrops.
Subsoil textures are commonly, but not consistently, silt loam with gravels
invariably present in the lower subsoil. pH range 6.8-8.2.

Similar and associated soils

This is the deep phase within the unit. Medium and shallow phases occur.

nduse and a ricul ural oten ial

The deep and medium phases of this unit would be suitable for irrigation
and capable of producing a wide range of crops. The main limitation to the
general utilisation of the soils would be the inclusions of the shallow phase
which overlie gravels. Gravels seldom outcrop at the surface, but the
shallow soils could be difficult and sometimes impossible to level especially
when located at the highest elevations. It is estimated that the shallow
soils represent less than 10% of the unit and a good part of. them could be
brought into production using sprinkler irrigation. Research into the
geology, water loss and to determine the best irrigation methods will be
essential.



Name: UNIT,?1,

b, c,71 ,,gory classification: Grumusol-Andeptic?-Ustert (2.2-3.2).
J cvised 7th Approximation (1964).

Co Date of o.r.e.mination: 13 January, 1966.

d. Author: G. R. Suggett.
e. Location: Miwaleni Springs irrigation area. 400 yards southeast of

Borehole 1 - 91- miles due southeast of Moshi, Kilimanjaro
Region, Tanzania.

f. Elevation: 2380 feet.

g. Land form:
Physiographic position: Gently sloping pediments below Mount
Kilimanjaro.
Surrounding land form: Gently sloping to undulating.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Flat or almost flat to gently sloping o-6%.
i. Land use: Thorn bush savannah dominated by low Acacia. Coarse grasses

common. Cultivated upslope using local furrow irrigation for
maizel-cotton and beans.

Gene:: .,rmation on the soil

l''aTent material: Colluvial materials derived from Kilimanjaro Volcanics.
Braiage class: Class 4 ,-.. Well drained.
Moitur:=J DoDions in profile: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Clas 0 - free.
Human influence: Nil.

Brief dccc he e

A dark reddish brown, deep, well drained, heavy clay soil, with very well
ciev-flo-oed coarse angular blocky subsoil structure and Characteristic deep
.1Tefting. Surface structures during the dry season and especially under
cultivation break down readily to fine and medium granular, making the soii
i1t1 too difficult to work under ordinary farming conditions. The soil
throughout is very sticky and plastic when wet. Very deep rooting is usual.
The unit occupies a distinctive site on the lower pedimentary slopes below
Mount Kilimahjaro.

,j escri tion

All 0-4"

10

Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/4) moist and dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2)
dry, clay; strong fine and medium granular; sticky and
plastic; friable moist, loose dry; porous; common fine and
:/pJium grass roots, occasionally clumpy; cracks appear at the



This soil is quite uniform over a large area coinciding.with uniformly
deposited volcanic parent materials and elevation. Colours are always dark

reddish brown (5 YR 3/4). Structures are strong coarse angular baocky below
the top few inches and textures always heavy clay_

Similar and associated soils

Downslope soils (Unit 31) are similar in structure and texture but are
darker in colour and have distinctive lime accumulating horizons.

ndu e and a ricultural potential

11

surface but are mostly filled by the granular surface structure;
noneffervescent; gradual irregular boundary; pH 7.0.

Al2 4-12" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/4) moist and dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2)
dry, clay; coarse moderate angular blocky; very sticky and
plastic, friable moist, firm dry; porous with few fine pores;
common fine grass'roots; many cracks pass through this
horizon, being approximately 6" apart and up to 1- inch wide;
noneffervescent; gradual wavy boundary; pH 7.2.

Al3 12-38" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/4) moist and dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2)
dry, clay; very sticky and plastic, friable moist, very hard
dry; few fine grass roots especially along ped faces; one
major crack up to 1-P wide with seVeral minor cracks approxi-
mately 2 feet apart; noneffervescent; gradual smooth boundary;

pH 7.4.

AC 38-60"+ Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/4) moist and dark reddish brown
(5 YR 3/4) dry, clay; strong very coarse angular blocky;
very sticky and plastic, extremely firm,moist, extremely
hard dry; nonporoUs; few fine grass roots; clay cutans
are very common on ped faces; major cracks continue through
this layer; noneffervescent; pH 7.4.

Ra e of characteristics

These soils are cultivated in some places at the present time by the local
population for crops such as maize, cotton and beans, especially where water
is available for primitive supplementary irrigation. Away from the local
furrows preference for wet season farming is given to less heavy textured
soils Thut still within the clay range both upslope and to the west of the
area described.

This would be an excellent soil for irrigation capable of supporting an
almost unlimited variety of crops. The minor problems to irrigation would
be the slope of the land which sometimes falls within the Class 2 gently
sloping 2-6% category, the broad, deep and very deep cracks which would



,h7-n[Af.. high initial water intake although they would present no problem
. ral months of cropping; and the heavy clay textures which might

h havy mechanised farming during the wet season.

ycniat ion

a0 iì name UNIT 23.
Tlighaf category classification: Intergrade CalcisolReddish Brown

Calciorthid (4.13). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: January 1965.
Authors: N. Mikenberg and G. R. Suggett.
Location.: miles southeast of Kahe village on the road to Soko

Sisal Estate, Kilimanjaro Region, Tanzania.
Elevation: 2380 feet approximately.
Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: Plains below Kilimanjaro.
ii. Land form of surrounding country: Flat and almost flat.

Microtopography: Nil.
SI pe; Class 1 0-2%.

hn,tion and/or landuse: Scattered saltbush and Acacia thorn bush,
the former often corresponding to patches of surface salinity.

Coarse salt tolerant grasses are common in some parts and there
ace many bare areas. Not cultivated. Grazed by cattle and
goats.

-;"(:)m.-1 or

_ Old alluvial materials overlying volcanic gravels.
Drainage: Class 4 well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout the profile-
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Evidenceof erosion: Nil.
Salinity or alkalinity: Classes 1 and 2 soils both slightly and

moderately affected by salts or alkali.
Human influence: Nil.

es ion of rofile

A very dark greyish brown over brown to dark brown and brown deep,sandy
loam seil with much gravel in the topsoil which is loose and'in contrast to
the compaction in the horizon immediately below. Structural development is
confined to the surface horizon which is moderately coarse angular bloclw.
There is a marked increase in pH below 14 inches corresponding to high salt
and alkali. This coincides with a IIC lithologic discontinuity.



All Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moist and greyish brown
(10 YR 5/2) dry, sandy loam; moderate, coarse angular
blocky; slightly sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist,
slightly hard dry; common fine pores; common fine roots;
occasional fine rounded gravels; gradual smooth boundary;
pH 7.5.

Al2 5-14" Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moist and greyish brown
(10 YR 5/2) dry, gravelly fine sandy loam with common very
fine gravels; massive compact horizon; slightly sticky and
slightly plastic; very firm moist, very hard-dry; calcare-
ous; common fine roots and old robt channels with iron
staining; abrupt smooth boundary; pH 7.8.

IIClca Brown to dark brown (7.5 YR 4/4) moist and brown to dark brown
14-33". (7.5 YR 5/4) drY, gravelly fine sandy, loam; massive, non-

sticky and slightly plastic, very friable moist; strongly
calcareous; occasional very fine roots at top of horizon;
not as compacted as above horizon; gradual smooth boundary;
pH 9.4+.

IIC2ca Dark brown (7.5 YR 4/4) moist and dark brown (7.5 YR 4/4) dry,
33-58"+ very gravelly sandy loam; massive; strongly calcareous;

PH 9.4+.

Note: There are characteristically many salt patches within this unit.
The present profile had no salt accumulation at the surface.

Rane of characteristics

Colours are not always so grey or,dark at the surface and range between
very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) and brown to dark brown (7.5 YR 4/4).
Subsoil textures are variable in the range sandy loam to gravel. The amount
of included gravels varies from profile to profile, and the soils are usually
weakly developed. The unit should be regarded as transitional between
Unit 11 and the saline-alkaline Unit 32. It cOntains many inclusions of
both.

.,-use and a ricultural otential

These soils are not cultivated and because of strong patchy salinity and
alkalinity, particularly in the subsoils, reclamation would be essential
before they could be used for irrigation.

13

Profile de- tion



inform.tion

a. 5o.. i name: UNIT,21..
b0 categol7 classification: Reddish brown.Orthid (4.1). Revised

7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: January 1965.
d. Authors: N. Mikenberg and G. R. Suggett.
e. Location: Approximately 2 miles southwest of Kdhe village on the road

to Soko Sisal Estate, Kilimanjaro Region, Tanzania.
f. Elevation: 2290 feet approximately.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: Plains below Mount
Kilimanjaro.
Land form of .urrounding country: Flat and almost flat, but
sloping away more steeply eastwards to the Rau River.
Microtopograpby: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1 - 0-2% increasing to Class 2 - 2-6% eastwards.
i. Vegetation and/or land-use: Clump grass with Patches of "wild sisal",

saltbush and thorn and with some mature Baobab. 'Cultivated
in part, with local irrigation for cotton and maize

e al soil information

14

Parent material: Alluvial - colluvial materials originally derived from
the Kilimanjaro volcanics.

Drainage: Class 4 - well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout the profile.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockinesS: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class slightly affected.
Human influence: Nil.

descri,iion o e

A dark reddish brown to reddish brown overlying reddish brown, deep,
weakly developed, medium textured soil. Textures fall within the moderately
fine range in the subsoil which is strongly calcareous. Lower subsoils are
gravelly.

e des

All G-10" Dark reddish brown to reddish brown (5 YR 3/3 to 5 YR 4/5)
both moist and dry; silt loam; weak medium and coarse
granular; slightly sticky and slightly plastic, very friable
moist, soft dry; common fine roots; common fine pores;
gradual smooth boundary; pH 8.0.



Dark reddish brown to reddish brown (5 YR 3/3 to 5 YR 4/5)
both moist and dry, silt loam; weak coarse and medium sub
angular blocky; slightly sticky and slightly plastic, friable
moist, slightly hard dry; common fine roots; common fine and
few medium pores; gradual smooth boundary; pH 8.1.

Reddish brown (5 YR 4/5) both moist and dry, silty clay loam;
massive; sticky and slightly plastic; few fine roots;
effervescent; gradual boundary; pH 8.2.

Reddish brown (5 YR 4/5) both moist and dry; slightly
gravelly clay loam; massive; sticky and slightly plastic,
friable moist, slightly hard dry;. occasional fine roots in
upper horizon; strongly calcareous; gradual boundary;
pH 8.2.

C3 46-50"+ Reddish brown (5 YR 4/5) both moist and dry'; gravelly clay
loam; massive; strongly calcareou'S) pH 8.2.

Rano.e of charactoris

The colour range in both moist and dry states is dark reddish brown to
reddish brown (5 YR 3/3 5 YR 4/5). Textures are usually silt loam at the
surface becoming more clayey with depth. Subsoils are always strongly
calcareous. pH 7.9-8.4.

Similar and associated soils

The soils of this unit have much in common with Unit 119 but they are
redder in colour with slightly saline subsoil0

se c d oten

These soils are cultivated by irrigation whenever water is available
and could be included within a major irrigation scheme in the area. Sub-

soils are usually slightly saline0 A variety of crops could be grown
under irrigation and responses would be similar to those of Unit 11.

Site informatio

Soil Name: UNIT 22.
Higher category classification: Brunizem.Argiustoll (5.63). Revised

7th Approximation (1964).
C. Date of examination: September 1964.

Authors: G. H. Robinson and G. R. Suggett.

Location: Approximately 1-4 miles due southeast of Miwaleni Springs,
Kilimanjaro District, Tanzania.

Al2 10-18"

Cl 18-24"

C2 24-46"



f. Vieq:Jt)oil 2360 feet approximately.

PbyTlidgraphic position of the sito: Low lying valley bottom
floo0 drainage lines.

ii. Land Corm of surrounding country: Flat and almost flat.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. ; ,)0p02 Class 1 0-2% flat or almost flat.
Vezabltion and/or landuse: Vegetation is dominantly coarse grasses many

of which are water tolerant. Not cultivated at present duo to
low lying position and susceptibility to wet season flooding.
Small salt patches may occur as inclusions.

ormation

e, ent, material: Old alluvial clays derived originally from
Kilimanjaro volcanics.

Drainage: Class 2 imperfectly drained soils.
Moisture conditions: Moist throughout the prole.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Evidence of erosion: Nil.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 free.
:t7Tuman influence: Nil.

3c ion of srofile

Very dark brown over dark reddish brown, deep, heavy clay or clay loam
soils. A firm, stiff clay subsoil is usual and a black organic surface
occurs in some of the lowest lying and more frequently flooded prOfiles.

CY.:,se .74 .on
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Al Vzry dark brown (10 YR 2/2) moist, clay loam; moderate medium
granular; slightly sticky and plastic, friable moist; high
organic matter content; many fine and medium roots; gradual
smooth boundary; pH 6080

B1 6-12" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/2) moist, clay; moderate fine
granular; sticky and plistic, friable moist; few fine pores;
few fine roots; clear smooth boundary; pH 7.2.

be:L ie-24" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) moist, clay; weak medium sub
angular blocky; sticky and very plastic, firirmoist; few
fine roots; gradual smooth boundary; TH 7.6.

B22 24-36" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) moist, clay; moderate, medium
subangular blocky; sticky and plastic, firm moist; few fine
black concretions; gradual smooth boundary; pH 7.7.



Surface colours range from dark brown to very dark greyish brown and
subsoil colours from dark reddish brown to dark greyish brown. In the
lowest lying areas a thin black organic/clay surface occurs. pH ranges
between 6.8 and 8.2 with some profiles slightly calcareous, especially in
the subsoil. Subsoils range from firm to very firm and are always heavy
clay. Surface textures are clay or clay loam.

Similar and associated soils

In some parts, near the boundaries of the unit in the west, small area
of saline/alkaline soils have been included. These do not form more than
140:: of the unit. In some places the soils grade into Unit 4.

Landuse and agricultural potential

The unit is not cultivated at the present time duo mainly to flooding.
During the survey period, immediately following the heavy rains, much of t'
unit was under more than a foot of floodwater. These waters originate as
overflow from the Rau River and pass slowly southeastward through the area
Unit 25 requires much flood protection and the reclamation of some saline
alkaline spots but could be highly productive for a range of crops under
irrigation.

Site information

a. Soil name: UNIT 28.
b. Higher category classification: Natrustoll? (5.66). Revised 7th

Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: October 1964.
d. Authors: G. H. Robinson and G. R. Suggett.
e. Location: East of the Mue River arad. 200 yards south of the railway

crossing on the Kahe Road, Kilimanjaro Region, Tanzania.
f. Elevation: 2315 feet approximately.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: Plain.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat and almost flat.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1 0-2%.

i. Vegetation and/or landuse: Coarse grasses with a few palms. Many
large bare areas.
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1323 36-58"+ Dark brown (7.5 IR 3/2) moist, clay; sticky and very plastic,
firm moist; few fine black concretions; occasional medium
gravels; pH 7.8.

of characteristic



Fluviocolluvial materials of volcanic origin.
Ulass 4 - well drained.

'vi i1LO c.onditions: Dry throughout the profile.

(P,71u11,1\1-M3 depth Unknown.

o» 7yoctiaess: Nil.

Ticboo,.,1 of erosion: Nil.

g. ::W.inl-hy or alkalinity: trongly -*:ected.

1-1A ..nfluence: Nil.

cYjrition of

Ation
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reddish brown, deep, friable, deep cracking, nonsaline-
alkaliJ, clay soil. Structures are well developed angular blocky in the

B horins. A strongly calcareous profile. The soil dries out. to depth in

the dry season with coarse cracking to more than 2 feet.

eddish brown (5 YR 3/2) dry clay; moderate coarse
blocky structure breaking to fine and medium angular blocky;
sticky and plastic,, friable moist, slightly hard ary
strongly calcareous common fine roots; cracks from one to
two inches wide pass through the horizon; clear smooth
boundary; pH 9.6.

Al2 Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/2) dry, clay; fine strong
angular blocky; sticky and plastic, friable moist, hard dry;
strongly calcareous; common fine roots; cracks continue
through horizon; clear smooth boundary; pH 9.2.

B 13-24" Reddish brown (2.5 YR 4/4) dry, clay; moderate medium
ao,sulex blocky; sticky and plastic, .. riable moist, hard ary

strongly calcareous; few fine r000ts; cracks, many of t7hi,A1

are still one inch or more wide pass through this horizon;
gradual boundary; pH 9.2,

C. 24-48" Dark reddish brown (2.5 YR 2/4) dry, clay; massiiln; very
fiYticky and plastic, friable moist, hard ar-,y1
oicarecus, pH 9.0.

" between dark reddish brown and dark reddish
i always well developed and invariably strong fine angular
inches below the surface. pH ranges between 8.6 and 9.6.

ofile



This is t!.nn ricultura]. soil at present. Major reclamation would be
could be used for cultivation. This would be expensive

ea igh sodium content and heavy clay texture*

Soil names UNIT 31.
b. Higher category nlassification: Reddish Chestnut.Ustoll (5.6). Revised

7th Approximai;ion (1964).
c. Date of examinaLion: August 1964.
d. Authors: G. H. Robinson and G. R. Suggett.
e. Location: 200 yards approximately eastward of Miwaleni Springs,

Kilimanjaro Region, Tanzania.
f. Elevation: 2360 feet approximately.
g. Land form: *

Physiographic position of the site: Regular pedimentary foot-
slopes beloW Mount Kilimanjaro.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat and almost flat.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1.- 0-2% flat or almost flat.
i. Vegetation and/or land-use: Vegetation consists mainly of coarse grasses

with occasional thorn trees and scrub. The unit is limited in
e::tent and quite calcareous, but its closeness to settlements
near the Springs has caused it to be cultivated in parts on a
shifting agricultural basis, for such crops as maize and cotton.

General soil information

Parent material: Colluvial materials derived from the Kilimanjaro
volcanics.

Drainage: Class 3 - moderately well drained soils.
Moisture conditions: Slightly moist in the lower profile.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: ,Class 1 - slightly affected.
Human influence: Cultivated some years previously but returned to low

bush conditions with much weed cover.

B 'ef description ofyrofile

Brown over very dark greyish brown, deep, lime accumulating slightly
saline-non-alkaline clay soils. Structures are always coarse, well developed
prismatic, but break readily to coarse angular blocky. Cracking occurs to
depth. The most outstanding feature is the accumulation of lime in the upper
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, *,akoo thn form of fleck8 and quite large soft irregular
600yisb or greyish brown in colour.

Brown (7.5 YR 4/2) moist, clay; lon.erate medium granular;
very sticky and very plastic, firm moist; calcareous; common
nne and occasional medium roots; clear smooth boundary;
pH 8.0.

Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) 'Twist, clay; well developed
coarse prismatic which breaks readily into angular blocky peds;
very sticky and ple,stic, firm mois:t; few fine and medium
pores; many light Ley soft irregular lime nodules and minor
flecks of lime are prsent throughout the horizon; strongly
calcareous especially at carbonate accumulation spots; some
penetrating of Al material through mnor cracking; gradual
smooth boundary; PH 8.4.

1.9-36" Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) moi t clay; prismatic as above,
breaking to coarse angular blocky; very sticky and very
plastic, very firm moist; highly calcareous; some penetra-
tion of Al material down 'cracks; gradual smooth boundary;
pH 8.5.

B3 64"+ bown (10 YR 3/3) moist, clay; weak prismatic to
ive; very sticky and plastic, firm moistl strongly

)A.careous; pH M.

t tics

,urs oC the surface horizon range from brown to dark greyish brown
snbsoil from very dark greyish brown to brown. Observations durin
5Jeawn show the surface to'be extremely hard with cracks 1-3" wide

deep in-Lo the subsoil. Depth to the lime nodules within the B
ranges -. rom 10-20 inches, the number of soft nodules ranging from

pU ranges between. 8-M but readings up to 9 have occasionally
--,701,,;Co in the eube:oil.

it ma-piped during the detailed survey between the Rau and Mue
iL a similar lime accumulating soil, but with a muchdarker,

r;.u. oa; and. lee's well developed structure.

'inultural otential

on a shifting agricultural basis for the cul ivation of
-- soils would be suitable for a limited range of crops

20



at the-x,per-C6 =61w Reo1arnL' ï.iruid not be too difficult although the
heavy .1.ay 4kli%:1;ufer:; are notoondurive to easy drainage or leaching.

Soil name: UNIT
bp Higher category classification: Solonetzic-Reddish Brown.Orthid (4.1).

Revise6 7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: November 1964.
d. Au.thns: G, F, Robinson and G. R. Suggett.
e. Location: 7,)-o-co.Timately 1000 yards east of the Mue River and 300 yards

nofth oC the Kahe-Taveta railway line, Kilimanjaro Region,
Tanzania.

f. Elevation: 2320 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the site:Alluvial plain between the
Rau and Mue Rivers.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat and almost flat.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1 - 0-2% flat or almost flat.
i. Vegetation and/or land-use: .Dominant vegetation is palm with some coarse

grass especially in clearings. Occasional thorny Acacia. Many
bare areas arrl surface salt patches. Not cultivated, but fre-
quently rough particularly in the new growth after
burning.

General soil information

Parent material: Old alluvium originating frbm the Kilimanjaro
volcanics.

Drainage: Class 3 - moderately well drained.

o. Moisture conditions: Moist below three fee+
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 3 - strongly affected.

Human influence: Nil.

Brief clescri,tion of rofile

Black, over brown and dark greyish brown, deep, saline-alkaline clay
soils. Deep cracking in the dry season. Effervescent subsoils with some
lime accumulation as small soft lime nodules in the B2, pH is high through-

out, all subsoil horizona being 9.6 or more. Moderate coarse structures are
usual in the B horizons and clay skins are present on ped faces in mid

profile. Clay throughout.
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Bleo1_ ii 2/1) moist, (1ar0 strong coarse sub-angular
mo9:1

oe'ey Lrg to stronewPdnular very sLi.e.ley aud niastie,

friable m:At; few fine /pores; oogmon fino eoots; surFace

eranks from to 2 inches are common.; olear smooth boundary;
,53.

B1 .65-011 (10 YR 4/3) moist, clay; qerate medium sub-angular
Wonky; sticky and plastic, friTde mois.t; ' few fine and

medium pores; oalcareons; few fine roots; few fine voundeel_

gravels; cracks continue through this hprison; olear smool,h

bouadary; pH 9.6.

B21 11-19" Brown (10 YR 4/3) moist, clay; moderate medium sub-augulao
blocky; very sticky and plastie friable mo:Jt, hara dry;
highly calcareous; small soft lime nodules are common; i'ew-

fine roots; some cracking; clear sMooth boupdary; pH 9.6.

iT Dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) - (toist clay; moderate medium to
coarse sub-angular blocky; 7.rfif sticky ana plastic friable
moist, hard dry; calcareot. --tchy thin clay cutans.

B3 36-54" Dark greyish brown 10 YR 4/2) moiSt, clay; weak coarse
blooty; very sticlvand plastic, friable moist; pH 906.

iTe. colour of the A horizon may range from dark brown to black and in
-.iekness ftom 4 - 10". Cracks in some profiles extend to 30 inches in the

seaeon, Subsoil colours range from brown to dark greyish brown. There.
,eieAion in pk, espeeially at the surface. Some subsoils are mottled,

u-oejJ,;'- pede brown 10 YR 6/3).

cultural sotential

r_Be ils are not suitable for cu tivation in their present condition
due ±n high salt and exchangeable sodium content. Reclamation would not be
ea,e ena would require large amounts of amendments.

Soil name UNIT 32K.
flgher category classification: Alluvial intergrade to Reddish Brown*

hatrargid (i.23). Revised 7th Approximation (1964)*
Date of examination: 9th September, 1966.
Author: G. R. Suggett.
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Parent material: Fluviocolluvial materials overlying gravels. All
originally derived from the Kilimanjaro Volcanics.

Drainage Class 4 - well drained.
o. Moistnre conditions: Dry throughout.

Groundwater Ocptb: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Slight wind erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 3 - highly salinealkaline. Many large

" bare patches.
Human influence: Nil.

Brief desc77i7tion of profile

Colours uade frem a dark brown surface through a dark yellowish brown
subsoil to dark greyish brown below 3 feet. Textures vary, with sandy loam
and sandy clay loam common in the ()i) soil. Textures are influenced by
'-., 77.7: sands and gravels below. A weakly developed A/C profile still

alluvial in character with definite horizonation. The whole
oiie is highly salinealkaline with IF values everywbore in excess of

9.6 La Motte . Highly effervescent throughout.
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1c2W,h,..Jc:Al, of Kahe Station,

'1 ia
go

)vifr'''.ographio )osiGion Cco'Gly sloping plains below Mount
P,ilLipanjaro.

sloPing.

h. ov almoF;t Uot
p1,r1/(-0. laoduse Dominant ,egetation is srAltbush with common

salt tolerant succulants, coarse grasses and scrub. No culti-
vation but grazed by Masai cattle and goats seasonally.

General soil information

All 0-2" Dar1 brown 10 YR 3/3) moist and brown to dark brown (10 YR
5/3) dry, sandy loam:- non sticky and slightly plastic, loose
moist, loose dry; abrupt smooth boundary; pH 9.6+.'

Al2 2-12" Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 3/4) and yellowish brown (10 YR

5/4) dry, sandy clay loam; massive, slightly laminated
breaking to weak angular blocky; slightly sticky, slightly
plastic, friable moist slightly hard dry; highly effervescent;
common fine Dores; very frequent fine roots; gradual wavy
boundary; pH 9.6+.



Cl J),J1 (Poyish h;:ovil (10 YR 4/2) and brown to dark brown (10 YR
5/3) LritLy clay loam; massive; slightly sticky,
Aigh'Jy p]astic7 friable moist, slightly hard dry; highly
yi7ferve3oent; few fine and very fine roots; gradual wavy
boundary; pH 9.6+.

C2 23-31" Dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) and brown to dark brown (10 YR
5/3) dry, gritty loam with weathered caliche and occasional
volcanic gravels; massive; non sticky, non plastic, loose
to very friable moist, slightly hard dry; highly effervescent;
occasional fine and very fine roots; diffuse Wavy boundary;
pH 9.6+.

C3 31-38" Dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) and-brown to dark brown (10 YR
4/3) dry, mixture of fine gravels, grits and loam; massive;
non sticky, non plastic, loose moist, extremely hard dry;
highly effervescent; gradual smooth boundary; pH 9.6+.

C4 38-56"+ Dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) and yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4)
dry, coarse, sandy loam; massive; slightly sticky, non
plastic, very friable moist, hard dry; highly effervescent;
very occasional fine roots; pH 9.6+.

Rance of characteristics

Dwnk gA7eyis1i brown (10 YR 4/2) subsoil colours are very characteristic
of thiu uni'6, Surface colours are always dark brown to dark yellowish brown.
Textures are very variable, although the surface is always moderately
coarse textured and invariably loose. Coarse and fine gravels may be.common
often forming distinct gravelly layers that may be cemented with calcium
carbonate0 pH is always very high within the range 8.6 9.6+ (La Mótte).

Jooiated soils

In the et this unit grades into Unit 32 which is fine textured with
well developed structure. The soils are, however, distinct with only very
high salinity and alkalinity in Common.
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oil i nonagricultural at present. Reclamation would be very
expn' va and not an economical proposition bearing in mind available unused

,1c):L3 by. The salinealkaline condition of the soil is generally con-
with large areas either completely bare or dominated by saltbush.
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b. I f3roo1 led..0Jo Ch00%nut *nLoograde to Brunizem.
0,6), 711 &npro-Y:.j.mal,ion 1964 0

0. Dote oJ: 4ovembon 1964.
d. .Puthors G. H. Bobinoon and G. R. Snggetb.
e oc .Ao.-loo.00at1-j miles d-o.o oauth of giwaleni Springs,

T!j.GFoajao Reion, Tan7,au%a0

form:

ehysiographio pos'Ltion of )1(i sito: Alluvial plain.
ji..L,m0. form of surrounding (Jouyb,rl »Tqat and almost flat.

Mjorntopography: Nilo
Slope: Class J. - 0-2% flat or almost flato
Vegetation and/or l.anc1uoel Tile natural vegetation is opon grassland,

bul clumps nC treeo are usuaLly oommon. In the lowest lying
arcas patches of swamp grass 00011Y, Near habitations where
Clooding is not a serious problem the soils are cultivated for
a range of crops, but especially corn, cotton and castor.

('onerrJ. il .1formah:i,

Parent material: Old calcareous alluvium with more recent organic
aooumulations.

P:oaine5-:o Tharlo - deinsd0
C. Moisture conCjiono Moiot th):ougho-ut profile.

Groundwater depthr Unknown.
fioninesF: ov rockinessr Nil.,

Evidence of erosiom Nil.

Salinity or alhalinity: Class 0 - free with some spots of Class 2 -
moderately affected.

Human infiuenu.c Cultivation only in parts of the unit near Kahe.

B ief desc t (' rofile

Very dark ue or black over dark grey and pale brown, deep clay soils
with a highly o: JH:o surface and highly 1-7..100:1'00US ',Albsoil. Textures are
uniformly cloy tbruoL:hont and structures . o.oderate. There is always a
contrast in orvesoonoe between the toodl which is seldom calcareous
and the highly calcareous subsoil. Poorly drained and susceptible to long
pod of flooding during the major rainy F-:eason,

Profile de tion

Al 0-5" Very dark grey (5 YR 3/1) moist, clay with a high organic
oontent; coaro aq "tedium moderate granular held

t..:1a,z:r by many fine and. . iedium grass roots; sticky and
friable moist; non-calcareous; clear smooth

bondary; pH 7.2.
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A3 5-12" Very dark brown (10 YR 2/2) moist, clay; moderate coarse and

medium granular; sticky and plastic, friable moist; non-

calcareous; common to many fine fibrous grass roots; few

fine pores; gradual smooth boundary; pH 7.4.

B21 12-32" Combination of dark grey (10 YR 4/1) and very dark greyish
brown (10 YR 3/2) clay with common white flecks of calcium

carbonate; massive; highly calcareous; sticky and plastic;

friable moist; clear smooth boundary; pH 8.0.

B22 32-60"1- Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) moist, clay; some lighter pale brown

areas suggesting iron segregation; sticky and plastic, friable

moist; occasional fine gravels;, a very strongly calcareous

horizon; PH 8.4.

Range of characteristics

A broad range of characteristics have been accepted although basically
the soil consists of highly organic, dark, horizons overlying a highly
calcareous subsoil. Surface colours range between very dark grey and black
and subsoil colours within the calcareous zone between dark grey and pale
brown. pH ranges between 7.2 and 8.6 with great variability from profile
to profile. Textures are always clay and structures may be weakly prismatic.

Similn and associa ed soi

The general form of this soil with a dark non-calcareous topsoil over-
lying a very highly calcareous subsoil is similar to Unit 43, which is
however much better drained, under forest and not susceptible to flooding.

and-use and a7ricultura1 potential

These soils are not much utilised for agriculture except'near to Kahe
village where flooding is not a problem. Although subsoils are slightly
saline, good crops of cotton, maize and castor are obtained. Shallow root-
ing crops seem to do particularly well. Over the greater area the soils
could not be utilised for general agricultural production without large
scale drainage and protection works. .Floodwaters from the Rau River cross
Unit 25 in the north and continue southeastward through the present unit.

Si te information

Soil name: UNIT 35.
Higher category clasSification: Solonetzic-Reddish Chestnut.Natrustoll

(5.66). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: September 1964.
Author-: G. H. Robinson and G. R. Suggett.
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C . ion: TC1 it vko:L; Muo appro;jmai,eLy tb
c) juocJoill KUiwanjaro Rogionp Tam,aniao

711ovati

i,and. form:

poE:iion of tflo aain.
'1.)om of onrroundjuu eourtry ana almost flat.

Micror,onogvaphyu Nilo
Slo-!2e: 0-2% flat or almost flato
V tion encl/oK lana-user Vegetation is aominated by large, mature

1.)almpl but bare areaF: and salt flats are otensive and devoid
of vegeationo Coarse grasses are coMmon in some parts and
the vegeation is salt tolerant.

7;rfmation

rent materil: Old alluvial materials of volcanic origin.
Drainage: Class 3 - moderately well drained.
Moisture conditions Moist throughout the profile.
Groundwater denth Unknown.
Stoniness or rockl:ness Nil.
Evidence of erosiom Nilo

. Salinity or alkalinity2 Class 3 - strongly affected.
h. Human influence: The thickness of the salt crust varies or may be

absent due to trampling and mixing by cattle.

.Aef descrl tion of rofile

1%;2 7 reddish brown over dark reddish grey and light brownish grey, deep,
saline-alkaline, clay loam over clay soils. Structure is mainly weak ooarse
blocky. The soils are porous, friable and moderately permeable. Reaction
is high with al) pH rea6.ingE, 6 Or wore (La MotteY. Surface salt accumula-
tion is well mar1ze0 uil.b 42' axey-white sal; coust which may be seasonal,,

des ion

kl 0-4" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/2) moist, clay loam; weak medium
sub-angular blocky; F0j.ghtly stiOky and plastic, friable
moist; highl effervescent; common fine and medium pores;
a clen.se surfaoe Mayer of hardened salt is present at the
surface; complete absence of vegetation at the sample site;
gradual smooth boundary; pH 9.6.

B2 4-16" T)arJ.T. f771 grey 5 YR 4/2) moist _ay; weak medium blocky;
)1astio2 friable moist; few fine and medium pores?

sowe fi, ola aeaq 1.00ts preserved within this horizon ana
locto part of tbe above horjon highly effervescent;
raAlial smooth bound aryj pIf 9o6.



.1 unit 35H has been mapped which is similar to Unit 35 but is under-
lain at depths ranging from 10-24" by a hard caliche-like material. It is
considered a phase of Unit 35.

a: icultural sotentia

Unit,35 is not cultivated due to high salinity and alkalinity and pro-
es almost no pasture, although a few goats are kept, finding their

.»»6ing mainly near the Mue and Soko Rivers. It would be expensive to
im for irrigation.

Site infor ion
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BO 16-24" LAgl) broT:FALflb ry (10 6/2 moist, clay with. m7. nd

Pt1,1W,J Or cti.ble augratco that do not i-eadily break doun
1!,na1: Vole ud madAum alb-angular blockm oici7 and plantic9

Tf-!1?4; common fine and few medium poreu highly
1.7o7o9nt gradual smooth boundary; pH 9.6.

24-56+ Light brownish grey (10 YR 6/2) moist, clay, with many stable
;Ezegates of coarse sFnj size; sticky and plasUc, friable

!loist; ph 9.6.

C the Al horizon ranges between dark brown and-dark reddish
- and some clay textures occur. The thickness'of the salt crust varies

:rma place to place. It is not continuous but occurs in the shallow pans
vlbere vegetation is absent and is probably seasonal. pH is always high and
with few exceptions above 9.0.

-;* ()elated soi

Soil name: UNTT 38.
4iP,he5- ca y lassification: Regosol intergrade to Solonetz. Tropept?

3.5). Revised 7th Approximation 1964).
Date of examination: September 1964
Alithop--;1 G. H. Robinson and G. R. Suggett.
Loi al,-;» Approximately 2 miles due south of Miwaleni Springs between

the Rau and Mae Rivers, Kilimanjaro Region, Tanzania.
Elevation: 2330 feet approximately.
Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: Low lying ridge.on the old
alluvial plain between the Rau and Mue Rivers.
Land form of surrounding country: Undulating.
Microtopography: Nil.



Slow: Glass i - flat or almost flat 0-2% increasing away from the site
to Claou 2 - gently sloping 2:-6%.

i. V , tion Rud/or jand-uso Coarse grasses form the dominant vegetation
with some thornbush. The unit is never cultivated except where
major inclusions of the non-saline non-alkaline Unit 22 occurs
nen7- settlements.

h.

7oil 3 J.-" o-r.mation

Parent material: Old fluvio-colluvial materials derived from the
Kilimanjaro Volcanics.

Drainage: Class 4 - well drained.
Moisture conditions: Slightly moist throughout the profile.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 2 moderately affected.
Human influence: Nil.

Brief de cription of Profile

A dark reddish brown, deep, weakly developed, saline-alkaline clay soil.
Weak granular surface structures become massive below 12-18 inches with a
corresponding increase in stickiness and plasticity. Salt accumulation
occurS at the surface. pH is lower immediately below the surface but rises
to 9.6 in the subsoil.

Profile doscri tion

All 0-5" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) moist,,clay; weak medium
granular; slicù black surface condition due to black alkali;
sticky and plastic, friable moist; strongly calcareous;
pores; common fine grasS roots; clear smooth boundary;

pH 9.6.

Al2 5-16" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/2) moistjclay; weak coarse
granular; sticky and plastic, friable moist; calcareous;
fine and few medium pores:, few fine roots; gradual smooth

boundary; PH 8.4.

Cl 16-28" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) moist,clay; massive; sticky

and plastic; friable moist; calcareous; few fine roots;
gradual smooth boundary; PH 8.4.

02 28-42" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) moisticlay; massive; very

sticky and plastic; calcareous; occasional fine roots;

gradual smooth boundary; pH 9.2.
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this unit the colour of the surface horizon may range from brow
da.*: redaish brown and the subsoil from reddish brown to reddish grey.
cvxmmulation occurs in patches at the surface often under the grass

SurCace textures may be clay loam0 pH values range,between 8.5 -
96 wiktIout any real gradation and although highest at the surface mid-
o3:ofile horiL;ons may have the lowest pH. The soils are never well developed
structurally.

Similar and associated soils

This soil has much in common with the upland phases within Complex 22
and in most instances appears to represent degenerate areas into which the
saline-alkaline conditions have encroached.

Land-use and agricultural potential

Unit 38 is not cultivated due to high salinity and alkalinity, although
inclusions of the non-saline - non-alkaline Unit 22 are often used for small
farms growing corn and cotton. It supports only a poor quality wild pasture
of coarse salt-tolerant grasses. Reclamation would be necessary before these

be used and whilst this would not be economical on a large scale
al; the present time, small inclusions of this*unit within a major irrigation
scheme, Could be recove,-,.A. without too much difficulty or expense.

ormation

Soil name: UNIT 43.
Higher category classification: BrunizemArgiustoll (5.63). Revised

7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: October 1964.
Author: G. R. Suggett.

0. Location: Within the Kahe Forest Reserve on the main road to Soko Sisal
Estate from Kahe. Site within mile of the Rau River due
southeast of Kahe, Kilimanjaro Region, Tanzania.

EJ..9vation: 2290 feet approximately.
form:

Physiographic position of the site: Old river terrace, not
part of the present flood plain.
1.ana form of surrounding country: Flat or almost flat.
Microtopography: Nil.

Slope: Class 1 - flat or almost flat 0-2%.

03 521 Dalc rodaioh brown (5 YR 3/3) moist, clay; massive; very
sticky and plastic, firm; calcareous; pH 9.6.

.1:11ar o



A very da k brown over brown to dark brown, deep, clay loam uver clay,
moderately.welldrained, forest soil with high organic matter concentration
at the surface. There is a marked contrast between the topsoil which is
non-effervescent and the brown to dark brown subsoil which is highly
calcareous. A weak crumb structure is common in the top horizon and leaves
and other vegetative residuo form an undecomposed 01 layer throughout most
of the unit. The forest is a dominant influence and the soils could
deteriorate rapidly with its removal.

Profile description

01 1-0" Leaves, twigs and other vegetative residues forming an almost
continuous layer.

Al 0-9" Very dark brown (10 YR 2/2) moist, clay loam; fine and
medium moderate crumb; nonsticky and nonplastic, very friable
moist; noneffervescent; common micro and very fine pores;
many fine and common medium living rOots; this horizon has an
obvious high organic matter' content; abrupt smooth boundary;

pH 7.8.

B2t 9-22" Very dark brown (10 YR 2/2) moist, clay; moderate medium
angular blocky; sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist;
few very fine and fine pores and many old. root channels filled
with materials from the horizon above; many fine and medium
fibrous and woody roots; gradual smooth boundary; pH 8.0.

B3ca 22-58"+ Brown to dark brown (7.5 IR. 4/2) moist, clay; structure not

recorded from auger sample; very sticky and plastic, friable
moist; highly effervescent to HC1; few fine pores, fine roots
continuo through this horizon, but are not common; pH 8.4.
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Vegetation and/or land-use: The vegetation is hi h continuous forest
with thick woody undergrowth. The site described here is not
cultivated, but parts of the unit near the Rau River have been
cleared and cultivated for a variety of crrm pexticularly
maize and cotton.

General soil information

Parent material: Old calcareous alluvium.
Drainage: Class 3 - moderately well drained.
Moisture conditions: Slightly moist throughout the profile.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 - free.
Human influence: Nil.

Brief descri.tion of srofilo
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L,:tillf:0; (i-a-,1[2:,)J CP h 11(con 4 c.r.d. 24 i»clien id th

o-o.rinnH thoug'0 osdally biEb: aMORUV,E7 organAe m-2,tLer. Touarde tbe edge

;(x.,-est to °,b. soutb surface oolours b000me move greyish broun and the
¡,.0 ooneietontly bigber bordering the highly fleaine alk9,line Unit 32. pit

V,1,112;P.7 but t7itt) small alkaline inclusions at the soutbern boundva,,,

ry good agricultural soil and suitaTae for irrigation.
Tt J r boTsiv-Ps Tc ted almost entirely within the Kahe reserve andin
AO=G e,vailable at the present time. Small farms in clearings along the Rau,
1i=7-0V aee highly productive during the wet season. but due to forest controls
t1:1 not s:ctsnsive,



0-9 6.9 7.2
9-20 7.6 8.3
20-40 8.5 8.8
40-54 9.2 9.4

o-6 7.8 8,5
6-22 7.6 8.0

22-42 7.7 7.8
42-63 8.0

o-7 7.4
7-16 7.4
16-30 8.0
30-51 8.1
51-6o 7.8

7.5

7-5
8.4
8.5

0-4
4-12

12-38
38-60

0-4
4-18

18-24

24-36
36-48

7.5
7.1
6.6

6.7
6.9

24 0-10 7.8 8.2

10-16 8.0 8.1 .

18-24 8.0 8.0
24-46 8.5 6.9

q(-50 8.4 9.0

0-6 6.1 7.0
6-12 6.5 7.1

12-24 6.8 7.1

24-36 6.9 7.6

36-58 7.0 7.7

0-5 8.4 9.1

5-13 8.5 9.4
13_24 9.4 '

10.1

24-48 9.7 10,2

23 0-5 6.8

5-14 6.8

14-33 10.3

33-58 10,6

32 7.7
4-11 10.1

11-19 10.2
19-36 10.2

10.3
.

32:f. 0-2
2-42
12-23
23-31

31-38
,38-56

0-4
4-16
16-24
24-56

5
5-16

16-28
26-42
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9.3 *
10.3 *
10.2 *
10.2 *
10.1 *
10.1 *

8.6
8.5
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8.1

9,9
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7.0
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8.3
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8.1
8.0
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10.4
10.1

9.5
9.1

9.3
9.7

9.9

8.3
8.9
9.1

9.2

0.11
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.15
0.58
2.50
5.8

2.34

0.06
0.11

0.14
0.37

0.10 3

0.44 4

1.22 4
1.05 4

0,12 1

0.05 1

0.10 2

0.32 3

1.20 6

0.07
0.06
0.07
0.15

0.12
0.85

2.40
2.35

0.14
0.12
0.30

3.40
3.20

0.07

0.04
0.04
0.09
0.06

0.20
0.52

2.34
1.47

0.16
2.26
2.96
2.96
3,13

13.6

NIL
NIL
NIL
NIL

-6-

8

11

6

0-9
9-22
22-36

36-58

10.0
10.4
lo.1

9.9

9.3
8.6
8.9

9.4

9.5

7.9
8.6
8.8
8.8

10.8
10.5

10.4
10.4
10.2

10.3

6,6 0.9
1.96 0.8
0.61 1.6

046 3.8

1,51

041
034
0,32

026

33.9
14.8
16.5

18.9
21.5

1.74
1.54
1.70

10.1

10.4 1.33
10.1 0.69
10.0 0.46

2.83 4

0.48 2

0.36 2

0.33 3

0.45 4

0.18 20

0.17 23
0.22 23

0.26 22

1.86

0.93
0.50

0.36

2.70

1.47
0.73
0.32

0.24

1.15
0.61

0.40
0.38

1.03
0.89
0.60

0.34

1.18
0.48

0.35
0.23
0,10

lo
0.98

0.97
0.88

2.14

0.64
0.44
0.40
0.36

1;09

0;74
0.19
0.19

10D9
1,03
0.16

0,02

1.86
0,16
0,08

0,08

1.79

0.75
0,42

0,35

0.33
0,27

0.5
0.6

2.3
7.8

0.64 71.7
0,36 34.8
0.16 23.9
0.14 8.7

4.3
4,5

5.1
7.2

UNIT

No.

38

PII in 118 1c'

inchoo

0-7

7 -18

16-29
29-42

42-60

SOIL ANALYSES TABLE I.

_;PRINCS AND KANE, SEMI-DETAILED SURVEY

1:1

(.6
10-2o 7.3
20-32 7.5
32-54 7.7

7.6
7,7

9.8
10.0
10.1

1:5

ConducLa
7;5-177-

millipoe
at 25 C

cium Oor7mic 0.-:cone extracted 111th
arbonato Carbon N aramonium acetato

milliequivalont Pop
' 100 g. ool.1

per cen'c, par cent Sodium PotasCium

2

2

2

2

1.63
0.89

0;48
0.35
0,23

3,59
3.21

0,68

0,42
0.32

0.7
0.9

1.0

3.3
18.7
56.5
66.2

49.6

.7

6.0
13.9
10.9

0.1
0.3
0.4
1.2

3.4

0.1
0.3
1.4
2.4

0.5

0.7
0.5
0.9
1.1

2.6
12.8
59.2
57.1

2.9
3.1

3.3
19.0
25.5

0.7

0.7
0.7
0.6
0.5

27.8
31.7
75.6
67.8

29.6

84.4
82.6

116
124

5.0
2.6
2.7

1.7

1.8
1.0
1.1

1.4
1.4

1.2
1.2
1.1
1.0

0.5
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.5

0.8
0.2

0.4
0.2

7.2

3.8

3.8
3.6

4.5

10.3
9.7

15.5
17.3

11.2
9.0

12.1
13.1
12.2

2.5
3.0
2.6
2.2

2.6

3.1
2.7
2.5
1.5

3.7

3.3
3.1
2.3
2.3



0 Allalyes on Units 21 and 32K were determined after
J65 all other analyses were determined

]loYo7s July 1965.

2. In Unit 32K, pH values marked * were determined on
a satvrated soil'paste and calciuu carbonate values
(moY'1ce0 VOPO determined by means of Col1inE0
calcimeter.

All other calcium carbonate values are estimated by
acid neutralization.

The values for sodium extracted with N ammonium
acetate (at pH 7.0) include water soluble sodium.
Since water soluble potassium is normally very
small the values for potassium are approximate
estimates of exchangeable potassium.

Calcium carbonate, organic carbon and cations extracted
with N ammonium acetate are calculated on airdry soil.

A dash () indicates that the analysis was not done or
the result was not reliable.
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Si,e information

MIWALENI SPRINC H:1 SOIL 511

Because of the smallne J the area one general site description is
given with variations and "Soil Information" recorded with the individual
preiles.

Date of Survey: November December 1964.
Location: The detailed soil survey area is situated approximately miles

south of the Miwaleni Springs between '6he Rau and 'Ole Mue
Rivers in the KilimanjaPo gion of Tananie.r Approimately
9i miles due southeast 4-4' Koshio soutiward to 11.c

KaheTaveta railway.
Elevation: Survey area lies between contours 2305 and 2340 feetQ
Land form: Old alluvial plain area between the Rau and Mue Rivers.
Slope: Everywhare Class 1 flat or almost flat
Vegetation: Ranges from open seasonally swampy grasslands to Acacia thorn,-

bush and palm savannah and thick woOdy forest,. Forest occurs
as large areas and also lines the rivers and seasonal drainage
channels.

Climate: Interior tropical semiarid. There are no meteorological stations
in or near the area. "Synthetic Rainfall Records" devised by
this project hydrologist using-data from surrounding stations
gives a mean rainfall of 15.34 inches with a maximum of 21.66
and a minimum of 8.40 inches.

Soil profiles

All the profile descriptions given oeiow were made from shallow two foot
pits with augering below to 4 -.. 5 feet in order to complete the survey with
full analyses according to a rigid development schedule. The profiles have
certain recognised subsoil limitations in consequence and nostructures are
recorded for those depths sampled by auger.

UNIT 4R

Location: ' Miwale i Springs Detailed Survey.
Vegetation: Tall riveraine forest with thick underbush. tiltivated..

General soil in. ormation.

derived original,ly from the'

11'inches and moist below.
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Parent material: Old alluvial deposits
Kilimanjaro Volcano.

Drainage: Class 4 .--' well drained.

C, Moisture conditions: Slightly moist to
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.



Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 3 strongly affected.

Human influence: Nil.

B ief descri.tion of the e

A deep, dark brown over dark reddish brown clay loam over clay soil.
Structures are granular at the surface and only moderately well developed.
Strongly calcareous throughout with pH 8.8 to 8.6. The present profile is
saline but alkaline spots are included within the unit.

Profile description

Al 0-5" Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2) slightly moibt, clay loam; moderate
and weak medium granular breaking readily to very fine loose
weak aggregates; slightly sticky and slightly plastic, very
friable moist; porous with common fine poresi, Common fine
fibrous roots which bind together the larger granular aggre-
gates; the horizon becomes slightly lighter in colour with
depth; strongly calcareous; gradual smooth boundary; pH 8.8.

Cl 5-11" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/4) slightly moist; clay; moderate
medium granular; eticky and slightly plastic, friable moist;
porous' with common fine pores; strongly calcareous; few fine
roots; gradual smooth boUndary; pH 8.8.

02 1126" Dark brown (7.5 -TR 3/2) moist, clay; -moderate medium granular
very sticky and plastic, friable; porous with few fine and
medium pores; occasional medium distinct old root channels;
strongly calcareous; few fine rootS; gradual smooth boundary;
pH 8.6.

03 26-58"+ Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) moist; clay; very sticky and
plastic, friable mois-4 strongly calcareous; occasional fine
roots in the upper horizon; pH 8.6.

e of characteristics

Surface colours are always dark brown but after the top few inches
which are influenced by the forest vegetation the soil ranges between dark
reddish brown and dark brown and alternate colouration from horizon to
horizon occurs in what is a typically recent alluvial soil. The soils are
mainly saline, but some alkaline spots occur. pH range 8.4 9.6e

and associated soils
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This soil has much in common with those of Unit 4 of the semidetailed
survey carried out over a larger area although the Unit 4 soils are strictly
nonsaline nonalkaline and highly productive. Some very small spots of



ur on t
rpll) have

T

All o-6.-

e and P, .1)Aural potential

the river on come of the larger
lit produce good crops of bananas.

This is nonagy-ieultural land. It would have to be reclaimed before
utilisation and in any case occurs as a thin narrow strip along the river
which would be difficult to handle other than in a large well organised
scheme.

UNIT 22
(Withrr'eference to Unit 22F)

Location: Miwaleni Springs Detailed Survey, Ref. N 5,313,000/W.560,250
(Project topographical survey).

Vegetation: Thick bush vegetation dominated by mature Acacia and palms.
Much young Acacia and thin grass cover in less dense areas.
No cultivation but a little castor is grown around houses
just outside the area. Grazed by goats and cattle.

General soil information

Parent material: Old alluvial and probably colluvial materials? since
the site occupies a higher position than a lot of the
surrounding land.

Drainage: Class 4 - well drained.
MoiSture conditions: Dry throughout the profile to 30 inches.. Slightly

moist below.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 to i free to slightly affected.

Human influence: Nil.

j-f descri tion Of the profile

A dark brown over dark reddish brown, deep, well drained loam soil.
Surface structures are moderately developed granular Within a porous, friable
profile, pH increases with depthifrom 7.0 to 7.5 in the subsoil. Gravels

occur in the lowest horizon.

Dark brown (7.5 YR 4/2) dry, clay loam; slightly compacted
and breaking to weak fine angular blocks; slightly sticky and

slightly plastic, friable moist; slightly hard, dry; common

fine pores and distinct old root channels; non.-effervescent;

common fine living roots; horizon is slightly bleached in the

upper part; clear smooth boundary; pH 7.0.,
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6-16" Dark brown (7.5 YR 4/2) dvy I.00pr4

granular breaking readily to - m:11 granulon-',;
slightly plastic9 friablcl moist7 s1iOlt)4 hord dry

effervescent; porous with oommoil Lipovo. , OWIP011 fim
roots; olear smooth boundarr 7,0.

B2 16-30" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) dry9 ola57 loam; struoux,;

indistinct but breaking readily to )',j.uo an0 modium

blocky; sticky and slightly plasticp friable moist, hargi

dry; very porous with many fine and few coarge riore2
occasional coarse rounded sand grains Visible jA) pedE

change; pH 7.5.

30-50" Reddish brown (5 YR 4/4) slightly moist,,sravelly cAay lcam
common fine and medium rounded 8rave1s hard and Olf-Ticnit

auger; pH 8.2.

cha acteristics

Surface colours are always dark brown (7.5 YR 4/2 or 3/2) and -Llbsoi3T,

- reddish brown (5 YR 3/3 or 3/4). Textures are clay loam at the eu:te;
may be clay in some subsoils. Gravels occasionally occu& in the lowcs
';ons as in the present profile. Some subsoils are effervecen and aleo

Atly saline. pH is usually 7.0 8.2 although in the saline subsoil may
-tWeen 8.4 and 8.7.

Similar
.

.spils

In the southwest of the area a heavily cultivated and frequently i-H
ousurs with very similar characteristics and has been maped_ as

Guit 22F. It is completely nonsaline nonalkaline-a] highly 7-roduotivo
3, variety of crops, in forest clearings. Textures teY to be finer
.j:aeutly o]ay at the surface althoUgh ooi,euf cange,

afa very similar.

e and agricùltural potential

These soils are not cultivated within the aJ:,?,a, but could be preus
ililjer irrigation for a wide variety of C120125 lt-i2 however,
Ftwaliest unit, covering less than 2% of the arr,,a ani iF there'T:oe

great significance and in no way representative.



Parent makc.o.1, ola allyorinm.

.Ctraivag C;1.L4,ss - imperfecly CPinedU, Ue y nooded pite.
, Moistuva conditions: Slightly loot thcoughoui; the profile.

Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness 47.' rockiness Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity- or alkalinity: Class O- free.
Human inflronce Nil.

B f desnr n of the rofi.
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UNfT sd(7)10

Oqith .co:cnce to Unit 25S)

bocation: Miwalui ftorin3s Detailed Hu..J..10 N5-20i0,500/111.563,0000
Vegetation: 17(1!Th aonso rovest along o. rJoalonal drainage line. Uncultivated.
YJocal laud -3'nvm 01 depressionaJ di:ains'o lino.

nral soil information

A dark reddish brown over reddj'Al brcwn, deep, imperfectly drained ahoy
loam °vox' cloy soil. Surface ritructoros arc moderateLy developed, Nit '-trong
coarse-columnar peds.charactor 'che subsoil. The clays are very sticky and
plastic, :?.,r4 stiff below 16 isi.. The soil is slightly calcareous in the
subsoil vTiltnH increasing wi't . appth through the rsnge 7.4 - 8.5. A n
salino nun , 11 almo forested ssiI dith high surraoo organic matter coii.

All reddish brown (5 YR 2/2) slightly moist, clay loam;
moderate medium and fine grannler Yhigh organic matter con-
tent; sIig1 1;/ , ic.ky and slightly plastic, friable; porous
with many fine pores; non-pffervescout; many fine roots;
clear smooth boundary; pH 7.4.

Al2 6-16" Dark brown (5 YR 3/2)' slightly moist, clay; strong

coarse columnar; occasional small rounded polished gravels;
sticky and ulastic; hard dry; non-effervescent; few fine
roots; gvanal smooth change; 7.6,

AC 16-36" Reddish (5 YR 4/0 74light1y moist9 clay; stiff and

diUicult auger; -very lJticky and plastic, firm; slightly

effr-i,osoen occasional fine roots in the upper horizon;
grFdual change; pH 8.4(4

36-58" Reddish brown (5 YR 4/4) slightly moist; clay; stiff and

djCricult to auger; very sticky and very plastic; slightly

effrvescent; pH 8.5.



nh' actrl7iics

coloari are usually dark reddish brown but the subsoil may,range
between reddish brown (5 YR 4/4) and dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2). Textures are

heavy clay below the top 6-9 inches. Gravels may occur in the profiL'
depth pH is in the broad range 700 - 8.5 with the lowest readings at the

si.ulare Surface organic matter content varies but is usually relatively
high with many fine toots sometimes in a loose mat.

Similar and associated soils

The present unit occupies the western part of a depressed drainage line
which passes through the survey area west to east.. The easten end of the
arajnage area is occupied by Unit 255.

Unit 25S may be either dark reddish brown or very dark brown depending
upon organic matter accumulation at the surface. Subsoils are strong coarse
angular blocky; Textures are consistently 'clay with pH range 8.5 9.4
within a highly alkaline and sometimes saline soil.

Land-use ana agricultural otential

The limitations to the use of Unit 25F are seasonal flooding and low
depressed site. The soils are fine textured and have slight subsoil
alkalinity. They could be included within an irrigation scheme after the
provision of flood protection. A forest clearance programme would be
necessary, but the unit is very small (32 acres).

Unit 256 by contrast is non-agricultural and is not recommended 'Por
development. Expensive reclamation would be involved in bringing the soils
into use and this, together 'wdth problems related to low-lying position and
flooding, would make costs prohibitive.

UNIT 27.

Location: Miwaleni Springs Detailed Survey, N.51309,000/W.561,750.
Vegetation: Mature palms dominate the whole of the unit with some coarse

grasses in clearings and occasional thorny Acacia.

eral soil information
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Parent material: Old alluvium.
Drainage: Class 3 - moderately well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry to 5 inches and slightly moist below.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Evidence of erosion: Nil.



Salinity or alka1inity Class 2 - affected..
Human influonoo Nil.

he rofi1e

39

A dark grey over dark brown and. brown, deep, moderately welidrainod. loam
over clay loam over clay soil. Very porous in the topsoil ooiresponding to
high organic matter content; The topsoil is nom-effervescent but the
profilo becomes moro calcareous with cicphh. Rooting is done in the top
foot of the profile; pH increases with depth in the range 76 - 9;2+o

s

All 0-5" Very dark grey (lo YR 3/1) moist and dark grey (io YR 4/1) dry,
loam; weak coarse medium and fino granular, the granules
being held together by abundant fine and. medium grass roots;
slightly sticky and slightly plastic, very friable moist; soft
dry; very porous with many fine and medium pores; high\

organic content with a thin huinic surface that is slightly
bleached below; gradual smooth boundary; pH 7,6.

Al2 5-12" Dark brown (io YR 4/3) slightly moist, clay loam; moderate
medium and fine granular; sticky and 1ight1y plastic, friable
moist; slightly effervescent; common fine and medium roots;
gradual smooth boundary; pH 8.0.

B2 12-36" Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2) moist, play; sticky and plastic, firm
moist; slightly compacted; effervescent; occasional small
rounded gravels; gradual boundary; pH 8.8.

C 36-48"+ Brown (io YR 5/3) moist, clay; with many angular and sub-
rounded gravels; strongly calcareous; pH 9.2+.

Notez This is one of the botter profiles within this unit. Other profiles
range in pH betwoèn 84 and. 8.8 and. have the highest pH at the surface
within the range 8.6 - 9.4.

Range in characteristics

Topsoil colours are invariably dark grey, but may also be black duo to
organic accumulation. Subsoil colours range between dark brown an& brown,
but may also be greyish brown; pH ranges between 7.6 and. 9.2+ with oon-.

siderable variation, highest readings occuring either at the surface or at
depth.

cluse and a icultural .otential

e doscri t ion

Due to high alkalinity and patchy salinity these soils are not cultivated
at present. The unit (403 acres) is the largest in the survey area, but
would not be suitable for agriculture without reclamation.
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lic)inc;

in

7(nd a soc*ted

Theve ;-Lce _lo to this in the detailed area. Within the
ave Uni 31 iz highly calcareous with calcium carbonate

coucrious in the 'Al but is much redder, less organic at the surface
and develoPerl in I tt( -lope colluvial materials.

Land -I-, otential

not cultivated and would have to be reclaimed. Sinee
the soils are alkaline, reclamation would be expensive. The outcropping
caliche-rock is an additional limitation and flood 'control would have to be
established outside the area in order to stop seasonal inundation.

UNIT 32D
(With peference Unit 32W)

Location - Detailed Survey. Ref.N.5,307,000558,000.
'Vegetation: The domi3nt vegetation is tall mature palm (Typha augustifolia

Lo) 1.1i)6h coarse grans cover in clearings. Grasses are subject
to bnrning. VOt ultivated0 Some grazing by goats

Ger- 17_

Brief (

Parent Old alluvium.
Draiu Class 2 - imperfectly'drained.
Moisui conditions: Slightly moist throughout the profile.
Offandwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness ov
Evidence ci erosion
Salinity OP a31:alinily Class strongly affected.

Human influence: Nil.

iption nf the profile

veKy dark 13:rn over &ark greyish brown and greyish brown, deep,
saline-alkaline clay soil. Structures are well developed angular blocky
Texture7 are silty cl77 77= clay and the soil is not very porous. Salt

accumulates at the su-z.. 3nd the profile is highly calcareous throughout.
pH dc:: with dep-ft in the range 9.6 - 8.8.

the soils are consisten
ium accumulating and with pH

*Aity range 8.6 - 9.2).
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Profil on

All 0-6" Very dark rown (10.YR 3/2) slightly moist, silty clay; stonr:
medium and fine angular blocky; slightly sticky and slicly
plastic, friable moist; few fine pores; highly effervescent;
many fine roots and very fine roots incorporated in the pedo;
abrupt smooth boundary; pH 9.6.

Al2 8-20" Very dark brown (10 YR 2/2) slightly moist silty clay;
moderate medium angular blocky; slightly sticky and slightly
plastic; only a few fine pores; few distinct old root
channels; highly effervescent; common fine roots: nlear
smooth boundary; pH 9.6.

AC 20-38" Dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) slightly moist, silty clay with
medium distinct pale brown (10 YR 6/3) mottles; slightly
sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist; strongly calcare-
ous; gradual smooth boundary; pH 9.0.

38-58"+ Greyish.brown (10 YR 5/2) slightly moist lay; with common
fine distinct pale brown (10 YR 6/3) mott -; sticky and
plastic; firm; occasional rounded grave ; pH 8.8.

Note: The surface in many places is salt accumulating. Large 10-80 feet
salt.patches occur from place to place. Salt crusts are thick and
fluffy and often disturbed by goats and cattle.

Rano of characteristic

Salt accumulations may or may not be present at the surface. Where not
present colours are very dark brown (10 YR 3/2 10 YR 2/2). Subsoils
usually become greyer with depth. Well formed angular blocky surface struc-
tures become weaker developed down profile. Textures are always silty clay
and clay0 pH range 8.4 9.6+ with maAY profiles having all readings above
8.8.

Similar and associated soils

42

Unit 32W represents a wetter phase of this unit. Like 32D the unit 32W
is highly saline and altaline with similar 10-80 feet salt patches but it
occupies a lower lying site, subject to shallow flooding during the Wet
season. Textures are similar, but clay loam textures have been recorded.
Dark surface colours go deeper, but subsoil colours tend in some profiles to
be browner. Organic matter accumulation at the surface is higher and suvface
structures frequently granular. Also a nonagricultural soil.



Pacput material k Old alluvium.
Drajuaae Class 1 - poorly drained.

Co goiFrhi±-e ocaditdons: Moist throughout the profile.
GPoundwater depth; Unknown.
.71,0013112 rnGhillerJSg Nil0

ilividou of afosiom Nil.

SaJinit,y o.o Subsoil is Clasp slightly affected.
H110101 itifjuence; Ni'..

v(f,v nver very dark grey and pale brown, deep, poorly
aincJO ctL3y- with strongly calcareous' subsoil. Structures are

deYeloped in the fine to Medium granular range., The subsoil
cc Hrasts with the non-effervescent surface, being strongly calcareous
wit7 .ium carbonate segregation0 pH increases withclepth to
8.5 t,-) moderate alkalinity. Individual gravels occur in

7)rown (5 YR 3/1) moist clay; moderate coarse and
-zialar held together by many fine and Medium grass
sticky and plastic, friable moist; high organic

Gonteut; non effervescent; clear smooth boundary;
v)k T.2.
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e major unit 32 are cultivated at the
'1!ki r:otol)Yrkl. uma Ppresentr, the ::;ond largest unit within

anreL;) ;And cannot Le considered for irrigation
vjuinioeelamaUon and flood control. Non-

t the 11.t time.

11: -1'7J also to Unit 34F)

Swjngs Detailed Survey. N.5,305,000.582,000.
tal., brc, loafed gl'asslands with clumps of trees.

T;ii1picF,1 water-tolaat grass vegetation. Not cultivated0
land form: Depressional major flood area through which water passes

seasonally.
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1321 5-12" Very dark brown (10 YR 2/2) moist, clay; moderate coarse and
medium granular; sticky and plastic, friable moist; non,
effervescent; common fine roots; slightly porous wjth J7ew
fine pores; gradual smooth boundary; PH 7.4.

1322ca 12-32" A combination colour of dark grey (10 YR 4/1) and very Jack
zr.eyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moist, clay; with common white
flocks of segregated calcium carbonate; sticky and plastic,
firm moist; calcareous; clear change; pH 8.0.

O 32-60"+ Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) moist, clay; with some pale brown
areas and ochreous iron segregation; occasional medium and
small angular gravels; strongly calcareous; pH 8.5.

Pn of characteristics

Topsoil colours range between very dark brown (5 YR 3/1) and very ( c',.rk

grey (10 YR 3/1). Subsoil colours in the strongly calcareouS zone ran
between pale brown and grey. The change between the two may be almost na
uliconFoTmity in some profiles. Textures are always clayey. pH ranges between
7.2 and 8.8 with some prefiles having reaction throughout in excess of 8.4,

Similar and associated soils

Unit 34F is the forested phase of this soil. It is a very dark'gcey
over dark brown, deep poorly drained clay soil with a similar sbrorpOy
calcareous subsoil. Structures are also coarse and well developed7 being
either columnar or strong angular blocky to the surface. The'soil lo also
moderately alkaline, especially in the subsoil and similarly subjected to
flooding or waterlogging in the wet season. pH is usually above 8.4 through-
out the profile. Not quite so organic as unit 34.

Land-use and aFriculturalyotential

Units 34 and 34F have the common problems of moderate subsoil alkalinit
and poor drainage with seasonal flooding for several weeks during and afteP
the rainy season. Unit 34 is the wettest of the units in the area, although
Unit 25 is also water accumulating. The subsoil alkalinity is not continu-
ous throughout the units and would not be a severe problem with gooa drainage
within a well organised scheme. A forest clearance programme would be ree6e0.
before Unit 34E could be brought into use.

T' TT ''.8K

Location: N.5,313,000/W 562,000.
Vegetation: Mixture of coarse clump grass, thornbush and palms with large

bare patches. Grazed by goats and cattle.



General soil information

Parent material: Old alluvium.

Drainage: Class 3 moderately well drained.

Co Moisture conditions: Dry.

de Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 2 moderately affected.,

Human influence: Nil.

It:sction of therefile

dark brown over very dark brown, deep, moderately well drained,
moderately alkaline soil. Struotures at the surface are moderately
developed coarse medium and fine angular blocky and overlie 2, massive sUb-
soil. The profile is strongly effervescent below:the surface. A clay loam
surface overlies clays.

Profile description

All 0-7" Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2) moist and pale brown (10 YR 6/3) dry,
clay loam; weak coarse medium and fine subangular blocky;
slightly sticky and slightly plastic, very friable moist, soft
dry; common fine roots; clear smoóth boundary; pH 8.0.

Al2 7-17" Very dark brown (10 YR 2/2) slightly moist, clay; moderate,
medium and,fine angular blocky; sticky and plastic, friable
moist; common fine pores; strongly effervescent; gradual
smooth boundary; pH 8.2.

B21 17-32" Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2) slightly moist, clay; massive;
sticky and plastic, friable moist; few fine and few medium
pores; few fine roots;- strongly effervescent; gradual
boundary; pH 9.2.

B22 32-56"+ Brown to dark brown (7.5 YR 4/2) slightly mbist, clay;
sticky and plastic, firm meist; strongly effervescent;
pH 8.6.

Note: This profile and samples represents a slightly better. than average
site within the unit. Other profiles near bare patches give pH
readings throughout within the narrow range 8.8 9.4 cerresponding
to high exchangeable sodium content.

xracterstics

SirLTLce coloura; are commonly dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2) but subsoil dolour2,'
._;e between very dark brown (10 YR 2/2) and dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/4).

T tures are consistently clay loam over cläy.
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w.-.,./ ohave.ntRi-tiJor! in ok... 1J11 Un At ..?? whjeb IA;
granula SMO-WPe R11.6. jO hORVPW trJ7,171:rocia 4.)) it7.

ri(,,7h.l? pi COPrOSDOWIJD3' to high. eKobo,nr;r1Rhlo 1,-.1d1um rwrtQl);;,,

Th:ij. a oatoby alkaline 5°11 and reolamEA1on wou1cf he neoo9sai..y before
it ,w110% Psed for vexioulturer, It amopAs lo about 8°/. Tithe proposed
Pohemo ,rea. Used only for goat and 000acJionally oat'0. -.:.11ng. Not
E;vjtc,,ble il'or irrlution,
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0.55
1.50
1.25
1.50

0.87
0.60
1.25
1.45

0.26
0.12
0.36
0.60
0.28
0.30
0.72
0.60
0.95
1.20
1.20

2.60
2.30
1.75
1.40

4.00
4.75
4.85
3.20

NIL
NIL

1
10

2
2
4
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1.10 12 0.56
1.40 6

6
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11
18

5
9
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TABLE II

Total o:ztracte,L1 by R
ammoninw acoix.6,

1.89
0.11
0.09

16.3
31.5
27.2
36.7

2.67
1.09
0.30

1.93
0.81
0.43

.05
0.72
0.33

4.74
1.74
0.59

3.66
0.74

2.03
1.00
0.43

0.5 3.6
0.8 2.8
1.6 2.2

10.6 2.5

4.4
3.1
2.8
3.6

3,2
3.6
3.2
4.1

4.4
7.9

24.5
22.8

22.8
23.6
27.2

43.5
29.9
24.5
20.4

58.4
72.0
61.1
44.8

3.5
2.2
5.7
9.8

5.4
12.2
26.6
29.9
13.3
19.0
23.6

30(
3.6
3.3
4.0

4.9
5.0
5.5

5.9
5-5
5.8
6A

4.4
4.4
4.5
3.8

4.0
3.6
5.0
6.4

3.4
4.5
4.7
3.4
3.6
4.5
6.0

Ir/Ir Wdr

9,2 9.9
10.0 10.3
10.0 10..3
_0,6 10.1

7,6 7.7
7.3 7.8
8.0 8.9
7.9 9.0
7.1 7.7
7.5
8,6 9.2
9,4 9.9
8.3 9.2
9.9 10.2
9.8 10.2

10.0 10.2

7.0 7.4
8.1 8.7

10.1
9,9 10.2

9.6 9.9
9.8 9.9
9.3 9.5

30.2 10.3
10.3 10.3
10.1 10.2
10.0 10.2

10.1 10.4
10.2 10.4
10.1 10.3
10.1 10.3

Der cent per cent 100g
soaim

non
Potvultpro,

12 3.96 25.5 10.7
15 1.09 27.2 9.2
4 0.43 21.7 9,0

14 22.8

LI 1

parbonao
Ofganio
-6Y.13o

n-832W



lyses were determ! ,

2. (17.1_ crbonate values , T7toates by d
'zation.

Ti valve for F-lodlom wi,th akililioAlAl
p.oei;ate (at pH 700) iliolaft li1bl odiut1i
alica water rJoloble potassiuw. .1J-; vo:crnalii very
irnall .11c) -veaues or pc-bass:11)w are appro7jmato
astj.mates of o7c1)olv,eable potasFifolm.

Calcdum oa:bonae0 organic carbon and cat:±,ons
eT:tracted with N ammortium acetate are calculated
on airdry soil.

A dash () indicates that the analysis was not
done.
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Site information

Soil name: UNIT 11d.
Higher category classifioation: Regosol intergrade to Reddish Brown.

EnticOrthid? (4A-1). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).

Date of examination: 30th June, 1966.

Authors: Messrs. Mikenberg, Suggett and Hoekstra.
Location: Kahe Irrigation Scheme. Northwest corner of Pilot"Area I,

which is situated approximately 1,-1 miles southwest of Kahe
village, Kilimanjaro District, Tanzania.

Elevation: 2309 feet.
Land form:

io Physiographic position: Gently sloping plains below Mount
Kilimanjaro.

ii. Surrounding land form: Gently sloping.

Microtopography: Nil.

Slope: Flat or almost flat, 0-2%.
Landuse: Vegetation is mainly thornbash dominated by Acacia with mucn

low bush and scrub or grass in clearings. Some goat and
cattle grazing. Very occasional sporadic cultivations for
maize during the heaviest wet seasons. Charcoal burning.

General information on the soil

Parent material: Old fluviocolluvial materials overlying rounded
heavily calcium cemented gravels and occasionally caliche-
like materials.

Drainage: Class 4 - well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout the profile.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Slight:wind erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: -Class 0 free.
Human influence: Nil.

descri.tion of the uro

Dark brown over dark yellówish brown, well drained, moderately perme-
able silt loam soils with occasional heavier textUred.horizons and some-
times containing individual gravels. Roots penetrate to 60" and often
deeper in what are weakly structured friable soils of high to medium
porosity. Closely related to and distributed with phases llm (18-30
overlying gravels and lis 0-18" overlying gravels), both of which are also
weakly developed Regosolic Soils.

ofile descri tion

All 0-4" Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) moist and brown to dark brown (10 YR
4/3) dry, silt loam; weak fine and medium granular; sticky
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and plastic, friable moist, soft dry; noneffervescent; high
porosity; common fine and medium roots; clear wavy boundary;
pH 7.1.

Al2 4-18" Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 3/4) moist and dark yellowish brown
(10 YR 4/4) dry, silty clay loam; weak medium granular;
sticky and plastic, friable moist, soft dry; noneffervescent;
high porosity; common fine and medium roots; gradual smooth
boundary; pH 7.1.

AC 18-38" Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 3/4) moist and brown to dark brown
(10 YR 5/3) dry, silt loam; massive breaking to medium sub
angular blocky; slightly sticky and plastic, friable moist,
hard dry; slightly effervescent; tedium porosity; common
medium roots; gradual smooth boundary; pH 7.6.

Cl 38-60" Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) moist and brown to dark brown (10 YR
5/3) dry, silt loam; massive; slightly sticky and slightly
plastic, friable moist, soft dry; effervescent; few fine and
occasional medium roots; pH 8.0.

Note: Pit ends at the top of a gravel layer. Many rounded calcium carbonate
coated gravels I'orm a concentrated slightly compacted layer. This
would be a 1102 horizon.

f characteristics

MoiSt surface colours are usually dark brown (10 YR 3/3 7.5 YR 3/2)
but subsoil colours have a broader range between dark yellowish brown (10 YR
3/4) and dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3). Textures are silt loam with some
:j.lty clay loam layers. Structures are always weak or very.weak. pH rangos
;tween 7.0 and 8.2 with effervescence in most profiles below 18 inches.
,Av-cds are usually very common in the;profile below 3-4 feet and are often

;-;m:mted with calcium carbOnate.

:rid associated soils

Units llm (medium 18-30" depth above gravels) and lls (shallow 0-18"
depth above gravels) form part of this series.

;e and agricultural potential

soil would be highly suitable for irrigation agriculture and a wide
Y:E2D:S of crops could be grown.

In preparationcf the site for irrigation, care would have to be taken in
lz'yelling the two other closely related medium and shallow phases. The

ycesent soil and mobtof the medium units present no levelling problems but
levelling of the shallow phase would in some cases be impossible.



a. Soil name: UNIT:11A.

b. Higher catogo'f,/ olassification: Regosol.

c. Date of e..:1471ilouz 30th JUne, 1966.
d. Authors: Messrs. Mikenberg, Suggett and Hoekstra.

e. Location: Kahe Irrigation Scheme. Centrally within Pilot Area I, which
is situated approximately la miles southwest of Kahe village,
Kilimanjaro District, Tanzania.

f. Elevation: 2307 feet.

g. Land form:
Pbysiographic position: Gently sloping plains below Mount
Kilimanjaro.
Surrounding land form: Gently sloping.

Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Flat or almost flat, 0-2%.
i. Land-use: Vegetation is mainly thornbu.,h dominated by Acacia with much

low bush and scrub or grass in clearings. Some goat and cattle
grazing. Very occasional sporadic cultivations for maize dur-
ing the heaviest wet seasons. Charcoal burning.

cl-eral information on.the soil

Parent material: Old fluvio-colluvial materials'overlying rounded heavily
calcium cemented gravels and occasionally caliche-like materials.

Drainage: Class 4 - well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout the profile.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Slight wind erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 - free.
Human influence: Nil.

.ef descri- tion of the
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Dark brown over dark yellowish brown, Moderately deep, well drained,
moJerately permeable fine sandy loam over silt loam soils. Always unconform-
ab7_::. overlying compacted and/or calcium gemented gravels. Roots penetrate

'eughout the profile. Closely related to and distributed with series
Units lid. (more than 30" depth overlying gravels) and lls (0-18" over gravels)
both of which are also weakly developed Regosolic Soils.

Profil d on

Al 0-3" Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) moist'and yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) drY,
fine sandy loam; massive; slightly sticky, friable moist,
slightly hard dry; non-effervescent; few fine and common
medium roots; low porosity; slightly compacted with a platy
tendency; clear smooth boundary; pH 7.4.



AC 3-14" Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) moist and brown to dark brown (10 YR
5/3) dry, silt loam; massive breaking to fine and medium sub
angular blocky; sticky and plastic, friable moist, hard dry;
noneffervescent; medium porosity; few to common medium
roots; few fine subrounded and rounded gravels; olear wavy
boundary; pH 7.2.

IIC1 14-20" Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) moist and yellowish brown matrix (10 YR

5/4) dry with calcium carbonate coated gravels of (10 YR 6/5)
pale brown; gravel with silt loam included materials; struc-
tureless; highly effervescent; high porosity; common fine,
few medium and occasional large roots; fine roots cease after
this horizon; abrupt wavy boundarn pH 8.0.

IIC2ca Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) moist and pale brown (10 YR
20-34"+ 6/3) dry, continuous layer of strongly calcium cemented gravels

forming a calichelike layer; a few medium roots penetrate
this horizon; very strongly effervescent; pH 7.8.

an e of characteristic

Loamy textures throughout with either fine sandy loam or silt loam at
the surface. Colours are dark brown with dark yellowish brown gravel sub-
soil. Structures are either very weakly developed or nonexistent within a
massive profile. pH range 7.0 8.2. Gravelly subsoils are usually highly
calcareous and may be strongly cemented with calcium carbonate.

Similar and associated soils

A deep (greater than 30") and a shallow phase (0-18") form part of this

series.

T,2,r.c.1.use and acrricultural potential

A moderately good soil for irrigation under which a wide range of crops

could be grown. Care would, however, have to be.taken during levelling work
in order not to remove too much topsóil. Similar responses to deep phase
Unit lid would be expected in the event of satisfactory levelling.

Site information

Soil name: UNIT lis.
Higher category classification: RegoSol.

Date of examination: 30th June, 1966.
Authors: Messrs. Mikenberg, Suggett and Hoekstra.
Location: Kahe Irrigation Scheme. Southwest corner of Pilot Area

which is situated approximately miles southwest of Kahe

village, Kilimanjaro Region, Tanzania.
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Parent material: Old volcanic-derived fluvio-colluvial materials over-
lying rounded heavily calcium cemented gravels.

Drainage: Class 4-5 - well to somewhat excessively drained.
conditions: Dry throughout the profile.

Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

EVidence of erosion: Slight wind erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 - free.
Human influence: Nil.

descybion of the o

Dark brown, well drained, shallow non saline-non alkaline soils having
loam texture overlying gravelly loam and gravels. VerY closely related

11d but with shallow depth and profile, overlying cemented gravels.

brown (10 YR 3/3) moist and yellowish brown; (10 YR 5/4)
di-y, canfi..37 loam; weak mediUm blocky; slightly sticky and
plastic, friable moist, slightly hard dry; non-effervescent;
medium porosity with common fine pores; few fine and medium
gravels; gradual wavy boundary; pH 7.0.

Cl 3-12/18" Dark brown; (10 YR 3/3) moist and brown to dark brown (10 YR
4.5/3) dry, very gravelly silt loam; massive; sticky and
plastic, friable moist, loose dry; non-effervescent; high
porosity; few medium and fine roots; rounded medium gravels
constitute 80%+ of the horizon; slightly compacted; pH 8.0.

1102 12/18- Brown to dark brown (10 YR 4/3) moist and brown to dark brown
6+ (10 YR 5/3) dry, gravel with silt loam materials included;

massive; loose dry; highly effervescent; very high porosity;
few fine roots; rounded medium gravels constitute WI- of the
horizon; slightly compacted; pH 8.0.

Al 0-3"
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f.ti'3()17) ,?uo];,
g.4,vy;

V1;W.,1(.shio position: Gently sloping plains below Mount
K:11, Ï_lu11.jp,000

:y1.-oullaing land form: Gently sloping.
Micr t .L.Lphy: Nil.

h. t-1 F)3:1; or almost flat, 0-2%.

ITgetation is mainly thornbush. dominated by Acacia with much
low bush and söme scrub or grass in clearings+. Bare areas
Pre common. Some goat and cattle grazing.

n the soil



Surface colours are always dark brown (10 YR 3/3) and textures silt loam,
P.Athough the top 2-3'inches tend to be more sandy due mainly to wind erosion.
(ayels always occur within 18 inches of the surface and these are for the

part cemented by calcium carbonate. pH rangeR-e-

and associated soil

oharacteristics

2hases lld (deep)and llm (medium) belong to this series of soils.

Landue and agricultural otential

The shallowest soils within this phase are nonagricultural due to
gravel concentrations at or near the surface, although parts with a deeper
topsoil could be cultivated with care under sprinkler irrigation. In the
:levelling of large areas it may be possible to build up topsoil on these
shallow soil's for irrigation purposes, but levelling in many parts will be
almost impossible where gravels are near the surface at high elevations.

Research into water loss in these shallow gravel areas should be carried
out and sprinkler irrigation is strongly recommended for their utilisation.
Investigations into the geological strata immediately below these soils will
be essential before irrigation.
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;17

Inches

SOIL ANALYSE S

WARE DETAILED SURVEY

lid 0-4
4-18 .

la-38
3a-60

6.5
6.9
7.7
7.7

0-3 7.4
3-14 6.3

14-20 7.7
20-34 7.8

NOTES:

All analyses were determined after July 1965.

Calcium carbonate was determined by means of Collin's calcimeter.

OLSEN available phosphorus was determined by extracting 1 part of soil with 20 parto of 0.5.5. sodium
bicarbonato at pH 8.5.

The particle size distribution values are percentages of the oven-dry mineral fraction, after removal of calcium carbonate.
The size ranges are -

Coarse Sand 2000 - 200 microns
Fine Sand 200 - 20 microns
Silt' 20 - 2 microns
Clay Leso than 2 microns

Calcium values have been omitted in the case of calcareous soils, since calcium carbonate is partially soluble in ammonium acetate.
The values for total cations extracted by N eonium acetate are approximate estimates of the cation exchange capacity.

TABLE I

6. Calcium carbonate, organic carbon, total nitrogen, available phosphorus and cations extracted with N er-,monium acetate are calculated
on air-dry soil.

UNIT

No.

Depth

Inches

Particle Size Distribution Saturation Cations extracted with N ammonium acetate
per cent of mineral fraction Dementa Re

Calcium

ailliequivalent

Magnesium

par 100g

Sodium

soil

Potassium Total
Coerce Fina

Silt C avSand S d

lid 0-4 14 33 36 17 40 15.5 7.5 0.2 5.6 28.8
4-18 6 32 39 23 67 25.0 6.5 0.2 4.2 35.9

18-38 4 31 43 22 54 - 6.0 0.2 5.2 -
38-60 6 34 41 19 53 - 9.5 0.4 5.2 -

0-3 40 37 15 8 30 14.0 4.0 0.1 3.8 21.9
3-14 48 36 11 5 36 12.0 4.0 0.2 2.7 18.9

14-20 17 45 25 13 36 - 6.5 0.3 2.2 -
20-34 18 42 26 14 44 - 7.0 2.0 11.0 -

Us 0-3 30 45 19 6 22 8.5 3.5 0.1 2.6 14.7
3-12/18 42 39 13 6 30 11.5 3.0 0.1 4.0 18.6

12/18-36 32 36 17 15 37 - 4.0 0.2 3.8 -

Water Conductivity C-' Orzanic Total
C

Ratio

Available

1:5
W/V

millipos
Saturation
attract

co 25°C
1:5

Carbon Paozraoru

per cent per can per cent

pra

OLSEN

7, 13
17

3.4
1.0

8.4 16 0.7
8.5 19 0.6

6.0 12 3.4
7.2 17 0.7
8.3 13 0.5
8.1 16 0.5

7.6 0.44 0.05 NIL 0.84 0.06 14 3.3
7.7 0.27 0.04 SIL 0.72 0.05 14 1.4
8.4 0.35 0.14 3.1 0.51 0.04 13 1,1

PH in

aturated
Paste
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information

Soil name: UNIT .114.

b. Higher category classification: Regosol. Quarzipsamment (1.X2).
Revised 7th Approximation (1964).

c. Date of examination: 24th March, 1965.
d. Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg, G. R. Suggett and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
e. Location: In the pediments extending from the Masai Steppe rift forma-

tion. Between the rift and the valley flats. Ngage area, 26
miles south of the Nyumba ya Mungu Dam, Tanzaraa.

f. Elevation: 1800-2100 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position: Pediments from the rift valley edge.
Surrounding land form: Gently undulating.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 2 gently sloping 2-6% regular slopes. Majority of the
slopes around 3%.

i. Vegetation and/or landuse: Continuous medium bush with small grassy
clearings and areas of parkland and salt bush. Game and cattle
grazing.

General soil information

Parent material: Colluvium from Basement Complex rocks.
Drainage: Well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Evidence of erosion: Some gully erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 soils free of excess salt or alkali.
Human influence: Nil.

descriirLion of the rofile
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A dark brown over dark reddish brown, deep, very weakly developed loamy
sand over loamy fine sand soil. Increasingly calcareous with depth. Highly
porous and deep rooting.

Profile descri tion

AC -17" Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2) moist and brown to dark brown (7.5 YR
4/4) dry, loamy sand: massive, breaking to weak medium granu-
lar; non sticky and, non plastic; very friable moist, loose
dry; many fine vesicular pores; common fine and medium grass
roots with few medium and coarse bush roets; pH 8.0; non-
effervescent; diffuse gradual boundary to

Cl 17-40" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/4) moist and dark red (2.5 YR 3/6)
dry, loamy fine sand; non sticky and non plastic, very friable



This is a deep, well drained soil, potentially suited to a wide
crops with limitations derived from coarse texture and probable low fcP1.1,7,
Unfortunately, it lies outside the area of effective gravity, command. With
pump irrigation much of this huge area oould be included in a.very large
irrigation programme.

e informatio
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moist, loose dry; few fine roots; pH MI siighiy
effervescent; many shining quartz particles; difCuse
boundary to

C2 40-60" Same as above except for higher pH and strong effervescence0

f characteristics

Colours are consistently dark brown at the surface and dark reddish
below within a narrow range. The soils are always increasingly more calcare-
ous with depth and strongly calcareous in the subsoil1

use and a icultural otential

Soil name: UNIT 115.
Higher category classification: Solonetz. Natrargid (4.23). Revised

7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: 24th March, 19654
Auth'ors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg, G. R. Suggett and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen,
Location: Located in the eroded pediment zone at the foot of the Mazai

Steppe. Ngage area, 26 miles south of the Nyumba ya Mungu Dam,

Tanzania.
Elevation: 1800-2100 feet.
Land form:

Physiographic position: Eroded pedimentary footslopes of the
Nasal Steppe.

ii. Surrounding land form: Gently undulating.
Microtopography: Nil.

Slope: Classes 1 to 2. (Mainly 1-3%).
Vegetation and/or landuse: Poorer boarse grass with eroded bare patches.

General soil information

Parent material: Colluvial well redistributed sedimentary materials.
Drainage: Imperfectly or somewhat poorly drained.,

co Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Eroded throughout the unit.



h,

Br

,..A.inity or alkalinity: Class 3 soils strongly affected by salt or
alkali.

influence:. Nil.

A brown to dark brown deep fine sand and fine sandy loam, imperfectly
drained soil with coarse columnar subsoil, pH is consistently 96 or'higher
throughout and the profile has been confirmed by chemical dsta as being non,-
salinealkaline. Very strongly calcareous throughout.

- ile clesoritio

A2 0-4" Brown to dark brown (10 YR 4/3) moiSt and same colour dry, fine
sand; structureless; non sticlw and non plastic,. very friable
moist, loose dry; many fine pores; very frequent fine grass
roots, bOth living and dead concentrated within this horizon;
pH 9.6; very strongly effervescent; abrupt wavy boundary to

B21 4-12" Olive grey (5 Y. 4/2) moist and pale olive (5 Y. 6/3) dry with
other colourb inside the peds, sandy loam; coarse strong
columnar; non sticky and slightly plastic, firm moist, hard
dry; many small pores; common fine dead roots especially
between peds; material frem the above horizon has washed down
between columnar peds; a highly compacted layer; pH 9.6.;
very strongly effervescent; clear irregular bondary to

B22 12-20" Brown to dark brown (7.5 YR 4/2) moist and same colour dry,
fine sandy loam; massive breaking to irregular medium blocky;
non sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist, hard dry; few
fine pores; continuouslthick clay cùtans along the root
channels; few fine dead roots; shining flakes of mica;
pH 9.6.; very strongly effervescent.

Brown to dark brown (7.5 YR 4/4) moist and yellowish red (5 YR
4/6) dry, fine sandy loam; massive; slightly sticky and
slightly plastic, friable moist, hard dry; pH 9.6.; very
strongly effervescent.

- of characteristics

20-45"±

This is a deep, imperfectly drained soil that is always very highly alka-
line. Colours are commonly brown to dark brown. pH ranges between 9.0 and
9.6+.

e and a 'a

i.eh soils of this uhit are always confined to the lower pedimentary slopes
,n Unit 114 and the valley flats. They extend as a narrow strip at the
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foot of the pediments the length of the Nasal Steppe escarpment. These soih:
are not recommended for irrigation agriculture because of their very high alka-
linity. Reolamation would be very expensive.

Sito information

a. Soil name: UNIT 120.
b. Higher category classification: Solonetz. Natrargid (4.23). Revised

7th Approximation.(1964).
c. Date of examination: March, 1965.
d. Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg, G. R. Suggett and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
e. Location: Flats below the Masai Steppe, approiimately 3 miles west from

the Pangani River. Ngage area, 26 miles south of the Nyumba ya
Mungu Dam, Tanzania.

f. Elevation: 1800-2100 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position: Valley flats below the pedimentary
slopes from the Masai Steppe.
Surrounding land form: Flat or almost flats
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1 0-2% flat or almost flat.
i. Vegetation and/or landuse: Continuous clumpy salt grass vegetation

with occasional low bushes. Game grazing.

General soil information

Parent material: Alluvialcolluvial materials derived from Basement
Complex rocks.

Drainage: Class 3 - moderately well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout the profile.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Slight wind erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 3 - soils strongly affected by salt or

alkali.
Human influence: Nil.

descristion of the profile

A deep dark brown over brown to dark brown and dark yellowish brown silt
loam over silty clay loam soil. Coarse angular blocky structures overlie a
fine angular blocky subsoil. pH increases with depth in the range 8.6 - 9.6.
Calcareous at the surface and becoming increasingly more strongly calcareous
with depth. Non salinealkaline.



A2 brown (10 YP V',) moist and same colour dry, silt loam;
platty; sticlw and. plastic, friable moist, loose dry; many

vesicular pores; frequent fine living roots; pH 8.6.;

slightly effervescent; clear wavy boundary to

B21 Brown to riark brown (7.5 YR 4/2) moist and greyish brown (10
*ff, 5/2) ¿Uy, silty clay loam; coarse subangular blocky;
br,ea1inL7 to medium subangular blocky; sticky and plastic,
friable moist, firm dry; many fine and medium pores; common
medium and fine grass roots; top soil tends to fill cracks;
pH 8.8; strongly elfervescent; gradual irregular boundary to

I1B22 20-30" Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 3/3) moist with many dark brown
mottling and same colour dry, clay; fine angular blocky; very
sticky and very plastic, firm moist, hard dry; few fine pores;
thick continuous clay cutans; few fine dead roots; some

shells of land snails; cracks stop at the top of this horizon;
pH 9.6;. very strongly efferveScent; clear wavy boundary to

110 30-50"-* Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/4) moist and same colour dry, clay;
fine angular blocky;_ very sticky and plastic, friable moist,
hard dry; few fine pores; thick continuous clay cutans;
pH 9.6.; strongly effervescent.

)harao

minor soil unit with a consistently uniform range of characteristics
not dissimilar from the present profile.

--in.iltura ia

(7.eep, modeutely well drained seil 'covering a small area in Ngage.
Its main, limitations derive from its fine texture and high alkalinity. It
would require high investment to put into adequate condition for irrigation
agriculture. It is not recommended for annual crops and should be left for
careful range management or improved pasture.

F., Soil name: UNIT 125,.

Higher category classification: SolodizedSolonetz. Alboll (5.2).
Revised 7th Approximation (1964).

Date of examination: 23rd March, 1965.
Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg, G. R. Suggett and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
Location: miles west of the Pangani River. Ngage area, 26 miles

south of the Nyumba ya Mungu Dam, Tanzania.
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f levation: 1800-2100 feet.
' form:e

Physiographic position: Mainly alluvial plain.
ii.8urrounding land form: Flat or almost flat.

Microtopography:
h. 1 )K; Class 1 - flat or almost flat
1. V7gion and/or land-use: Open savannah 1J.th almost continuou,-,

cover and with common irregularly scattered low bush.
bare spots.

z;oil information

Parent material: Colluvial-alluvial deposits probably re-distributed
river deposits.

Drainage: Well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
EVidence of erosion: Slight wind erosion.

. Salinity or alkalinity; Class 2 - soils moderately affected by salt or
alkali.

h. Human influence: Nil.

Brief description of the profile

A very dark greyish brown over dark brown and yellowish red silt
.eaf-Ang,amount of clay through the A2 and B2 horizons. Coarse

are characteristic of these horizons. There is a narrow 77
bi tho pro rile of 8.2 - 8.4 and the soil is mainly strongly

11. :ouEhout,

," 4 or iption

Al Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/3) moist and brown
brown (10 YR 4/3) dry) silt lomm rstruclmrelcss: s111.0,T
sticky and slightly plastft. vr.Yoy Ec1;:tlIte moiut loo0
common fine dead grass root; ba;;

down into a loose condition -tb: i :ít unclor foot3

of filled cracks at the p. 8.2; 'mo0.erately

vescent; abrupt smooth bcquy to

A2 3-13" Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moist and dark brown (10 YR
3/3) dry with other colours inside the pads; silt loam;

coarse columnar breaking to coarse platy; sticky and
very friable moist, slightly hard dry; many fine vesciulan

pores; few very fine dead grass roots; cracks with Zillin
by loose materials from above; pH 8.4; -trongly

clear smooth boundary to



B2 13-35" 'e¡j 0 YT moint with tongues of yellowish red, very
O.R;1 uovjh hrmin (16 YR 3/2) dry, silty clay loam; coarse

and internal coarse platy less marked than above;
a-U; dnO, plasticp friable moist, hard dry; few medium pores;

clay cutans; few fine and medium shrub roots;
3 aontinue throughout the horizon mainly stopping at the
of this horizon; narrow soil tongues of material similar

i;o tile, horizon below; pH 8.2; strongly effervescent; .abrupt

sud mergng houndary to

01 35-42" Y 1 owisl: . (5 YR 4/8) moist and reddish yellow (7,5 YR 6/8)
dry, fine andy clay loam; massive; sticky and plastic,
slightly friable moist, hard dry; many medium and coarse pores;
pH 8.2; very strongly effervescen4 abrupt smooth boundary to

LLL A horizon of highly effervescent calcium carbonate, impregnated,
multicoloured, red and yellow materials, with some angular and
rounded gravels.

of characteristics

This unit is considered a minor unit of marginal suitability for irriga-
tion agriculture. The present profile is typical of the soils which have a
narrow range of characteristics and are always slightly salino and
alkaline0

Soil ilame: uNIT_Lp
b0 oatesoy polygenetie.

Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: 31st March, 1965.
Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg, G. R. Suggett and F. J.
Location: Located on the alkaline bare flats below the

pediments. Ngage area, 26 miles south of the
Dam, Tanzania.

Elevation: 1800-2100 feet.

g- Lana form:

Physiographic position: Alluvialcolluvial flats.

Natrargid (4.23)

Ijserinkhuijsen.
Masai Steppe
Nyumba ya Mungu
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p, welldrained soil with limitations of somewhat fine -texture
'e and alka inity. Some levelling and reclamation will be needed if ever
,loped for irrigation. For the time loing it is considered suitable for

alttoleant crops aria :i.clapted pasture.



ii. Surrounding land form: Flat or
Microtopography: Nil.

Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat (0-270).
Vegetation and/or landuse: Salt graos coly oith very large bar

Game.

--Tal soil information

Parent material: Old river and possibly shallow lake deposits.
Drainage: poorly drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Evidence of erosion: Nil.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 3 soils strongly affected by salt or

alkali.
Human influence: Nil.

1-jef dose iption of the rofile

A dark brown over dark reddish brown silt loam over fine sanay 16uo
clay soil. Reaction is extremely high and not leF,s than pH 9.6 í.fol),:J.y
calcareous especially at the uurface. Deep, nonsaline alkoaiue
permeable. Almost certainly polygenetic.

ile descri tion

0/0 Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) moist and light yellowish 10 YR
6/4) dry, silt loam; moderate fine platy; non tiL

slightly plastic, friable soft dry; coarse ,;c:
pores; few very fine dead g-J7 root^ fine organ
crusts and minor cracks at ttpJ! 1).J.for:e to iT,i,re

appearance; pH 9.6; very stl: effr:..vve,7(lent 3-faMi0

smooth boundary to

110 4-20" Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) moist aria !Jame colour dry, f7i.-Er,

loam; massive breaking to Cine aod indium btocky ;=;1

sticky and plastic, friable moif:;? 61-y Zew

very fine dead roots; pH 7trougks ( fforveoc,21.1t.;
smooth boundary to

IIIB2b 20-40" Dark reddish brown (5 Y_ 3/4) moist and same nolouf
massive, breaking to strong meaium block7; sí:icLy 0,pa
slightly friable moist, hard c117; few fin pores; oal;,ty

outans; this seems to be an 0111 B2 horizon buried by
recent deposits; pH 9.6; very strongly effervescent;
smooth boundary to



40"+ As above with jnTJ i in vein (o

(5 Y, 5/3) materia

. characteristics

The soils do not vary much from the profile

use a d.1tia'cult

The soils of this unit have limitations derived from a fine .2d ,

subsoil, poor drainage and very high alkalinity. Vu.y 'high hue riJA

be required to put this soil in a suitable condition reìcJii El:!H
culture.

Si e information

Soil name: UNIT 132N. For description of 132 seiJ
Survey Appendix.

Higher category classification: Alluvial. Nadui,

7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: 25th March, 1965.
Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg, G. R. Suggett and V, J, ?.JoFyjulTbn
Location: At the foot of Fish Hill near its soll.tho o:-

mately 300 yards westward from its 1)0.
south of Nyumba ya Mungu Dam, Tanzania.

Elevation: 1800-2100 feet.
Land form:

Physiographic position: Colluvial the "Fish Hill".
ii. Surrounding land form: Flat or almos

Microtopography: Nil.

Slope: Class 1 flat or almost fle,t (0-2%).
Vegetation and/or landuse: Salt burA9

bare areas. Game and c-,:f1-.1

General soil dnformation

from the Fish Hill..

7 or

61

Parent material: Alluvdal and colluviki
Drainage: Poorly drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Evidence of erosion: Nil,

g. Salinity or alkalinity: °I s

alkali.
h. Human influence: Nil.



Brief descri)tion of the rofile

This is a poorly drained soil with variable depth to a cemented layer of
gravel size material with CaCO30 It is a very dark greyish brown sandy loam
soil with a high content in salt and/or alkali. Structures are massive
throughout and the subsoil is very compacted. Reaction is in excess of pH
8.7 and increases with depth. Strongly calcareous.

Profile description

Al 0-5" Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moist and same colour dry,
fine sandy loam; massive; non sticky and slightly plastic,
friable moist, loose dry; many fine pores; fine grass roots
both alive and dead; pH 8.7; strongly effervescent; gradual
diffuse boundary to

Cl 5-14" Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moist and dark greyish
brown (10 YR 4/2) dry, sandy loam; massive breaking to fine
granular; slightly sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist,
loose dry; many fine pores; few fine roots mainly in the
upper part of the horizon; pH 9.4; very strongly effervescent;
gradual diffuse boundary to

02 14-37" Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moist and light brownish
grey,(10 YR 6/2) dry, coarse sandy loam; massive; slightly
sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist, loose dry;. pH
9.6; very strongly effervescent; this horizon is terminated
in a weakly cemented layer of gravel size material similar to
this horizon but very compacted.

Range of characteristics

The soils of this unit are poorly to very poorly drained. Depth varies
from few inches to 3 feet on a hardened or cemented layer of sandstone with
large amounts of calcium carbonate. Colours are variable within the dark
greyish brown, brown and pale brown ranges. Vegetation free areas are
characteristic, pH is consistently very high throughout the unit in the
range 8.7 9.6+.

Landuse and a icultural sotential
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The soils of this unit have limitations derived from their variable depth
(usually shallow) poor to very poor drainage and high alkalinity. It would

be very expensive to reclaim them and they are best left in their presen+
state with erosion controls.



Site information

Soil name: UNIT 133. For description of phases see the Maururu Detailed
Survey Appendix.

Higher category classification: Grumusol. NatraquollicMazaquert (2.12
5.35). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).

Date of examination: March 1965.
Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg, G. R. Suggett and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
Location: Eastern pediments away from Fish Hill towards the Pangani

River. Ngage area. 26 miles south of the Nyumba ya Mungu Dam
Tanzania.

Elevation: 1800-2100 feet.
Land form:

i. Physiographic position: Very gentle. pedimentary slopes away
from hill feature.

ii.., Surrounding land form: Flat or almost flat; slightly concave.
Microtopography: Gilgai.

Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat-(0-26/0).

Vegetation and/or landuse: Salt grass pf a clumpy nature and occasional
thorn bushes and small shrubs.

General soil information

Parent material: Fine colluvialalluvial materials with probable
resorting of river deposited alluvium.

Drainage: Poorly drained.
Meisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 3 soils strongly affected by salt or

alkali.
Human influence: Nil.

Brief descristion of the irofile

A deep, very dark brown over very dark greyish brown and dark reddish
brown, clay soil. Porous, but poorly drained with coarse angular blocky B2.
Strongly calcareous in the subsoil with pH ranging between 8.6 and 9.3
corresponding to increase in salinity and alkalinity with depth.

Profile descri tion

All 0-5" Very dark brown (10 YR 2/2) moist, clay; atrong'fine and
medium granular; sticky and plastic, friable moist; many
pores; abundant fine and medium grass toots concentrated as
a rough mat within this horizon; the horizon forms a distinct
soilroot mass that lifts without breaking; pH 8.6; slightly
effervescent; clear wavy boundary to

6
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Al2 5-12" Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moist and grey (10 YR 5/1)
dry; clay; coarse angular blocky with tendency towards pri
matic; very sticky and very plastic, firm moist, hard dry;
common pores; continuous thick clay cutans; few fine roots;
many cracks; pH 8.8; strongly effervescent; clear wavy
boundary to

AC 12-32" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/2) moist and grey (10 YR 5/1) dry;
clay; massive; sticky and plastic, friable moist, hard dry;
few fine tubular pores; few fine grass roots; cracks cease
at the top of this horizon; pH 9.2; strongly effervescent;
clear smooth boundary to

IIC 32-50"+ Brown to dark brown (10 YR 4/3) moist and very pale brown (10
YR 7/3) dry, gravelly sandy clay loam; massive; sticky and
plastic, firm moist, hard dry; pH 9.3; moderately effervescent.

Range of characteristics

These soils are very poorly drained. Depth to a petrocalcic layer or
unconformed sand layer ranges from 18 inches to more than 30 inches. The
colour of the solum is consistent and the topsoil ranges from very dark grey
to black. A thin layer of leaves, stems and partly decomposed organic matter
covers the undisturbed areas. pH is usually very high within the range 8.6
906

nduse and a icultura ential

At present this land is used for grazing by Masai cattle. Occasionally
it is put under cultivation but after one or two years of very poor results
due to high salinity and alkalinity it is abandoned. It is strongly recom-

mended not to use this soil for annual crops unless intensive reclaMation
and drainage improvements are carried out. Recommended for improved pasture.

Site information

Soil name: UNIT 134.. Includes depth phases: 134C14 134Cs and 134CH.

Higher category classification: Grumusol. Grumaquert (2.11). Revised

7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: 23rd March, 1965.

Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg, G. R. Suggett and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.

Location: Approximately 1-3R miles from the Pangani River on the right

bank. Ngage area. 26 miles south of the Nyumba ya Mungu Dam,

Tanzania.
Elevation: 1800-2100 feet.
Land form:

i. Physiographic position of the site: Old alluvial plain.
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Microtopogvhv:
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Human influence: Nil0
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Inclusions of similar soils with high salinity status occur and also
occasional soils with sandy layers.

anduse and a icultura ential
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AC 8-38" Dark olive grey (5 Y 3/2) moist and same colour dry, clay;
massive breaking to medium angular blocky; stinky and plf-).

firm moist, hard dry; few pores; few coarse root's;
end near the top of this horizon; pH 8.2; strongly efferves-
cent; abrupt smooth boundary to

IIC 38-48" Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) moist and very pale brown (10 YR
7/3) dry, loamy coarse sand; massive; non sticky and non
plastic, firm moist, hard dry pH 8.2; very strongly
effervescent.

Range of characteris

This soil is consistent in colour and clay texture. pH increases with
depth and usually ranges from 7.0 to 8.5. Sometimes recent deposits of
alluvial sediments of lighter colour are to be found on top of the black (.1
A petrocalcic layer occurs at depths varying between a few inches and more
than 30 inches and on this basis depth phases were established during the
Naururu Detailed Soil Survey.

Similar and associated soils

The main limitations for the ektensive use of this soil are its fine
texture, poor drainage and variable depth to the petrocalcic layer. Its

potential for agriculture is good but careful management will be an important
consideration.

Site information

Soil name: UNIT 139, Includes Units 139w and 139u.
Higher category classification: HumicGley. Haplaquoll (5.31).

Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
o. Date of examination: 30th March, 1965.

Authors: G. Robinson and G. R. Suggett.
Location: Gitengene Village, Nauruiu, 25 miles west of Same, Tanzania.

Elevation: 2045-2070 feet.
Land form:

Physiographic position: Floodplain of the Naururu Rivero

Surrounding land form: Flat, slightly concave.

Microtopography: Nil.

Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat (0-2%).
Vegetation and/or landuse: Mainly grassy vegetation with only occasional

small clumps of trees on water courses.



Parent material: Alluvial clays.
Drainage% Poorly to very poorly dfained.

co Moi7t7: conditions% Moist throughout most of the year.
Gronzat3r depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 2 soils 'L.tíly affecte7. or
alkali. Some of the variants incled in this br.n il unit
are strongly affected and other vaiants are s;,.Tt In
Ngage some of these soils are cultivated for rice.

Human influence: Nil.

Brief des tion of the rofi e

11C2 348' greyish brown (10 YR 4/2 clay; fe
coarse sand size polished par., pH 9,2.

characte'istics

Su. 7'. ,ce colours are always black or dark grey. All horizons
variable amounts of organic matter and may be humic. Subsoil c,

A deep black, over dark grey and dark ',3yish brown clay soil wit'i organic
surface horizon. Well developed throughout the profile with angular blocky
structures. May be saline and or alkaline.

cle tio

Al 0-2" A highly organic clay, heavily rooted horizon witIT and
fine angular blocky structure, closely held togot
living and dead grass roots; considerable irou *n 1,n

the larger root channels; pH 8.2; non effervescn
smooth boundary to

B21 2-9" Black (7.5 YR 2/0) moist, clay; strong medium and coarsc
angular blocky; very sticky and plastic, friable moi:,
pores; continuous thick clay 4711tans; slicko33
roots mostly,dead; pH 8,4; F;31)(,ctrt bou116oJ_N

9-18" Dark grey (5 Y 4/1) moist, i.ïÌ fine. anL
blocky; very sticky and l: mois3 .unt
thick clay cutans3 pH 8.6; ,-adual boundary to

Cl 18-36" Dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) moist, clay; sticky and plo,p1j., ;

friable moist; few old dead roots Ivith dak ETeenAsh :2Pey

(5 GY 4/1) accumuLtions; some polj-,ked :poune.1_

particles in the i. part of this horizon; plt t

smooth boundary to

"tain

-:.re

some

T,Dneral so' info ation



This is a broad soil unit which includes wet variants and upland ones not
subject to flooding.

Landu.se and aricultuial otential

These soils range from almost alkaline free to very alkaline. They are
only cultivated in very small areas in Ngage for rice. Main limitations are
seasonal flooding (which is assumed will be under control with the completion
of the Nyumba ya Mungu Dam), fine texture, poor to very poor drainage and very
alkaline areas. The better soils may do well with rice, and after improve-
ment of the drainage other crops could be experimented with.

Site information

a. Soil name: UNIT 145.
b. Higher category classification: Alluvial. Haplorthent (1.53). Revised

7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: May 1965.
d. Authors: Messrs, N. Mikenberg and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.

e. Location: Naururu, 100 yards southwest of milestone 6 (topographical

map); 25 miles southwest of Same, Tanzania.

f. Elevation: 2045-2070 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position: Alluvial flats.
Surrounding land form: Flat or slightly concave.

Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat (0-2%).

i. Vegetation and/or landuse: Acacia trees, solanacea, and low thorn bush.

Cultivated with maize, banana, cotton and cassava.

General soil information

Parent material: River alluvial sediments underlain by a hardened

calichelike layer.
Drainage: Well drained.

o. Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.

Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.

,,. Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 soils free of excess salt or alkali.
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within the range dark grey to very dark greyish brown. Textures are always
clay or silty clay. Coarse blocky or columnar structures occur to the surface
and surface cracking is generally shallow but common. pH ranges between 8.2
and 9.6.

Similar and associated soils



h, Human infiuonce: Masai cattle grazing. Intensively cultivated under
local irrigation without special management practices.

f (7.escri. tion of

This is a medium to deep soil grading through black, very clek G.eey1,14
brown, brown and dark brown to a petrocalcic layer. Mainly weJ67Iy de).)2ed,
Non-saline-non-alkaline with pH below 8.5. Silt loam over sandy loan

textures.

io

Al 0-8" Black (10 YR 2/1) moist and dark grey (10 YR 4/1) dry, silt
loam; weak granular; slightly sticky and slightly plastic,
friable moist, soft dry; many pores; very frequent fine
roots and'common medium and coarse ones; pH 7.8; non
effervescent; gradual wavy boundary to

AC 8-15" Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moist and light brownish
grey (10 YR 6/2) dry, gritty sandy loam; fine sub-angular
blocky; Slightly sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist
slightly hard dry; common pores; few small roots; pH 8.5;
very strongly effervescent; gradual 'wavy boundary to

di 15-40" Brown (10 YR 5/3) moist and light grey (10 YR 7/2) dry, gritty
sandy loam; massive; slightly sticky and slightly plastic,
firm moist, hard dry; pores nil, roots nil; pH 8.5; very
strongly effervescent.

C2 40-60"4- Dark brown (10 YR 4/3) moist and pale brown (10 YR 6/3) doy,
loamy fine sand; massive; non sticky and non plastic, -fiable
moist, hard dry; pH 8.4; non-effervescent.

e of characteristics

The depth of this soil on top of a petrocalcic layer ranges from few
inches to more than 30 inches. The dominant texture is silt loam but some
inclusions of silty clay loam and clay loam layers occur. In the vicinity
of the petrocalcic layer the dominant textures are grittY sandy loam.
Colours do not vary substantially from the profile quoted° pH ranges from
7.0 to 8.50

1

Thie a very good agricultural soil, extensively used for regular crop
production under irrigation. Its main limitation is depth which may vary
over short distances. The dominant crops being cultivated are cotton, maize,
banana, sugar cane and cassava.



a- Soil name: UNITincludes variants 146B
146d, 146m0 146s and 14611.

Higher categovy classification: Rendzina-like. Typic Reuu
Revised 7th Approximation (1964).

Date of examination: Various dates.
Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg, G. R. E3uggett, F. J. Ijs

A. Hoekstra.
Location: Nauxuru Pilot Irrigation Scheme; 25

Tanzania. (See Naururu Detailed Survey .

Elevation: 2045-2070 feet.
Land_ form:

io Phyior:laphic position.: Valley. b

Surounaing land form: Flat with scattod drainage lines.
Microtopograpby: Nil.

Fqe:),F Class 1 - flat or almost flat (0-2%).
VegAation and/or land-use: Big Acacia trees, small 1i'1i'

a dense parkland vegetation. Cultivate0
under irrigation.

i formation

:mation

)'avont toterial: Calcareous alluvial sediments of the Pangani
Kell drained.

Prolture conditions: Dry throughout.
d.::7,e17-n6tTater depth: Unknown.

noniness or rockiness: Nil.
EvaO.ence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 - soils free of excesH
Human influence: Partly cultivated without special man:

profil

1.77i vy br-ad soil unit which ii phases eH. 3 7v-
Awriants. Usually silty clay and si ty clag loam

7*troco*cic horizon. The dominant colours are black and very dar
ii ±bo 1)1-o:rile is usually effervescent throughout.

pical profile description see in the Naururu DetEjJ
11.16m.

In the frule area variants of this soil unit were mapped. Uni 1"

some evidence oY B2 horizon development, with increasing amounts cr:
is slightly saline. Unit 146K has a marked clay accumulation in t

O



and is very alkaline. Both these variants in more detailed soil studies

have to be separated. In the area surveyed in detail in Naururu phases
mapped on the basis of depth of soil on top of the petrocalcic layer. De),
medium, shallow and very shallow phases occur.

duse and acrricu otential
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The average Unit 146 soil is without major limitation for irrigation

agriculture. The different depth phases have increasing hazards and adequate
management should be provided accordingly. The variant 146B is only suitable

for adapted crops with careful management and 146K is not recommended for
annual crops unless heavy investment is made to reclaim the soils and improve

the drainage.

Site information

a. Soil name: UNITS 147 and 147G.
b. Higher category classification: Intergrade between HumicGley and

Alluvial. Haplaquoll (5.31). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: 26th March, 1965.
d. Authors: N. Mikenberg, G. R. Suggett and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.

e. Location: Due west of the tail of Fish Hill, towards the Masai Steppe,
approximately 3 miles west of the Pangani River. 26 miles south
of the Nyumba ya Mungu Dam, Tanzania.

f. Elevation: 1800-2100 feet.'

g. Land form:
Physiographic position: Alluvial swamp lands.
Surrounding land form: Flat, slightly concave.
Microtopography: Artificial uneven microtopography with deep
holes due to poaching by elephants.

h. Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat (0-2%).
i. Vegetation and/or landuse: Short coarse swamp grass with occasional

thorn trees. Very open parkland.

al soil information

Parent material: Alluvial black clay overlying grey calichelike
materials.

Drainage: Poorly to very poorly drained.
Moisture conditions: Partly moist.
Groundwater depth:, Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: 147 Class 0 soils free of excess salt and
alkali. 147G Class 2 soils moderately affected by salt or
alkali.

Human influence: Nil.



Brief description of the profile

A deep, clayey, poorly to very poorly drained soil with black over 7feri,-
dark brown horizons underlain by very dark greyish brown and dark brown,
the deep subsoil a caliche-like layer is usually presento Unit 147 is salt
free but 147G is affected by salts.

Profile desc ion

IiC 42"+
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-e of characteristics

This is a broad soil unit which includes phases 147 and 147G, both of
them clayey soils. There is more evidence of development in 147G (the pro-
file description belongs to a typical 147). Usually these are deep soils,
poorly and sometimes very poorly drained, with deep cracks. Colours range
between very dark greyish brown, very dark grey andblack. pH are over 7.0 in
the 147 and highly alkaline in the 147G. Drainage lines are common as well
as a characteristic artificial microtopography produced by poaching by ele-
phants.

Brown to dark. brown (10 YR 4/3) moist and very pale brown (10 YR
7/3) dry, loamy sand to sandy loam; massive; some fine con-
cretions; pH 7.8; strongly effervescent.

AO +1.5-0" Mainly a root mat of fine roots inoorporated with the mineral
soil material, undecomposed leaves.

All 0-6" Black (10 YR 2/1) moist and same colour dry, clay; coarse
blocky to prismatic; very sticky and plastic, extremely
moist, hard dry; few pores; few fine roots mainly confined
to cracks; few fine dead roots; cracked through the horizon;
pH 7.5; non effervescent; gradual smooth boundary to

Al2 6-14" Very dark brown (10 YR 2/2) moist and same colour dry, with
dark brown mottling, clay; coarse prismatic; very sticky
plastic, extremely firm moist, hard dry; few pores; patch,'

thin clay cutans; very few roots mainly along cracks; la

cracks pass through this horizon; pH 7.6; effervescent onT7
at spots; clear smooth boundary to

A 13 14-24" Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moist with small, pale
brown concretions; clay; coarse angular blocky; sticky a
plastic, firm moist, hard dry; few fine pores; patchy mce
ately thick clay cutans; few very fine dead roots; 'wide

cracks coming from the top go through this horizon; pH 7.6.

AC 20-42" Dark brown (10 YR,3/3) moist with some very dark grey and 11,1.-
streaks; and same colour dry, clay; massive breaking to lr-P351
lar blocks; sticky and plastic, firm moist, hard dry; gradual
wavy boundary to



This is a poorly drained fine textured soil. The soil Unit 147G is very
alkaline. Heavy investments would be required to reclaim these soils and
improve their drainage. They are of marginal suitability for agriculture.

Site information

a. Soil name: UNITS 1 1 a d
b. Higher category classifica ion: Regosol. Quartzipsamment (1.X2)0

Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date or examination: 24th March, 1965.
d. Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg,'G. R. Suggett and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
e. Location: Sandy ridges on the alluvialcolluvial plain. Ngage. 26

miles south of the Nyumba ya Mungu Dam, west of the Pangani
River, Tanzania.

f. Elevation: 1800-2100 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position: Bandy ridges on the alluvialcolluvial
plain.

Surrounding land form: Undulating convex slopes of sandy'ridges
(old river levees?).
Microtopography: Narrow ridges.

h. Slope: Class 2 gently sloping (0-6%).
i. Vegetation and/or landuse: Salt bush, other various bushes and low trees

and some grass, with several bare patches.

General soil information

Parent material: Sandy and'gravellv river depesits.
Drainage: Well drained.

Co Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Evidence of erosion: Nil to slight, mainly accumulation.
Salinity or alkalinity: Ranges from Class 0 soils,free of excess salt

or alkali to Class 2 soils moderately affected by salt or
alkali.

Human influence: Nil.

Brief desc ion of the urofile

This is a very irregular mapping unit including a large variety of differ-
ent soils, which have in common their position on narrow meandering ridges,
which are the remnants of ola river levees. They are dominantly sand, with
variable levels of salinity. The profile described is a deep, sandy, well
drained soil from the Ngage area which is slightly saline. The pattern of
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its distribution is very intricate and difficult to show at the semidetailed
level of survey.

Profile description

AC 0-14" Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moist and brown (7.5 YR 5/4)
dry, loamy coarse sand; structureless; non sticky and non
plastic, very friable moist, loose dry; many vesicular pores;
frequent fine and very fine roots throughout the horizon; pH
8.0; very strongly effervescent; clear smooth boundary to

14-30"i- Dry gives mixed colours of variable coarse sands and gravels,
fine gravelly coarse sand; structureless; loose dry; common
very fine grass roots and few medium woody roots; pH 8.0;
very strongly effervescent; stratified water deposited
materials.

Ran9,1e of characteristics

The ridge sites where this soil is always located are variable in size,
width and distribution. Some members of this mapping unit are finer textured
and highly saline. The soils also range in texture according to their posi-
tion on the ridge feature, the most sandy members being at the highest ele-
vation. Colours are variable and the common ones are in the range of very
dark brown to broWn, pale brown and dark brown. Mainly,massive or very weak
structured.

Landuse and agricultural potential

Notwithstanding that some of these soils could be cropped their variability
and irregular distribution make it impossible to develop a special programme
for their use. They could be included with neighbouring soils in an irriga-
tion development programme after much. levelling.
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NAURURU
SOIL ANALYSES TA.BLE IV

AND NGAGE ETAILED SURVEY

UNIT

No.

Depth

Inches

pH in Water Conthctivity Calcium Orpanio Total extracted by

11
W/V

115
W/V

15 W/V

illimhos at
25° C

carbonato carbon N ammonium acetate

per cent per ce
milliequivalent per

100 g soil
Sodium Potassium

0.87
0.60

0.49

0.24
0.58

4.00
4.00

5
5
7

9



NOTESs

All analyses were determined before July 1965.

Calcium carbonate values are estimates by acid
neutralization.

The values for sodium extracted with N ammonium
acetato (at pH 7.0) include water soluble sodium.
Since water soluble potassium is normally very
small, the values for potassium are approximate
estimates of exchangeable potassium.

Calcium carbonate, organic carbon and cations
extracted with N ammonium acetato are calculated
on airdry soil.

A dash () indicates that the analysis was not
done or the result was not reliable.
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Site information

a. Soil name: UNIT 132.
b. H. ler category classification: Solonetz Mazic Nadurargid (4.24M)

Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: 1st September, 1966.
d. Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg and A. Hockstra.
e. Location: Naururu Irrigation Scheme. 20 miles west of Same, Tanzania,

40 yards south of B2250 on the topographical map.
f. Elevation: 2058 feet.
g. Land form:

Pnysiographic position: Valley bottom.
Surrounding land form: Flat. Land slopes very gently east to
west, towards the river.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat.
i. Landuse: Masai cattle grazing.

General soil information

Parent material: Calcareous alluvials of the Pangani floodplain.
Drainage: Class 0 very poorly drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Evidence of erosion: Slight wind erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 3 soils strongly affected by salt and/or

alkali.
Human influence: Nil.

Brief descri tion of the rofile

Shallow dark greyish brown sandy loam underlain by a hardened layer of
sandstone enriched with calcium carbonate. Very strongly alkaline, weak
laminar'A2 on top of a columnar B2 with patchy discontinuous organic matter
cutans. Inclusions of medium and deep soils. Sparsed shrubs and isolated
xerophitic trees in an extensive bare landscape.

Prof'le desc ion

A2 0-2" Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moist and greyish brown
(10 YR 5/2) dry, sandy loam, moderate coarse platy; non
sticky and non plastic, very friable moist, soft dry; common
fine vesciular pores; few quartz particles and.fine gravels;
very few medium roots; pH 9.4; very strongly effervescent;
abrupt, smooth boundary to

B2 2-10" Dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) moist and brown to dark brown
(10 YR 4/3) dry, gritty fine sandy loam; strong fine columnar;
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firm moist, very hard dry; patchy thin organic matter cutans;
pH 9.6; very strongly effervescent; very hard compacted pedo
cemented with calcium carbonate; diffuse irregular boundary to

10"+ Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) moist and pale brown (10 YR 6/3) dry;
massive, compacted, difficult to penetrate by auger, cemented
with calcium carbonate; pH 9.4+; very strono.ly effervescent.

Rano.e of characteristics

The soils of this unit are very poorly drained and very shallow to
shallow on a hardened or cemented layer of sandstone with a large amount of
calcium carbonate forming a petrocalcic layer. Horizon colours are consis-
tently in the greyish brown (10 YR 5/2) range. Texture is variable and
ranges from fine sandy loam to silt loam and in the deep inclusions there
may be a layer of loam or clay loam on top of the regular sequence. The
platy vesicular top horizon ranges in depth from less than inch to 3-4
inches. The soil occurs in huge flat areas with a characteristic landscape
of extensive bare lands with only scattered low shrubs of a xerophitic
nature,

and associated soi s

The soil units occurring in the vicinity are very easy to distinguish
from the 132. The 133 and 134 soils are very heavy clay Grumusols. The
other Units (145 and 146) of medium texture are not saline or alkaline.

anduse and a. icu o ential

This is probably one of the worst soils of the whole area. Its very
high alkalinity together with its extreme shallowness is reflected in the
very poor vegetation. The dry condition of the area together with the lack
of cover exposes this soil to wind erosion which is increased by the continu-
ous crossing of large herds of cattle.

This Unit is not recommended for agricultural development. At the best
the soils should be protected by allowing the natural vegetation to recover
and carrying on a very careful range management programme.

Site information

Soil name: UNIT 133.
Higher category classification: Grumusol, Natraquollic Mazaquert

(2.12-5.35). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: 2nd September, 1966.
Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg and A. Hoekstra.
Location: Naururu Irrigation Scheme. 20 miles west of Same, Tanzania.

40 yards west of D4500 on topographical map.



f. Elevation: 2056 feet.

g. Land form:
Physiographic position: Valley bottom.
Surrounding land form: Flat, with numerous drainage lines,
slightly concave. The land slopes very gently east-west
towards the river.
Microtopography: Gilgai.

h. Slope: Class 1 - flat to almost flat.
i. Land-use: Open parkland. Masai cattle grazing.

General soil information

Parent material: Calcareous fine alluvial sediments of the Pangani
floodplain.

Drainage: Class 0 - very poorly drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 2 - soils moderately affected by salt or
alkali.

Human influence: Overgrazing; some of the soils of this unit formerly
cultivated under irrigation were abandoned after an increase
in alkaline conditions.

Brief desc ion of t e ofil
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This is a deep, very poorly drained, dark grey to black heavy clay soil.
At depth it may be underlain by a petrocalcic layer or layers of sand from
alluvial origin forming a lithological discontinuity. Frequent fine and very
fine dead roots are included in the soil peds. In the dry season cracking is
common and material from the topsoil can be found in the bottom of the cracks..
Most of the roots are concentrated in the top 20 inches.

Profile description

Al 0-5" Very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) moist and dark grey (10 YR 4/1) dry,
clay; strong medium sub-angular blocky; very sticky, very
plastic, friable moist, hard dry; common fine interstitial
pores; fine and medium roots; pH 8.0; very strongly effer-
vescent with 11C1; gradual wavy boundary to

AC 5-18" Very dark grey (I0 YR 3/1) moist and black (10 YR 2/1) dry,
clay; strong coarse prismatic breaking to coarse angular
blocky; very sticky, very plastic, firm moist, hard dry;
many fine interstitial and common medium tubular pores;
thick continue-us': clay cutans; few medium roots, frequent
dead fine roots; slickensides; pH 9.0; strongly efferves-
cent with 11C1; abrupt smooth boundary to



Cl 8-30 Brown to dark brown (10 YR 4/3) moist and very, ! brown (10
YR 7/3) dry, sandy clay loam, massive; sticky aT plastic)
friable moist, soft dry; few interstitial filio gure-s,' roots
nil; cutans nil; some vertical streaks of powdery calcium
carbonate; pH 8.8; strongly effervescent with 11C1; diffuse
irregular boundary to

IIC2 30-48" Dark grey (10 YR 4/1) moist and grey (10 YR 5/1) dry, loose
sand with small gravels; few fine roots; pH 8.2; non
effervescent; gradual irregular boundary to

II1C3 Increasing amount of gravels of a larger size with coarse sand
48-60" like old riverbed deposits; pH 7.4 non effervescent.

Ra 0-e of characteristi

The soils of this unit are very poorly drained. The depth to a petro-
calcic layer or unconformed sand layer is more than 30 inches. The colour
of the solum is consistent and the topsoil ranges from very dark grey (10
YR 3/1) to black (2.5 Y 2/0). A thin 01 layer of leaves, stems and organic
partly decomposed residues covers the undisturbed areas. Reaction ranges
from 8.6 to more than9.6 in the A and AC horizons.

Similar and associated soils

This soil unit is very similar to Unit 134 and its depth phases. The
main difference is the very high pH of Unit 133. A shallower phase of Unit
133 called Unit 133C has a petrocalcic layer at depths of less than 30 inches.
Other soil units of this area like 145, 146 and 132 never reach heavy clay in
their range of textures.

,anduse and a ricultural potentia

At present this soil is only used for grazing. Ve!);t7 asionally it is
put under cultivation, but after one or two years cf r results due to
its high salinity and alkalinity status it is usuall Aoned and left in
much worse condition. It is strongly recommended ro2 Ipse these soils for
regular crops under irrigation without improvemenvc, ,atimain limitations
are the high salinity and/or alkalinity status and the poor drainage condi-
tions. Both limitations should be overcome before a regular programme with
annual cropping is established. For the time being some tolerant crops could
be experimented with, as well as a programme for adapted pasture.
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e information

a. Soil name: UNIT 1330.
b. Higher category classification: Grumusol. Natraquollic Mazaquert

(2.12-5.35). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: 2nd September, 1966.
d. Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg and A. Hoekstra.
e. Location: Naururu Irrigation Scheme. 20 miles west of Same, Tanzania.

40 yards east of E250 on the topographical map.
f. Elevation: 2059 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position: Valley bottom.
Surrounding land form: Flat with numerous drainage lines,
slightly concave, land slopes very gently eastwest towards
the river.

Microtopography: Gilgai.
h. Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat.
i. Landuse: Nil.

General soil information

Parent material: Calcareous fine alluvial sediments of the Pangani
floodplain.

Drainage: Class 0 very poorly drained.
C. moisture conditions: Dry throughout.

Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 2 soils moderately affected by salt or

alkali.
Human influence: Nil.

Brief description of the profile

The main difference of this soil and the 133 is the presence of a petro-
calcic layer at variable depths ranging from 10 to 30 inches. The dominant
depth to such layer is 18 to 30 inches with inclusions of shallower ones.

Profile description

Al 0-6" Black (10 YR 2/1) moist with many medium distinct brown (10
YR 5/3) mottles and very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) dry, clay;
strong medium subangular blocky; very sticky, very plastic,
friable moist, slightly hard dry; many fine interstitial and
common fine and medium tubular pores; cutans nil; common
fine and medium roots; pH 9.0; very strongly effervescent
with HC1; 'gradual irregular boundary to
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AC 6-19" Very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) M0iOT wiTn many coarse prominent
mottles dark brown and same colour when dry, clay; strong
coarse angular blocky; very sticky, very plastic (slippery),
friable 'moist, moderately hard dry; many fine interstitial and
fine tubular pores; common medium roots; moderately thick
broken clay cutans; inereasing amount of mottles and frequent
fine dead roots inside the peds; pH 9.4; very c.trongly effer-
vescent; abrupt smooth boundary to

O 19-30" Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) moist and very pale brown (10 YR
7/3) dry; massive cemented continuous layer, high calcium
carbonate content; some pockets of soft material and tongues of
the upper horizon coming through; very few roots reach this
layer.

Ranc,..e of characteristics

Depth to the petrocalcic horizon ranges from 10 to 30 inches. Colour and
texture of horizon is consistent and pH ranges from 8.6 to 9.6.

Similar and associated soils

Depth to the caliche-like layer, high alkalinity and fine texture are
characteristics of this soil which can easily be differentiated from other
soils in this area.

Land-use and agricultural potential

Everything which is being said for soil Unit 133 can be applied.to this

phase; however, being a shallower soil with limitations for root penetration,
the risk of using it under careless management practices is greater.

e information

Soil name: UNIT lAi.
Higher category classification: Grumusolo. Typic Mazaquert - 2.120.

Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: 31st August, 1966.

Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg and A. Hoekstra.

Location: Naururu Irrigation Scheme. 20 miles west of Same, Tanzania.

80 yards east of D2250 on topographical map.
Elevation: 2057 feet.

00..
Land form:

Physiographic position: Valley bottom.
Surrounding land form;-. Flat with numerous drainage lines,
slightly concave, land slopes very gently east-west towards

the river.
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Microtopography: Gilgai.

Slope: Class 1 flat to almost flat.
Landuse: Masai cattle grazing. Large areas of grass land surrounded

by irregular islets of parkland.

General soil information

Parent material: Calcareous fine alluvial sediments of the Pangani
floodplain.

Drainage: Class 2 imperfectly drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0-1 soils free or very slightly
affected by salts or alkali.

Human influence: Some cattle grazing; further north this soil is
cultivated under irrigation.

Brief description of the profile

This is a deep, imperfectly drained, fine textured soil. Black colours
grade through very dark grey and brown in the subsoil. Deep cracking occurs
during the dry season. A thick grassland vegetation is characteristic with
frequent drainage lines which are the remnants of old river meanders filled
with fine sediments.

Profile description

Al 0-1" Black (7.5 YR 2/0) moist and very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) dry,
loam; weak fine granular; slightly sticky, slightly plastic,
friable moist, loose dry; many very fine discontinuous vesieu
lar pores; frequent fine and very fine and few medium roots;
partly decomposed organic residum; pH 7.0; effervescence nil;
abrupt smooth boundary to

AC 1-14" Black (10 YR 2/1) moist and dark grey (10 YR 4/1) dry, clay;
coarse prismatic breaking to medium angular blocky; very
sticky, very plastic, firm moist, very hard dry; many fine
discontinuous interstitial and common fine continuous tubular
pores; continuous moderately thick clay cutans; frequent
fine roots; very frequent fine dead roots included in the
peds; vertical cracking with material from the top; pH 7.8;
non effervescent; clear wavy boundary to

Cl 14-30" Very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) meist, with many medium distinct
greyish brown mottles and grey (10 YR 5/1) dry, clay; fine
subangular blocky; sticky and plastic, friable moist,
slightly hard dry; cutans nil; few very fine discontinuous
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interstitial pores; few fine roots; pH 8.2; strongly
effervescent; abrupt smooth boundary to

02 30-50"+ Brown (10 YR 5/3) moist and very pale brown (10 YR 7/3) dry,
massive bard compacted horizon with calcium carbonate; pores
inside the pedo; pH 8.0; very strongly effervescent.

:ame of characteristics

This soil phase is deep and imperfectly drained. Colour and texture of
the different horizons is quite consistent with slight changes. pH increases
with depth and ranges from 7.0 to 8.5. Sometimes recent deposits of fine
alluvial sediments with colours in the vicinity of very dark grey (10 YR 3/1)
may be found on top of the black clay. A few inclusions of silty clay with
similar ranges of colour were registered.

Similar and associated soils

This is the deep phase of soil Unit 134. The other phases of the same
soil unit are classifiod according te the depth to the petrocalcic layer.
The other fine textured soil of the area, the 133, have always pHs higher
than 8.6. The remainder of the soils of this area have medium or slightly
fine textures.

anduse and a r cult al otential

The main limitation to the extensive use of this soil is its fine texture
and imperfect drainage. Further north in the same Naururu area this soil is
regularly under cultivation with fair results. It can be used for.many
adapted crops, namely, rice, cotton, sugar cane, various vegetables, pasture
and fruit trees. With adequate control of drainage the range of adapted
crops could be much increased.

Site information

Soil name: UNIT 134CH.
Higher category classification: AlluvialGrumusol intergrade, Lithio

Haplorthent (1.53L). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: 31st August, 1966.

Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg and A. Hoekstra.

Location: Naururu Irrigation Scheme. 20 miles west of Same, Tanzania.

80 yards northwest of 0750 on topographical map.:

Elevation: 2059 feet.

Land form:
Physiographic position: Valley bottom.

ii. Surrounding land form: Flat with scattered drainage lines,

slightly convex.
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Microtopography: Nil.

Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat.

Landuse: Nil.

General soil information

Parent material: Calcareous fine alluvial sediments of the Pangani
floodplain.

Drainage: Class 0 very poorly drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.

Stoniness or rockiness: Some hardened limestone outcrops.
Evidence of erosion: Slight sheet erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0-1 soils free or slightly affeeted by

salt or alkali.

Human influence: Nil.

Brief descri tion of the rofile

This is a very shallow soil on top of a hard continuous layer of sand-
stone cemented with calcium carbonate.

Profile description

Al 0-1/11" Black (7.5 YR 2/0) moist and very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) dry,
silty clay loam; weak fine subangular blocky; sticky and
plastic, friable moist, soft dry; many fine interstitial
pores; frequent fine and medium roots; some cemented Out-
crops can be seen and roots of trees extending horizontally;
pH 6.6; non effervescent; abrupt smooth boundary to

AC 1/11-11" Very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) moist and same colour when dry;
strong medium angular blocky; sticky and plastic, friable
moist and hard dry; patchy moderately thick clay cutans;
common fine interstitial and common fine random tubular pores;
pH 7.0; non effervescent; abrupt smooth boundary to

11"+ Dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) moist and greyish brown (10 YR
5/2) dry, massive, hard cemented layer weathered along cracks
with earth material and roots between; pH 7.2; very strongly
effervescent.

Range of characteristics

Depth of this soil phase varies from 0 to 12 inches. This is the very
shallow member of the 134 series. Clay texture is dominant but some inclu-
sions of silty clay were registered. pH ranges from 6.6 to 7.8.
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Similar and associated soils

This soil is usually restricted to small areas on a slightly convex posi
tion and are associated with the deeper member of the series.

Land-use and a icultural otential

This soil cannot be used for regular crop growing. It is very shallow.
Some trees and scattered grasses show that it is probably adaptable to care-
ful range management programme. Most of the area has no vegetation at
present. Recommended for permanent buildings within the development scheme.

Site information

a. Soil name: UNIT 134Cm.
b. Higher category classification: Grumusol. Typic Mazaquert (2.120).

Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: 31st August, 1966.
d. Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg and A. Hoekstra.
e. Location: Naururu Irrigation Scheme, 20 miles west of Same, Tanzania.

40 yards west of C750 on topographical map.
f. Elevation: 2058 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position: Valley bottom.
Surrounding land form: Flat with numerous drainage lines,
slightly concave, land slopes gently east-west towards the
river.
Microtopography: Gilgai.

h. Slope: Class 1 - flat or almost flat.
i. Land-use: Masai cattle grazing.

General soil information

Parent material: Calcareous fine alluvial sediments of the Pangani
floodplain.

Drainage: Class 1 - poorly drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Evidence of erosion: Slight sheet erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0-1 - soils free or slightly affected by

salt or alkali.

Human influence: Some cattle grazing; further north this soil is
cultivated under irrigation.

Brief descri tion of the rofile

This is the medium depth member of the 134 series. Usually at 18 to 30
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inches a petrocalcic layer is present. The soils of this series are very

uniform and consistent and the main difference between phases is depth

calichelike layer.

Profile description

Al 0-2" Black (7.5 YR 2/0) moist and black (10 YR 2/1) dry, clay;
moderate medium subangular blocky; verY sticky and very plastic

very firm moist, hard dry; few very fine inteittitial pores;
abundant fine and.few medium roots; some white spots of very
fine material of unknown origin (neither crystalized nor
effervescent); pH 7.2.; gradual wavy boundary to

AC 2-22" Black (7.5 YR 2/0) moist with many coarse prominant sharp light
brownish grey mottling and black (10 YR 2/1) dry, clay; strong

coarse prismatic; very sticky very plastic, extremely firm
moist, very hard dry; common fine random pores, few coarse
continuous tubular ones; thick continuous clay cutans; common
fine and medium and few coarse roots; increasing mottling with
depth; vertical random crackings with material from the top;
some slickensides; pH 8.2; very strongly effervescent; clear
wavy boundary to

Cl 22-26" Very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) moist with many medium prominent
clear light brownish grey mottling and dark grey (10 YR 4/1)
dry, clay; strong fine angular blocky; very sticky very plastic,
firm moist, hard dry; few very fine discontinuous pores; few
medium roots; pH 8.3; very strongly effervescent; abrupt
smooth boundary to

C2 26-35 Dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) moist and pale brown (10 YR 6/3)
dry; gritty clay; massive; sticky and plastic, very firm
moist, very hard dry; few Very coarse roots; pH 8.4; very
strongly effervescent.

Ran7e of characteristics
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This poorly drained soil is of medium depth on top of an almost impene-
trable petrocalcic layer. Colour is consistent-and ranges between very dark
grey and black. Texture is always clay with very minor inclusions of silt
loam and silty clay loam. pH increases with depth and ranges-between 7.0
and 8.5. Some very minor inclusions of pH 8.6 have been accepted.

Similar and associated soils

This is the medium phase of soil Unit 134. It is an intergrade between
the deep Unit 134 without calichelike layer and always clayey and Unit 146
in which the layer is always present and the texture is more coarse.



Parent material: Calcareous fine alluvial sediments of the Pangani
floodplain.

Drainage: Class 0 very poorly drained.
C. Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.

Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Slight sheet erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0-1 soils free or slightly affected by

salt or alkali.
duma 'nfluence: Some cattle grazing.

Brief de.cri ion of urofile
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Landuse and agricultural potential

This soil can be used for regular agricultural production with the limi-
tations derived from fine texture, poor drainage and depth. Able to support
most of the cultivated crops adapted to the present ecological conditions.
This soil is already under cultivation further north with fair results.

Site information

a. Soil name: UNIT 134Cs.
b. Higher category classification: GrumusoL Typic Mazaquert (2.120).

Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: 31st August, 1966.
d. Authors: N. Mikenberg and A. Hoekstra.
e. Location: Naururu Irrigation Scheme. 20 miles west of Same, Tanzania.

40 yards west of C750 on topographical map.
f. Elevation: 2058 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position: Valley bottom.
Surrounding land form: Flat withnumerous drainage lines,
slightly concave, land slopes gently eastwest towards the
river.
Microtopography: Slight gilgai.

h. Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat.
i. Landuse: Masai cattle grazing.

General soil information

This is the shallow member of the 134 series. A petrocalcic layer is

present at 12 to 18 inches. This phase is very uniform in colour and texture.



Al 0-1" Black (7.5 IR 2/0) moist and very dark grey (10 IR 3/1) dry,
loam; very fine crumb; slightly sticky, slightly plastic,
friable moist, loose dry; many fine and very fine discontinu-
ous interstitial pores; common fine and medium roots; pH 6.85
non effervescent; abrupt smooth boundary to

AC 1-12/18" Black (10 YR 2/1) moist with dark yellowish brown material in
pockets, and very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) dry, clay; strong
medium subangular blocky; very sticky and very plastic,
friable moist, hard dry; patchy moderately thick clay cutans;
common fine interstitial and common random medium tubular pores;
frequent fine dead roots included in the soil peds; some
crackings and pockets of soft materials non effervescent; pH
7.0; non effervescent; gradual irregular boundary to

12/18"+ Brown to dark brown (10 YR 4/3) moist and light brownish grey
(10 YR 6/2) dry; massive continuous hard layer cemented with
calcium parbonate; pH 8.0; very strongly effervescent.

Rangp of characteristics

Some very minor inclusions with silt loam or clay loam layers were regis-
tered. Colour varies very little. pH ranges from 6.8 to 8.4. Effervescence
with HC1 may occur throughout or be restricted to the calichelike layer.

Similar and associated soils

The soils of this phase differ from others of the mame series in depth
to the petrocalcic layer. Other shallow soils like Units 146 or 132 are

never as clayey as this soil.

Landuse and aricuitural potential

This soil can only be used for agriculture for a limited range of crops
with a shallow rooting system. Other limitations are the fine texture and its

very poor drainage. It is suited for grazing and forestry.

Site information

a. Soil name: UNIT 145.
h. Higher category classification: Alluvial. Haplorthent (1.53). Revised

7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: 1st September, 1966.

Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg and A. Hoekstra.

Location: Naururu Irrigation Scheme. 20 miles west of Same, Tanzania.

40 yards west of A1375 on topographical map.
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Elevation: 2058 feet.
Land. form:

Physiographic position: Valley bottom.

ii. Surrounding land form: Flat, slightly conoave.
Microtopography: Nil.

Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat.
Landuse: Masai cattle grazing.

eneral soil information

Parent material: Calcareous alluvial sediments of the Pangani floodplain.
Drainage: Class 4 - well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness'or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 soils free of excess salt or alkali.
Human influence: Masai cattle grazing. This soil is largely cultivated

under irrigation further north.

Brief description of the profile

This is a medium to deep soil of silt loam texture, often underlain by a
petrocalcic layer. It only covers a small area. Larger areas of it extend
further north (see semidetailed soil survey of Naururu) where it is exten-
siVely cultivated.

Profile description

A 0-5" Very dark brown (10 YR 2/2) moist and grey (10 YR 5/1) dry,

silt loam; moderate medium subangular blocky; slightly
plastic, non sticky, friable moist, slightly,hard dry; many
very fine interstitial and common fine tubular pores; common
fine and few medium roots; pH 7.2; non effervescent; clear
wavy boundary to

AC 5-10" Brown to dark brown (10 YR 4/3) moist and light brownish grey
(10 YR 6/2) dry, silt loam; weak fine subangular bloclw;
sticky and plastic, friable moist, soft dry; common fine
interstitial pores; few fine roots; some material from the
top comes through root channels like tongues; pH 7.8; very
strongly effervescent; gradual irregular boundary to

10-48" Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) moist and light grey (10 YR 7/2)
dry, gritty sandy loam; massive; slightly sticky, slightly
plastic, friable moist, slightly hard dry; few fine tubular
pores; very few medium roots; compactness increases with
depth; difficult to penetrate with auger; pockets of soft
material; some insect casts; pH 7.6; very strongly effer-
vescent.
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Raw:re of characteristics

The depth of thiS soil on top of-the petrocalcio layer varies from a few
inches to more than 30 inches. In the area surveyed only medium and deep
soils of this unit were registered. The dominant texture is silt loam but
some layers of silty clay loam and clay loam may occur. pH ranges from 7.2
to 8.4. No salinity was observed in this soil. Colour is almost uniform.

Similar and associated soils

This soil unit is easy to differentiate from 134 and 133 because of their
clay texture. The soil series 146 which is very similar in texture is always
darker in the top soil and the 132 is always very strongly alkaline.

idus and aorricu ura otential
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This is an excellent soil which is extensively used further north for
regular crop production under irrigation. Its main limitation is its depth
which varies in short distances. It is very closely related With the 146 of
which it is suspected to be an eroded phase. Crops cultivated in this soil
with good production levels are cotton, maize, banana, sugar cane and,cassava.
In undisturbed areas a very dense parkland vegetation exists.

Sits information

Soil name: UNIT 146H.
Higher category classification: Intergrade between Rendzina and alluvial;

Lithic Haplorthent (1.53L). Revised 7th Approximatien (1964).
Date of examination: 1st September, 1966.
Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg and A. Hoekstra.

6. Location: Naururu Irrigation Scheme. 20 miles west of Same, Tanzania.
100 yards west of B2750 on topographical map.

f. Elevation: 2057 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position: Valley bottom.
Surrounding land form: Flat with scattered drainage lines,
slightly convex.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat.
i. Landuse: Open parkland. Masai cattle grazing.

General soil information

Parent material: Calcareous alluvial sediments of the Pangani floodplain.
Drainage: Class 1 poorly drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.



This is the very shallow member of the 146 series. A few inches-of black
to dark grey organic topsoil on a hardened petrocaloic layer are the main
features. Texture is usually silt loam or loam. pH rangos from 7.0 to 804
and the soil is very strongly effervescent. Its distribution is mainly in
pockets or larger areas alternating with shallow and deeper phases of the
same unit.

e desoristion

A o-6°, Very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) moist and dark greyish brown. (10 YR

4/2) dry, silt loam; coarse medium and fine subangular blocky;
slightly sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist, soft dry;
many very fine interstitial and few fine tubular pores; few
fine and medium roots; in the lower part of this horizon accu-
mulations of concretionary calciuM carbonate, sometimes powdery;
pH 8.4; very strongly effervescent; abrupt smooth boundary to

Brown to dark brown (10 YR 4/3) moist and pale brown (10 YR 6/3)
dry, hard concretionary layer cemented with calcium carbonate
breaking into irregular blocks; some roots in the crackings,
calcium carbonate in veins; pH 7.8; very strongly effervescent.

ce of characte .sti

This is a very shallow phase of the 146 series. The a* h to the caliche-
like layers varies from 0 to_12 inches with frequent outc:.:

- of the cemented
layer. Texture ranges from fine sandy'loam to silt 1wto ...Dics are common
at the surface. pH varies from 6.810 8.4 with inc3.inzd higher than 8.6.

ilar and associated soils
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Stoniness or roCkiness: Outcrops of hardened calichelike material.
Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 soils free of excess salt and alkali.
Human influence: Cattle grazing.

T. eÍ' desc i.tion o o '1

The only other very shallow soils (less than 12 inches) in the area are
Unit 134CH of fine texture and Unit 132 strongly alkaline and lacking the dark
topsoil.

Landuse and rioultural otential

Due to its very limited depth this soil is not recommended for regular
cx.o)) production. Well suited for permanent constructions and some adapted
grasses. This soil should be left out in any programme of levelling for
irrigation purposes.



Site information
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Soil name: =AL.
Higher category classification: Rendzinalike.' Typic Rendoll (5.110).

Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
0. Date of examination: 1st Septemberi 1966.
d. Authors: N. Mikenberg and A. Hoekstra.
e. Looation: Naururu Irrigation Scheme. 20 miles west of Same, Tanzania.

100 yards east of 02625 on topographical map.
f. Elevation: 2057 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position: Valley bottom.
Surrounding land form: Flat with scattered drainage lines.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1 flat or almost-flat.
i. Landuse: Cattle grazing. Intensively cultivated under irrigation

further north. Dense parkland vegetation in the undisturbed
areas.

General soil information

Parent material: Calcareous alluvial sediments of the Pangani floodplain.
Drainage: Class 4 well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 soils free of excess salt and alkali.
Human influence: Cattle grazing; intensively cultivated further north.

Brief description of the rofile

This is a medium to deep soil of silty clay on silty clay loam texture
underlain by a petrocalcic layer. Black colours grade through a very dark
grey to the next layer. Nonsaline nonalkaline and very strongly effervescent
with-increasing amount of calcium carbonate. In the semidetailed soil survey
of Naururu the dominant texture in Unit 146 is silt loam to silty clay loam.
In the present area this unit is influenced by the fine sediments of the Unit

134.

Profile descri tion

All 0-5" Black (7.5 YR 2/0) moist with few medium distinct dark greyish
brown mottling and verY dark grey (10 YR 3/1) dry, silty clay;
sticky and plastic, friable moist, soft dry; many fine and very
fine interstitial and tubular pores; common fine and medium
roots; pH 7.6; very strongly effervescent; gradual irregular
boundary to



Al2 5-11" Ve,y, dark gPeT to blaolf. 3.0 YV,

6_istluct yellowish broun otti Ln-
dvy; silty clay loarn5 modvate moibt
plastic; friable moist; soft Y *,

and coarse tubular pore-s3 fe'vl

fe w coarse roots; increasin aw)unt

coxbonate; come 111C1. Ori,S pH 7,6

clear wavy boundary to

AC 11-21" Very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) ffloist
brown mottling, and grey (10 Y:T7.

strong medium subangulaT bloc1::v
moist and slightly hard drN;
pores; very few roots; incress,
concretions and soft powdery accuwLuaj,,.
strongly effervescent; abrupt ti0

21-30"4- Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) moist and v,f !r.IJ , . ,

dry, medium and coarse angular bio_d:y -'

calcium Carbonate forming a discouti,A,L ,1.,- ,
, _

,

strongly effervescent.

1.:Ane_of

In the area surveyed this soil unit covers 1,5

sentative of the unit as a whole which is mainly 41jam
part is influenced by fine alluvial sediments. anH -

textural range. The normal range covers loam; r,j.

silty clay textures. Depths to the caliche-111..6
than 30 inches0 pH ranges from 6,8 to 8() 0.c[o ,

strongly effervescent throughout Colouxs cU ih "K

to very dark grey and are novel- li(hter than
is the breaking line between Unis 1(16 and 145:

Similar and associated soils

This is the medium depth member of the 146
soils. In the same area other soil units (Doom'
YR 4/1); 132, shallow and verya11ca1ine7 boi41 Ht-dvt
top soil and the 133-134 series which arc of

, and a ote ial

This is the st soil of the whole Nattrurn
very small part of this area. It is intensive).v
the following crops are common: coton, maize;
poatoes; cassava; various vegetables, tropical ,).Lit
etc.) and rice on similar soils in Ngage, This ictl

and the main problem is the inclusion of shallt,
can be much improved with fertilization and prooy:.



ation

a. Soil name: UNIT 146s.
b. Higher category classification: Rendzina-like, Typic Rendoll (5.110).

Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: 1st September, 1966.
d. Authors: Messrs. N. Mikenberg and A. Hoekstrai
e. Location; Naururu Irrigation Scheme. 20 miles west of Same, Tanzania.

80 yards east of Ao on topographical map.
f. Elevation: 2060 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position: Valley bottom.
Surrounding land form: Flat with scattered drainage lines.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1 - flat or almost flat.
i. Land-use: Nil. Further north there is regular cultivation. Dense

parkland.

General soiI information

Parent material: Calcareous alluvial sediments of the Pangani floodplain.
Drainage: Class 3 - moderately well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 - soils free of excess salt and alkali.
Human influence: Nil. Intensively cultivated further north.

Brief description of the profile

This is the shallow phase of Unit 146. A black loam topsoil grades
through a dark grey clay loam to a hardened petrocalcic layer. The depth
of this layer varies from 12 to 18 inches. The-texture of the top soil is
usually loam or silt loam. pH ranges from 7.0 to 8.4 and the soil is very
strongly effervescent throughout.

Profile description

A 0-6" Black (10 YR 2/1) moist and very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2)
dry, loam; weak fine granular; slightly sticky and slightly
plastic, very friable moist, soft dry; many fine and very fine
interstitial pores; frequent fine and medium roots; pH 7.8;
very strongly effervescent; clear wavy boundary to

AC 6-14" Dark grey (10 YR 4/1) moist with many coarse distinct greyish
brown mottling, and greyish brown (10 YR 5/2) dry, clay loam;
strong medium angular blocky; sticky and plastic, friable
moist, slightly hard dry; few fine interstitial and few fine
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tubular poros; few medium roota; large amounts of
powdery calcium carbonato; pH 7.6; very strongly efTc:-v-,T

abrupt smooth boundary to

14 + Palo brown (10 YR 6/3) moist and very pale brown (10 YR 7i
dry, massive breaking to hard medium irregular bL,c::
with calcium carbonate, with few tubular pores;
to penetrate with auger; pH 7.4; very strongly ..,

Rancre of characteristics

`,34

This is the shallow phase a the 146 series. Very small areas of
included in the area surveyed. It is usually patchy or in small irregLL.
spots transitional between the very shallow areas of the same unit and th
medium and deep phases. Textures usually range between loam, silt loam and
silty clay loam. The colour of the topsoil is always black to (f,_a5:k
pH ranges between 6.8 and 8.4. Some small inclusions of the alkaliAl
132 were registered.

Similar and associated.soils

The soils occurring in the vicinity are the fine textured 133 and 1341 the
medium textured 145 and 132 and other phases of 146.

Landuse and agricultural potential

This is a good soil but its shallow depth limits the choice of c=(:-)s,
Due to the distribution of this soil phase in small patches no sepex.::
management can be recommended and in a sound programme of irrigatior
culture it will have to go together with the neighbouring soils.



SOIL ANALYSES TABES V

UNIT Depth pR in Water Conductivity Calcium Organic Total
C/N

atio

Available
No. Lochen Saturated

Paute
115
W/V

,millimhoo
Saturation

extract

at 25°C
15
W/V

Carbonate Carbon Nitrogen Foosphorua

per cent per cent por oent
ppm

OLSEN

2-10
Mill 0-2

0 +

9.3
10.1
9.9

1.18
4.00
2.40

5.8
6.7
6.2

9.0 .22 0.19o.o 7.
13:380

0.0 2.6oIll 9.6 1.14 - 2.30-48 8. o. - o.48- 0 6. 0.06 - 0.6
0-6IN 196- 90 11111111111111

. 5

3 .90
.90

1.6
2.1
7.6

2.90 0.15
1.54 0.08
0.44 -

0.2
.4

4.0
134 0-1 6. 0.23 10.5 o. 5 19 241-14 7. o. NIL 2.77 O. o 6.

14-30 6.0 0.21 0.8 1,35 - _ .2
30-50 8.3 0.3 13.8 0.43 - - .9

134cH 1-1/11 0. 6.7 0.4 16 3.41/11-11
11 + s

0.15
0.65

FIE,

0.9
4.55
1.50

0.25
-

18 4.8
- ND

134 Cm 0-2 O. 1.4 5.9 0.3 10 10.82-22 0.30 2.2 1.79 0.09 20 .722-26
g."-1,79

6.5 0.79 - - TRACE
26-35 7.2 0.31 - - 1.9111 (c)).4

NIL 7.0 0.34 o A.9IN 0.28
NIL
5.7

2.70
0,34

o. 7
_

16 2.2
- 1.4

7.3 0. NIL 6,5 0.40 4.8.7
8.0

0 .2
0.2

0.6
8.4

4.2
0.41

0.21
_

2.4
_ 0.9

46 0-6
6 +.

7.9
8.1

9.5
8.8

0.65
0.84

0.23
0.19

3.2
2.1 "120.58 1.1111111111.

146m 0-5 73 7.8 0.73 0.14 NIL 3.55 o. 2.7
5-11 7.8 6.4 0.65 0.2 2.4 1.68 0.10 2.4

11-21 ' 7.9 8.5 0.51 0.21 3.4 1.37 - 1.7
21-30 8.1 0.8 1.02 0.18 15.2 0.48 - 2.9

146e ' 0-6 8.2 6.9 1.37 0.33 7.2 3.27 0.21 16 1.7
6-14 8.1 0.7 0.80 0.27 2.8 1.34 0.08 17 3.7

14 + 8.5 9.5 7.4 1.12 24.8 0.80 - 4.7

UNIT Dopth Particle Sim, Distribution

D1-.-W

Saturation
Cations oxtracted with N ammonium acetato

Inchee

per cont
Coarse

of minoial
Fino
Sand

fraction

Silt Calcium

millioquivalont

Mamosium

100g

Sodium

soil

Potooaium Total
porccntarie

load
132 0-2 22 39 35 4 27 - - -

2-10 20 32 31 13 37 - - -
lo + 33 23 72 12 41 - - - -

133 0-5 4 22 46 26 86 - - _ _
5-18 19 29 16 36 90 - - _ _

18-30 22 35 33 10 39 - - -
30-48 39 59 1 1 25 6.5 2.7 15.2 5.2 29.6
4G-G0 55 42 2 1 26 4.2 2.8 6.5 4.1 17.6

133C 0-6 6 24 30 40 103 _ _

6-19 4 20 37 39 98 _ _
19-30 46 27 15 12 54 _

134 0-1
1-14

14-30
30-50

a
2

16
36

19
17
20
22

54
37
33
22

19
44
31
20

98
80
68
62

36.0
34.0

, 12.0
18.0

-
-

2.9
3.2
-
-

7.2
7.8
-
-

57.2
63.0-

-
134 Cl171/11 4 20 52 24 68 38.5 19.5 2.0 9.0 69,0

1/11-11 2 22 42 34 83 34.5 17.5 2.2 7.5 61.7
11 + 37 26 23 14 46 _ _ _ -

134 cm 0-2 11 28 35 26 86
2-22 12 21 35 32 106 NM22-26 23 23 21 33 91

26-35 37 27 22 14 60 -

134 Cc 0-1 5 8 52 25 330 o 38.5 66.7
1-12/18 6 23 43 20 71 35.5 65.9

12/18-16 45 21 25 9 50 III _

145 7 30 35 28 69 45.o 79.3
4 25 53 18 63 -
7 16 66 11 5o -

146 B 10
40

36
36

44
20

10
4

56
51 - IIIIEIIIII -

146 m 0-5 9 25 40 26 74 45.0 12.5 4.1 12.5 74.1
5-11 10 27 34 29 69 _ _

11-21 12 30 34 24 62 - -
21-30 46 23 27 4 59 - -

146 a 0-6 8 18 ' 56 16 60 - -
6-14 6 18 62 14 56 _ _

14 + 29 27 34 10 49 - -

NAURURU D FTAILED SURVEY



All analyses were dote

Calcium carbonato was f ColY. alcimeter,

OLSBA available phoCph
ciiüioci. G* I.7/3 1

of soil with 20 parbs n0,j,k r"% 05.
The particle size distutLon ax--) p6roJ.9Ages T. the
dry mineral fraction, after l'emovr,l
The size rangos arer

Coarse Sand 2 OAt'd

Ftne Sand :00
Silt '.?'-) 7 111:! ;? i'f7:".;Y

Clay Less than 2 microns

Ammonium acetate extraction cTH. onl,y done on noncalcareous soils.
The values for total cabions the aopre7Limate
esbimates of the cation exchange capacity.

Calcium carbonate, o:ega-aic ilrwon, total nlAcogon availaVU:,
phosphorus and cations ox. r,7 wtth N. vlAiloivo ci,00ta'6e
calculated on aiTdry soil.

A dash () indicates 5.C.t the , not done.
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Site information

a. Soil name: UNIT 206.
b. Higher category classification: Calcisol.Typic Calciortbid (4.130).

Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: 14th January, 1966.
d. Authors: N. Mikenberg and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
e. Location: Natural .cut in deep gully; 400 yards northeast of existing

irrigation scheme, near footpath to Hedaru. Approximately 5
miles south of Hedaru, Tanzania.

f. Elevation: 1875-1925 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: High terrace.
Land form of surrounding country: Gently undulating, gullied.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1 flat to gently sloping.
i. Vegetation and/or landuse: Large open bare spaces with low shrubs.

Some game and cattle grazing.

General soil information

Parent material: Colluvial deposits covered by fine alluvial sediments.
Drainage: Class 4 well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Gully erosion.
g., Salinity or alkalinity: Class 1 soils slightly affected by salt or

alkali.

h. Human influence: Nil.

e-f descriition of irofile

A deep, well drained, dark reddish brown to dark brown silty clay loam
soil. Subangular blocky covered by a shallow "vesoicular fluffy topsoil.
Friable, porous and permeable. Effervescent throlighout with an horizon of
calcium carbonate accumulation in the deep subsoil.

Profile description

All 0-2" Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/4) moist and brown to dark brown (7.5 YR

4/4) dry, silt loam; weak granular; slightly sticky and
slightly plastic/ friable moist, soft dry; many vesicular
pores; pH 7.8; clear wavy boundary to

Al2 2-10" Reddish brown to dark reddish brown (5 YR 3.5/4) moist and
reddish brown (5 YR 4/4) dry, silty clay loam; medium and
coarse subangular blocky; sticky and plastic, friable
moist, hard dry; many pores; frequent fine and medium roots;
pH 7.7; slightly effervescent; gradual irregular boundary to
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A high investment.will be required:to put this unit in condition for regu-
lar agriculture under irrigation. Some Salinity was recorded and this limits
the range of crops which can be cultivated 'safely.

Si te information

Soil name: UNIT 213.
Higher category classification: Reddish Chestnut. Mollie Haplargid

(4.21-5). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: 18th January, 1966.
Authors: N. Mikenberg and J. Kyaruzi.
Location: Approximately 3/4 miles west of the HedaruBuiko railway line

and 1-1 mile north of the Pangani River, along cutline. Approx-
imately 6 miles southeast of Hedaru, Tanzania, following foot-
path to Irrigation Scheme.
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Cl 10-24" Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/4) moist and brown to dark brown (7.5 YR

4/4) dry, silty clay loam; massive breaking to coarse sub
angular blocky; sticky and plastic, friable moist, hard dry;

few pores; frequent medium and coarse roots; pH 7.8;
slightly effervescent; gradual irregular boundary to

02 24-40" Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/4) moist and brown to dark brown (7.5 YR

4/4) dry, silty clay loam; massive breaking to coarse angular
blocky; sticky and plastic, slightly friable moist, hard dry;
few pores; common medium and coarse roots; pH 7.9; slightly

effervescent; gradual wavy boundary to

C3ca 40-50"+ Brown to dark brown (7.5 YR 4/4) moist and brown (7.5 YR 4.5/4)
dry; silty clay; massive breaking to coarse angular blocky;
sticky and plastic, friable moist, hard dry; few pores; few

coarse roots; inclusions of white quartz and powdery calcium
carbonate, some concretions and gravels; 1-1,1,7.8; very strong

effervescence.

Ran e of characteristics

This soil unit is very complex and cannot be considered as a taxonomic
unit. The texture of the top poil includes a large range from sandy loam,
sandy clay loam, clay loam and clay with dry colours of greyish brown to light
yellowish brown. The lower horizons are more uniform and consistent. It

always has a strong effervescence throughout due to either powdery or con-
cretionary calcium carbonate. A fluffy vesicular and easily eroded surface
is characteristic. Wind erosion is common and also water erosion which pro-
duces spectacular gullies. Some inclusions of shallow soils with stones,
gravel and calcium carbonate concretions on the sUrface were recorded.

icultural sotential



f. Elevation: 1875-1950 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: High terrace.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat or almost flat, come
gullies.

Microtopography: Slight gilgai; discontinuous cracking;

h. 'Slope: Class 2 gently sloping.
i. Vegetation and/or landuse: Clump grasses with few cacas and

xerophitic vegetation. Some gamo and cattle grazing.

General soil information

Parent material: Old colluvial sediments, covered by recent colluvials
enriched with gypsum and calcium carbonate.

Drainage: Class 2 imperfectly drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Some wind erosion. Few gullies.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 soil free of excess salt and alkali.
Human influence: Nil.

'ef des e

This is a deep, imperfectly drained soil. Brown and dark brown underlain
by dark reddish brown, clay loam and clay subsoil with a B2 subangular
blocky horizon and strong effervescence increasing with depth. Fluffy crusty
surface with cracking and some scattered gravels. Powdery and crystalized
gypsum in veins in the deep subsoil.

Pro 'le descri.tio
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Al 0-2" Brown (7.5 YR 4.5/4) moist and same colour dry, silty clay loam;
sticky and plastic, friable moist, soft dry; many vesicular
and interstitial pores; frequent fine roots and few medium
ones; pH 7.1; strong effervescence; clear and wavy boundary
to

B2 2-10" Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2) moist and brown to dark brown (7.5 YR
4/2) dry, clay loam; strong medium subangular blocky; sticky

and very plastic, friable moist, moderately hard dry; many

pores; few clay cutans; some concretions; pH 7.7; strong

effervescence; gradual wavy boundary to

ßC 10-20" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/4) moist and same colour dry, clay;
massive; sticky and very plastic, friable moist, hard dry;

few pores; few roots; some powdery gypsum in veins; pH 7.9;
slightly effervescent.



30-36" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/4) moist and
massive; very sticky and 071y plastic,
hard dry; few pores; gypoum; pH 8.1;

Ran e of characteristics

This is a brown to dark brown soil underlain by reddish brown to dark
sh brown Eubsoil. The amount of clay increases with depth. The topsoil
vary from sandy loam to sandy clay. An increasing amount of gypsum with

is charaCteristic. Towards the south the amount of loose gravel the
',:raoe and the calcium carbonate ihcreases. This soil has a charactic

d'imcontinuous cracking with sink holes. Towards the south pear the boundar,)-
ith MBAL it is heavily gained.

use and a ultural sotentia
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same colour dry, clay;
firm moist and vezy
moderately effervez.o,

This is a good soil and its main limitation is its imper:Cect elyai.naso
M:th could be overcome with adequate water management. ;;Itid to a large

, of crops without major limitations.

Site informati

Soil names UNIT 211.
HTher ca-Legory,classification: Regosol. Typio Naplorthent 1.530.

Revised 7th ApprOximation (1964)-
Date of examination: 18th January,. 1966..

1,1)o):s N. Mikenberg and J. Kyaruzip
Locailons Approximately 141,-7 miles west of railway line Hedaru-Buiko and

2 miles north of the Pangani River; 51- miles southeast of
Hedaru, Tanzania, following footpath to Irrigation Scheme.

Elevation: 1875-1925 feet.
Land form:

i.2hysiographic position pf the site: High terrace.
foY'm of surrounding country: Flat, some gullies.

iiiMiG5'otopography: Nil.
81o:ye - flat or almost flat,

j, 'CtjThawq%1'2 lehd-ase Low shrubs, some scatterd xerophitic
irwo sces Game and some cattle

irfr.OE)

Parent materiA.: Old alluvial sediments covered by recent colluvial sedi-
mento enriched with calciumcarbonate and gypsum.

Cl 20-30" Dark reddish brown .r YR A/4) moist and sam dry, clay;
massive; sticky and very plastic, firm moist, ;ery bard dry;
few pores; increasing amount of gypsum; pH 7.9; slightly
effervescent.



b. Drainage: Class 4 well drained.
o. Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.

Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Some wind erosion and few gullies.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0soils free of excess salt or alkali.
Human influence: Nil.

Brief descri ion of the rofile

Deep, well drained, dark brown and brown to dark brown, silt loam on
clay loam underlain by silty clay. Weak development with discontinuous
cracking at the fluffy surface. Gravels and calcium carbonate concretions
on the surface increasing to the south. This is one of the best soils of
the area.

y'rofile descriplión

Al 0-2" Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) moist and brown (10 YR 5/3) dry, silt
loam; weak granular; sticky and plastic; friable moist,

soft dry; many vesicular and interstitial pores; frequent

fine and some medium roots; pH 7.6; strongly effervescent;
clear wavy boundary to

AC 2-8" Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2) moist and brown to dark brown (7.5 YR
4/4), clay loam; medium angular blocky; sticky and plastic,

friable moist and moderately hard dry; many pores; frequent

fine and medium roots; pH 7.7; strongly effervescent; clear

irregular boundary to

Cl 8-24" Brown to dark brown (7.5 YR 4/2) moist and brown (7.5 YR 4.5/4).
dry, clay loam; massive; sticky and plastic, friable moist

and moderately hard dry; common pores; common medium roots;

some quartz grains and gypsum in veins; TH 7.8; very strongly

effervescent.

C2 24-30" Brown to dark brown (7.5 YR 4/2) moist and same colour dry,

silty clay; sticky and plastic, slightly friable moist and
moderately hard dry; common pores; few medium roots; gypsum

and calcium carbonate in concretions; pH 8.0; very strongly

effervescent.

C3 30-36" Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2) moist and brown to dark brown (7.5 YR

4/2) dry, silty clay; massive; sticky and plaStic, slightly

friable moist, moderately hard dry; common pores; gypsum and

calcium carbonate in concretions; pH 8.0; very strongly

effervescent.
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The colour of the topsoil ranges from brown to dark brown to pinkish grey
and light brown (dry). The subsoil colour remains uniform. The texture of

upper horizon is usually silt loam, with some inclusions of loam and sandy
117,am ).).1d )411?, subsoil is usually a light clay. Discontinuous cracking at the

faG(: and sink holes are common.. Towards the south this soil unit has an
increasing amount of gravel and calcium carbonate concretions on the surface.

Landuse ar. ultural iotential

This is probably the best soil of the whole area surveyed. Well drained,
cke.9; without salinity. Scattered gullies occur but could be easy to level.
The fine texture of the subsoil is a limitation.

on

a. name: UNIT.. 14L.

b. Higher categovy classification: Alluvial. Typic Haplorthent (1.530).
Revised 7th Approximation (1964).

c. Date of examination: 14th January, 1966.
d. Authors: N. Mikenberg and F. J. Ijsérinkhuijsen.
e. Location: Approximately 3 miles south of Hedaru, Tanzania, along foot-

path from Hedaru to the Irrigation Scheme.
f. Elevation: 1875-1950 feet.
g. Land form:

i. Physiographic position of the site: High terrace.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat with gullies.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Flat.
i.Vg,?tation and/or landuse; Large'bare patches with scattered xerophitic

low shrubs. Game with some cattle grazing.

al soil information

Parent material: Alluvial sediments mixed with colluvial sediments,
enriched with gypsum and underlain by cid fluviolacustrine
materials.

Tnalnage: Class 3 - moderately well drained.
E'ture conditions: Dry throughout.

pth: Unknown.
2ool7iness: Nil.

:nce of erosion: Some wind erosion and few gullies.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 soils free of salt or alkali.
Human influence: Nil.
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desc o ofile

Colours range from brown to dark brown to dark yellowish brown. Infre-
quently, colours like dark grey or pale brown may occur. The'light clay
subsoil is somewhat compacted but friable and easy to penetrate with the
auger. Small discontinuous cracks and sink holes also occur in this unit.

Some gullies occur.
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Deep, dark brown to yellowish brownl moderately well drained soil with
sandy clay loam underlain by clay loam and como light clay layers. Friable,
with increasing amounts of gypsum and calcium carbonate with depth. Fluffy
surface with discontinuous cracking. Closely associated with soil units 234L
and 215.

Profile descri tion

All 0-2" Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 3/4) moist and same colour dry,
sandy clay loam; granular; sticky and plastic, friable moist,
soft dry; many vesicular and interstitial pores; frequent
fine and medium roots; some CaCO3 concretions; pH 7.4;
effervescent only in the concretions; clear wavy bounda y to

Al2 2-12" Dark brown to dark/yellowish brown (10 YR 3/3.5) moist and
between brown dark brown and dark yellowish bröWn (10 YR 4/3.5)
dry, clay loam; coarse subangular blocky; sticky and plastic,
friable.moist, moderately hard dry; many pores; frequent fine
and medium roots; smallquartz grains; pH 7.6; non efferves-
cent; clear wavy boundary to

Cl 12-26" Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) moist and same colour dry, clay; massive;
very sticky and very plastic, slightly friable moist and hard
dry; few pores; few fine and medium roots; few veins with
powdery gypsum increasing in amount with depth; pH 7.8; non
effervescent.

C2 26-33" Brown to dark brown (7.5 YR 4/2) moist and same colour dry,
clay loam; massive; sticky and plastic, friable moist,
moderately hard dry; few pores; increasing amount of gypsum;
pH 7.8; slightly effervescent.

C3 33-39"+ Dark brown to dark yellowish brown (10 YR 3/3.5) moist and
between brown dark brown and dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/3.5)
dry, clay; massive; sticky and plastic, friable moist,
moderately hard dry; common pores; large amount of powdery
gypsum; pH 7.8.

Rano'e of characteristics



Tbi ir a suited for a 'lido ro.oce uaiu

are the slight4 dissectedtopogar-Av wíth NORiA;C:C('a Aujlior: :711:4;4

;Thouild be easy 10 level and the PlriE tetyro ir1 )..:,m-oac,tutimn of the subsoil

m:DN J.acriit somewhai, the range cif adr.i.pi;ea ilt7ODUr,

Foil name: UNTT 215,
[1:cier oategord C.lassification: ircg:rade eddiF;h

Haplustoll (5,62-4. 7th kprema'6:h

.r.ate of :7:amina'6Lo 14th January, 1966.
Puthorsz N. Mike-nhrg and F. .J. Ijserinkhuijsc.
Location: .8ppronimately miles south of Hedu,

footpath to the Irrigation Scheme.
. .,vatioA: 1875-1950 feet.

ge uaDd
Pbysiographic position. the ojto:

).,and rorm of surr ouudin.L, oountry semc3 gallior,

Mie_Potepovap1iy Ni3.

h. (-JlaH 1 - flat or almost flat.
ii,_;getation atad, land-use: Large bare areas with scattered low shrubs.

Game with cattle grazing0

soi nformation

t material Old alluvial sediments covered ITT Oc:7. .11.1r3. and under-
lz)in 1)) :1,-,,custrine material enriched wit7A

b0 03ass - m.ierately well drained.
Co cendition,T: AiroughoUt.

a. U.Alundaater depth: Unknmu,
e0 (-»111)e'..m, or rockiness: Nil.

fo Bvidence of erosion: Some wind erosion, few gullies.

g0 -;,711.initi- or alkalinity: Class 0 - soils free of eJzcess salt or alkali.
Tjaman influence: Nil.

()file

dart- -oodcLish brown moderately,uoll d-oaillea loaw
cla» ioam and 20M clay leyors in the 6.9-0 subscdi,

'1;1 th..; solum Fud massive oompaoted subsoil afc.:
111,-13 5r.GE; 0 f 6;y3X:11111 ni`i,i1



ofi.e description

All 0-2" Reddish brown to dark reddish brown (5 YR 3.5/4) moist and brown
to dark brown (7.5 YR 4/4) dry, loam; weak fine granular;
slightly sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist, soft dry;
many vesicular and interstitial pores; frequent fine roots and
medium ones; pH 7.5; non effervescent; clear wavy boundary to

Al2 2-12" Same colours as above, loam; medium and coarse subangular
blocky; slightly sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist,
moderately hard dry; many pores; common medium and fine roots;
pH 7.4; non effervescent; clear wavy boundary to

AC 12-20" Same colours as above, clay loam; massive; stickyand plastic,
friable moist, moderately hard dry; few pores; few medium
roots; very fine concretions of Calcium carbonate; pH 7.7;
slightly effervescent.

Cl 20-29" Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2) moist with reddish brown and white
mottling and reddish brown to dark reddish brown (7.5 YR 3.5/4)
dry, clay loam; massive; sticky and plastic, friable moist,
hard dry; few pores; lacustrine sediments with calcium carbon-
ate and gypsum; pH 7.8; slightly effervescent.

C2 29-35"+ Mixed colours reddish brown to dark reddish brown and very dark
grey moist and same colours when dry, clay; massiveL sticky
and plastic, friable moist, hard dry; few pores; increasin
amount of gypsum; pH 7.8; slightly'effervescent.

Range of characteristics

Colours range between dark greyish brown, very dark greyish brown and dark
grey and it is often covered by layers of greyish brown and light greyish
brown. Deep and moderately welldrained. The soil is consistently clay in
the deep subSoil but the solum may range between sandy clay, sandy loam and
silt loam. It may be slightly affected by salinity. It has a fluffy surface
with some discontinuous cracks. The number of gullies and the depth of the
old lacustrine materials may vary.

Landuse and a icultural potential

This soil is usually associated with Units 214L and 234L and'all three of
them are similar and difficult to map separately at this stage. It is suited
for a wide range of crops with the fine texture of the subsoil the main limi-
tation. Investment will be necessary to level this area for irrigation unless
sprinkler irrigation is used. Improvement of the drainage may be required.
The large amount of gypsum will help to control salinity in the early stages
of an irrigation programme.
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railway. bend - Hederu2 Tanr!anip,

Movo:GinA 1900-1950 feet.
Land A:orm;

Pb,yriographic positiou.
ii. Land. -1.7,1M of surround,

Microtopography: Nil.

h. Sl6pe; Gently sloping.
:!and-uF-3e; Open bare area with scatterC sh

acacias. Game.

Soil name: UNIT2U.
Higher category cfassiftoationt

Revj.se0 7th Appro7:imaiol,,

Date of examination: 381,h jauunry,

Mieberg and J. 17:ro.:,;,
Loctionl; als1; of railway line 1:foC,,Baiko

Mabilioni village2 o

information

_rthent (1.530)

nreQh of
1Ef :lver and

W;g11

Tii@YW gullies.

a0 xent material: Mixed alluvial and colluvi
b0 Draivage: Class 4 - well drained.
Co oonditions: Dry throughout.
d0 Groundwater depth: Unknown.
eo Stoniness or rockiness; Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Wind erosion nn 17 s.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 -nf salt or alkali.
Human influence: Nil.

T".escription nf nro?ile

A. deep, well drai-.-Jed, reddish brown under: brir dark reddish
o ,,a110,,y loam texture with sandy clay -i:ur'Y-JJ.
gullies Some inclusions of shallno -al on the sface.

A-oaa--1 of sloping and steep lands included,

d(-3scription

Al 0-2" Reddish brown (5 YR 4/4) moir red (5 YR 4/6)
dry, very fine sandy :Loara ; -ical7 c, gi'anular;

sticky and plastic: friabn clry many poJ.7r,,s

few fine and medium roct1:1. afferveFooni,
clear smooth boundary

Ci 2-10" Reddish brown (5 YR 3/4) moiF:t y61111 red (5 YR 4/6)
dry, sandy lOam; medium sub,i)Joa. bloo4; slightly stiolv
and plastic, friable moist, hard dry; many pores; frequent
fine and medium roots; sand grains in veins and in layers;
pli7.6; strongly effervescent; abrupt smooth boundary to

ato

b.

fo
go
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1102 10-24" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) moist and same colour (Try, Bandy
clay loam; massive; slightly sticky and plastic, friable
moist, moderately hard dry; many pores; common fine and
medium roots; PR 7.4;
strongly effervescent.

IIC3 24-32" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/4) moist and reddish brown (5 YR
4.5/2) dry, sandy clay/ massive; Sticky and very plastic,
friable moist, hard dry; few pores; pH 7.3; very strongly
effervescent.

1104 32-36"+ Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) moist and same colour wet, sandy
clay; massive; very sticky and very plastic, friable moist,
hard dry; few pores; pH 7.5; very- strongly effervescent.

Range of characteristics

Deep and well drained with colours ranging from dusky red to weak red.
Inclusions of sandy loam, sand and sandy clay soils.

Landuse and agricultural potential

This is a good soil, well aerated but somewhat heterogeneoud, with main
limitation due to the presence of deep gullies requiring expensive levelling.
Suited for a wide range of crops. More detailed studies will be needed
before any irrigation agriculture is started.

Site information

a. Soil name: UNIT 216:
(includes deep, medium, shallow and very shallow phases).

b. Higher category classification: Regosol and Lithosol. Typic Haplorthent
(1.53L). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).

c. Date of examination: 20th January, 1966.

d. Author: N. Mikenberg.

e. Lecation: Approximately 8 miles southwest of Hedaru, Tanzania; mile

west of the road Hedaru, Mbuyuni.
f. Elevation: 1950-2000 feet.

g. Land form:
Physiographic position of the site: Colluvial slopes.

Land form of surrounding country: Undulating.

Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 2 gently sloping 2-6%.

i. Vegetation and landuse: Mainly thorn bush with some broad leaved bush;

many open spaces free of vegetation.



turent material: Colluvium underlain by calcium carbonate coated aavels.
Drainage: Class 4 - well drained.
Koisturc oonditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwate6 depth: Unknown.
Stonine6 66. - ,00hines Olas 1 - ',-ook outcrops.
Evidence o*: erosion; Som:77 7:Tie 71roi.ion

Salinity or alkalinity O - soils free of salt or alkali.

Human infinenoel

ption of rofile

Tb.1 in an heter6 mus soil unit inoluding deep, shallow and
v - hallow phases. A well drained, silt loam and gri y r- andy loam, with
raek outcrops and grave . Highly calcareous.

Profile destription

All 0-1"

Al2 1.-13" Dark yellowish brown X10 YR 4/4) moist and same colOw:
candy loam; moderate medium angular blocky; slightly :1'6*(-)y
and. slightly plastic, friable moist, soft dry; many poro;-1

uommon 13o -:eers fine and medium roots; many o a ium cau:bona'Ge
concretions; pH 7.9; very strongly effe - t; gradual
irregular boundary to

AC 24" Dark yellowish brown (10.YR 4/4) moist and yellowish l.
YR 5/4) dry, silt loam; moderate medium to coarse Liar

blocky; slightly sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist,
soft dry; many pores; few fine and medium roots; calciuN
carbonate concretions; pH 7.9; very strongly effervescent;
gradual irregular boundary to

Cl 24-32" Brown (10 YR 5/3) moist and light.yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4)
dry msiv7.3; hard, occasionl fine roots: oemento0

pH 7.8; very strol4gly'efferveElflent
smooth 1..ndary to

C2 6" Sidgh4JJ yellower in colour, calcium carbonate eau-lobed rooky/
layer; slightly sticky and slightly plastic;

loam; tne loose material in between is pH 7.8; very strongly
effervescent.

1..06

Brown to dark brown i:10 YR 4/3) moist and yellowish brOwn
(10 YR 5/4) dry, grit-ly/ silt loam; structureless; non sticky
and slightly plastic, friable moist; 7,-ft (1.7y; many vesicallr,6

pores; common fine roots; pH 8.2; vary Flixong2y cf ro

clear wavy boundary to



Rango of characteristics

This is an heterogeneous soil unit covering a range of depth phases.
Rock outcrops, gravels and stones are common. Colours range from strong
brown, reddish yellow, dark yellowish brown to light yellowish brown.
Textures range from loam and sandy clay loam to sandy clay. A strongly
effervescent profile often with concretionary calcium carbonate. Slope
varies over short distances.

Land-use and agricultural potential

This zoil in its present condition cannot be used for irrigation agricul-
ture. More detailed soil studies are required in order to show the different
soil depths and exclude the areas where outcrops, gravel accumulations and
very shallow soils are concentrated. In an intensive programme of agricultural
development Some areas of this soil unit could be used for. regular crop pro-
duction and most of the area could be used for grass and forestry. There
are also good prospects for citrus production.

Site information

.a. Soil name: UNIT 222.
Higher category classification: Reddish Chestnut. Aridic Argiustoll

(5.63-4). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: 13th January, 1966.

Authors: N. Mikenberg and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
Location: 11 miles approximately southwest of Hedaru, Tanzania in the

road Hec1aru-44buYizli 1 mile north of the road.

Elevation: 1925 feet.

Land form:
Physiographic position of the site: Colluvial plain.

Land form of surrounding country: Undulating.

Microtopography: Nil.

h, Slope: Gently sloping.
i. Vegetation and land-use: Isolated low shrubs in clumps, occasional low

Acacia and large open spaces. Game and cattle grazing.

eral soil information

Parent material: Mixed colluvial sediments from the Lasiti hill.

Drainage: Class 2 - imperfectly drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Some wind erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 1 - soils slightly affected by salt or

alkali.
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-'1Thi!Th influence: Nil0

oscri tion of the prefije

Deep, imperfectly drained reddish brown to dark reddish brown, silt 1
IJa*a by clay loam and clay in thedeep subsoil. Large amounts of gy-0

7..alcium carbonate after a foot and increasing in amount with depth,
in the subsoil.

descri tion

Reddish brown to dark reddish brown (5 YR 3.5/4) moist ane. brown
(7.5 YR 5/4) dry, silt loam; structureless; slightly stf
and plastic, friable moist, soft dry; many vesicular
many fine roots; pH 7.9; strong effervescence; gradual
boundary to

A3 2-6" Dark red (2.5 YR 3/6) moist with white mottling and reddish
brown (5 YR 5/2) dry, silty clay; coarse angular blocky;
sticky and plastic, very friable moist, soft dry; many pores;
common fine roots; veins of calcium carbonate.and gypsum; pH
7.7; strong effervescence; clear wavy boundary to

D2 Reddish brown to dark reddish brown (5 YR 3.5/4) moist and
brown to dark brown (7.5 YR 4/4) dry; clay loam; coarse sub
angular blocky; slightly sticky and plastic, friable. moist
soft dry; many pores; common fine roots;1 many lenses and
veins of calcium carbonate and powdery gypsum; pH 7.7;
effervescence; abrupt smooth boundary to

Cl 15-40" Reddish brown to dark reddish brown (5 YR 3.5/4) moist and
to dark brown (705 YR 4/4) dry, clay; massive breaking tu
angular blocky; sticky and plastic, friable moist, hard dry
few pores; very few roots; some quartz grains; pH 8.1;
strong effervescence; diffuse irregular boundary to

IIC2 40-62"+ Mixed material of sand, quartz, calcium carbonate, gypsum,
Travel and clay; massive; slightly sticky and plastic, frib
able moist, moderately hard dry; common pores; pH 8.0; very
strong effervescence.

characteristics

This is a deep, imperfectly drained, soil. Colours ranga from olive
brown to dark reddish brown to reddish yellow but the colour of the subsoil

mufe uniform. Texture ranges from sandy loam to clay in the topsoil and
Londy clay loam to clay in the subsoil. The subsoil is usually compacted
with large accumulations of calcium carbohate,gyi5sum and some gravels.



T.2.11a-.11 e an otential

This is a fine textured soil with drainage problems. With irrigation
might improve through the dilution of come of the compacting agents. It
suited for a wide range of crops but careful management is required.

Site information

a. Soil name: UNIT 223.
b. Higher category classification: Reddish Prairie. Aridic-Argiustoll

(5.63-4). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: 12th January, 1966*
d. Authors: N. Mikenberg and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
e. Location: Approximately 3 miles southwest of Hedaru, Tanzania in the

road Hedaru-Mb ! di.; and 1 mile north of the road.
f. Elevation: 1925-1950 feel.

g. Land-formt
Physiographic position of the site: Lower pediments of the
Pare mountains.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat, some gullies.
Microtopography: Slight pseudo-gilgai.

h. Slope: Flat.

i. Vegetation and land-use: Dense Acacia bush; game and cattle grazing.

General soil information

Parent material: Colluvial sediments from the Pare mountains..

Drainage: Class 2 - imperfeotly.drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.

Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Some guliies and wind erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 1 - soils slightly affected by salt or

alkali.

Human influence: Nil.

Brief descri tion of profile

This is a deep, imperfectly drained soil with textures ranging through
silt loam and clay loam to a clay 132- horizon. ,Dark brown, with an horizon
of calcium accumulation and gypsut in'the lower subsoil.

Profile descristion
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Al 0-4" Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 3.5/4) moist and brown to strong
brown (7.5 YR 5/4.5) dry, silt loaM; weak granular; slightlY
sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist, soft dry; many

vesicular and interstitial poros; frequent fine and medium



:;'cots; pH 7.4; strong effervescence.; clear
o

B1 4-11" Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/4) moist and brown to dark ,5 YR
2/4) dry; silty clay loam; medium sub-angular
sticky and plastic, friable moist, slIhtly bard

pores; common fine and medium roots; quar'W ,-

cutans; pH 7.5; strong effervescence; abrupt swoo-;,L,

to

-20' Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/4) moist and brown to dark b-J:own.

^/A dry, clay loam; Coarse and medium srb-Engula:r
and plastic, friable moist, hard c.c.fl

c:mmon medium and fine roots; common clay clitan we,v.

grains; pH 7.8; strong effervescence; gradual
boundary to

20-30" Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2) moist and reddish brown to dark
brown (5 YR 3.5/3) dry, clay; coarse sub-angular bic.x.7=;;
sticky and very plastic', firm moist, hard dry; C(..r:poe

medium roots; many clay cutans; pH 7.8; very stPong .K71',9-

vescence; clear wavy boundary to

Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/2) moist with white
ing, and dark brown (7.5.YR 3/2) dry, clay; _

to mediuM angular blocky;,. sticky and plastic, ightly
moist, hard dry; very few clay cutans; pH 7.9; very strongly
effervescent.

haracteristics

a very minor soil unit. More detailed Studies will produce
oormation.

ural otential

is a faly good soil and suited for a wide range of crops. Its
limitation is its slow internal drainage, fine textUre and

Before any agricultural.development is started more 5.Y1tc::

in this as well as in other soils will be'needed.

'

UNIT 224.
b. Higher category classification: Reddish Brown lateritio. Ustalf (7.4).

Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
() Date of examination: 13th January, 1966.



d. Authors: N. Mikenberg and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
e. Location: Approximately 3 miles southwest of Hedaru, Tanzania, on the

road HedaruMbuyuni, 14-miles north of the road.
f. Elevation: 1950-1975 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the si-w: Piedmont of the Pare
mountains.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat, few gullies.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Flat.

i. Vegetation and landuse: Scattered low bushes. Game and some cattle
grazing.

General soiI information

Parent material: Colluvial sediments from the Pare mountains.
Drainage: Class 4 well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.

Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Some wind erosion, few gullies.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 1 soil slightly affected by salt or

alkali.

Human influence: Nil.

B 'ef description of profile

A 'deep, well drained, dark reddish brown to dark yellowish red, clay loam
spil with good open structure. Strongly effervescent throughout. Fluffy
surface with discontinuous cracking.

e clescristion
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Al 0-2" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/4) moist and brown to dark brown
(7.5 YR 4/4) dry, clay loam; sticky and plastic, friable moi,
soft dry; Many vesicular and interstitial pores; frequent cinc
and medium roots; pH 7.7; strongly effervescent; clear wavy

boundary to

B2 2-10" Reddish brown to dark brown (5 YR 3.5/4) moist and same colour
dry, clay loam; mediUm and coarse subangular blocky; sticicy

and plastic, friable moist, moderately hard dry; common boPes;

common fine roots; common clay cutans; pH 7.8;. moderately
effervescent.

B3 10-30" Dark yellowish red (5 YR 2/6) moist and same colour dry, clay
loam; massive breaking to fine and medium angular blocky;
sticky and plastic, friable moist, mederately hard dry; few

pores; common fine roots; calcium carbonate concretions in

veins; pH 7.8; moderately effervescent.



The full range of characteristics is not well known. From the o;:is;
observations this soil is deep and well drained with uniform coioues end
tu;'es ranging from sandy clay to clay. Some discontinuous cracking'at the
surface which is crusty and fluffy. Some small gravels occur on the surface.
A ;ow gullies may be present.

anduse and ao-ricultura otential

This'is a good soil suitable for a wide range of crops. The wide range
of texture. may cause internal drainage difficulties. Salinity hazard from
the soils in the vicinity may contaminate this unit if there is not proper
management.

ormation

Soil name; UNIT 227, (includes depth phases and a fine textured.varep
Higher category classification: Reddish Brown Lateritio. Ustalf

Revised 7th Approximation (1964)..
Date of exaMination: 6th, 7th and llth January, 1966.

U. Authors: N. Mikenberg and F. j. Ijserinkhuijsen.
e. .Location: Deep phase, 10 miles west of Hedaru on the road Hedaru

Mbuyuni; medium phase 6 miles west of Hedaru; iifl road: 1-4
mile north of road; shallow phase: 6 miles west of H.edell

ir road; fine textured phase 227c: 10 miles west oS.: U&Oz, u

the same road; Hedaru, Tanzania.
f. Elevation: 2000-2050 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: Low ridge between the Pare
mountains and the LasitiSurlui hills.
Land form of surrounding' country: Flat.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. ope: Class 1 flat or almost flat.
i. Vegetation and landuse: Low shrubs and sparse low Acacia trees. Almost

no grass cover. Game and Masai cattle grazing.

oil information

112

30-36"+ Dark brown (5 YR 3/3) moist with white mottling and mixed brown
and dark reddish brown dry, silty clay; massive; sli(10:,:.

sticky and plastic, friable moist, slightly hard drp fk314

pores; calcium carbonate in veins mixed with yellowish.

pH 8.0; strongly effervescent.

147e, Rof chara 'sties

Lent material: Colluvial sediments from Basement Complex rocks under-
lain by old alluvial gravels and sediments.

Drainage: Class 4 well drained.



Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Fair rocky outcrops follow a north-south direc-

tion. Large areaS without outcrops.
Evidence of erosion: Some wind erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 - soils free of excess salt or alkali.

11. Human influence: Nil.

Brief description of profile

This is a well drained soil which varies in depth over short distances.
Often underlain by a layer of gravel and/or weathered rocks cemented with
calcium carbonate which roots can penetrate. Dark red and yellowish red
sandy loam, with depth phases to the gravel. Variants are according to the
clay content.

Profile description
(The deep phase of Unit 227).

All 0-1.5" Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/4) moist and yellowish red (5 YR 4/6)
dry, sandy loam; platy breaking to angular blocky; non sticky
and non plastic, friable moist, soft dry; many vesicular and

interstitial pores; frequent fine roots; pH 7.2; non effer-

vescent; clear smooth boundary to

112 1.5-10" Dark red(2.5YR 3/4.5)moist and red (2.5 YR 4/6) dry, sandy
clay loam; fine sub-angular bloclw; non sticky and slightly

plastic, friable moist, soft dry; many pores; frequent fine

and common medium roots; pH 7.0; gradual irregular boundary
to

113 10-20" Dark red (2.5 YR 3/6) moist and red (2.5 YR 4/6) dry, gritty
sandy loam; medium sub-angular blocky; non sticky and non
plastic, friable moist, slightly hard dry; many pores;

abundant fine roots and few medium and coarse ones; many

quartz grains; pH 7.0; non effervescent; gradual irregular

boundary to

AC 20-34"

Cl 34-48"

113

Dark red (2.5 YR 3/6) moist and red (2.5 YR 4/6) dry, gravelly
sandy loam; medium sub-angular blocky; non sticky and
slightly plastic, friable moist, slightly hard dry; many

pores; abundant fine roots; 30% gravel highly-weathered;

pH 7.2; non effervescent; clear wavy boundary-to

Dark red (2.5 YR 3/6) moist and red (2.5 YR 5/6) dry, lowly

sand; structureless; many pores; frequent fine roots;

increasing amount of gravels; pH 7.3; strong effervescence;

clear wavy boundary to
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02 48-55" Red to dark red (2.5 YR 3.5/6) moist and red (2.5 YR 5/6) dry,

gravelly sand; massive breaking to subangular blocky; non

sticky and non plastic, friable moist, hard dry; many pores;

abundant fine roots; compacted layer easy to break and roots
pass through; pH 7.3; strongly effervescent; abrupt smooth

boundary to

II03 55-62"+ Mainly platy very weathered rocks of Basement Complex. Strong

effervescence.

Range of characteristics

This is a well drained soil. Depth to the dense gravel layer varies from
less than 10 inches to more than 30 inches. The fine textured variant (2270
has textures ranging from sandy clay loam to clay loam. Colours are uniform.
This area of fine textured soils is located in slightly depressed areas.
Discontinuous cracking and sink holes are evident.

Landuse and agricultural potential

A more detailed soil study is required in order to establish the agricul-
tural potential of this unit. The amounts of the different depth phases are
not yet known,and such studies would be essential before any irrigation pm-
mbramme is established. From the observed profiles this is a good soil, with
good aeration and no drainage problems, but may require fertilizers. Suited
to a wide range of crops. The shallow phases can be devoted to pasture,
forestry and some fruit trees like citrus.

Site information

a. Soil name: UNIT 230.
b. Higher category classification: Brunizem, Normargidic Argiustoll (5,63-

4.25). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: 12th January, 1966.
d. Authors: N. Mikenberg and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
e. Location: Approximately 5 miles west of Hedaru on the road Hedaru-

Mbuyuni, 1 mile east of main drainage line, Hedaru, Tanzania.
f. Elevation: 1925-1975 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: High terrace.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat to slightly concave.
Microtopography: Some pseudogilgai.

h. Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat.
i. Vegetation and landuse: Scattered small shrubs and low Acacias. Game

and some cattle grazing.



General soil information

Parent material: Old lacustrine sedimento containing lime and gypsum and
covered with mixed alluvium and colluvium.

Drainage: Claes 0 very poorly drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Some wind erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 1 slightly affected with inclusions of

Class 3 strongly affected by salt and alkali.
Human influence; Nil.

Brief desc i. t on of -ofile
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This is a deep, very poorly drained, dark greyish brown, silty clay loam
soil with increasing amount of clay with depth. It has a well defined B2
horizon with clay cutans. Some bare areas occur correspondihg to high con-
centrations of salinity, alkalinity and patches of limestone.

Profile description

Al 0-3" Dark brown (10 YR 3.5/3) moist and brown (10 YR 5/3) dry, silt
loam; weak granular; non sticky, slightly plastic, friable
moist, soft dry; many vesicular and interstitial pores; fre-
quent fine roots; some scattered gravels on surface; pH 7.9;
strongly effervescent; clear wavy boundary to

A3 3-7" Dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) moist and greyish brown (2.5 YR
5/2) dry, silty clay loam; medium subangular blocky; non
sticky and plastic, friable moist, soft dry; many pores; fre-
quent fine and medium roots; pH 7.8; strongly effervescent;
gradual wavy boundary to

131 7-14" Dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) moist and same colour dry, silty
clay loam; coarse subangular blocky; non sticky and plastic,
slightly friable moist, hard dry; few pores; many fine and
medium roots; very few clay cutans; some quartz grains; pH
8.0; very strongly effervescent; clear wavy boundary to

132 14-24" Same colour as above, silty clay; medium and coarse subangular
blocky; sticky and plastic, slightly friable moist, hard dry;

very few pores; very few medium roots; common clay cutans;

some gravels; pH 8.1; very strongly effervescent; diffuse
irregular boundary to

B3 24-31" Dark greyish brown (2.5 Y 4/2) moist and greyish brown (2.5 Y
5/2) dry, clay; massive breaking to irregular medium angular

blocky; slightly sticky and plastic, slightly friable moist,
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hard dry; Sew clay cutans; pH 8.0; very stron nt;

diffuso irregular boundary to

37-534- Very dark,grey (5 Y 3/1) moist with brown mottling and whi':A
gYpsum, very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) dry, clay; msive;
non sticky and plastic, firm moist, very hard dry; pH 8.0; very

strongly effervescent.

Ran e of characteristics

This is a deep, very poorly drained soil that is unusually fine textured.
Colours are consistent, with slight changes between dark brown, brown and
yellowish brown. Some pseudogilgai with discontinuous cracking and sink
holes. Spots of solonetz soils.

lar and associated sol

A most important inclusion is the.presence in extensive spots or patches
ola highly alkaline soil (Unit 254) which is solonetzlike with typical
columnar structure in;the B2 and high exchangeable sodium content. This

limits the use of the 'hole,area of Unit 230.

Landuse and agricultural potential

The suitability of this soil is limited by'its rifle texture, very poor
drainage and presence of highly alkaline spots of Unit 254. It is net
recommended for permanent iculture without reclamation and improvement of
the drainage.

.7nformation

Soil name: UNIT 232.

Revised 7th Approtimation (1
classification: BruniNIZ. oHigher oateory

Date of examination: llth January, 1966.
Authors: N. Mikenberg and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
Looa:hon: 10 miles southwest, of Hedaru along the road HedaruMbuyuni,4 miles north of the road, Hedaru, Tanzania.
tJevation: 2025 feet.
(iartr form:

Physiographie position of the site: Largo depression in
colluvial plain.

J.,aY1J1 :7orm.of surrounding country: Flat.
*ii. \MloroWpography: Pseudogilgai.

91r) Class J. -0 flat or almost flat to slightly concave.
i.liovtation and land-0use: Low xerophitic vegetation. Game.



(o eral soil i a ion

a 0 Parent material: Lacustrine clay mixed with fine silty colluvium and
alluvium.

Drainace: Class 0 very poorly drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Some wind erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 1 soils slightly affected by salt or

alkali.
Human influene: Nil.

Brief description of the profile

A deep, very poorly drained soil with alternate layers of dark greyish
brown and dark brown. A sequence of increasingly fine textures with depth,
namely siltloam, silty clay loam, silty clay and clay. Deep sink holes
and discontinuous crack with a pseudogilgai microtopography.

Profile description

Al 0-3" Dark greTish brown (10 YR 4/2) moist and grey to light grey
(10 YR 6/1) dry, silt loam; fine irregular subangular blocky;
slightly sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist, moderately
hard dry; many vesicular and interstitial pores; frequent
medium roots; some coarse gravels on surface; pH 7.3; strongly
effervescent; clear wavy boundary to

B2lt 3-10" Dark brown (10 YR 3.5/3) moist with white mottling and brown to
dark brown (10 YR 4/3) dry, silty clay loam; nonsticky and
plastic, friable moist, slightly hard dry; medium and coarse
angular blocky; many pores; frequent medium roots; few clay
cutans; few small gravels; pH 7.7; strongly effervescent;
gradual boundary to

B22ca 10-24" Dark greyish brown to very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3.5/2)
moist and greyish brown (10 YR 5/2) dry, silty clay with
increasing amountof:,gravels and CaCO3 concretions; coarse

subangular blocky; sticky and plastic, friable moist, slightly

hard dry; many pores; frequent medium roots; few clay cutans;

pH 7.8; strongly effervescent; gradual irregular boundary to

Cl 24-44" Brown to dark brown (10 YR 4/3) moist and grey (10 YR 5/1) dry,
clay with small gravels and CaCO3 concretions; massive; sticky

and very plastic, friable moist, hard dry; few pores; few

medium roots; pH 7.6; strongly effervescent; clear wavy

boundary to

117
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Drainage: Class 1 poorly drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Evidence of erosion: Some wind erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 2 soils moderately affected by salt or

alkali.
Human influence: Nil.

Brief descri tion of profile,

This is a deep, poorly drained, brown to dark brown over dark yellowish
brown, silty clay loam soil with horizons of silty clay. Affected by salin-
ity and alkalinity, with a B2 horizon of clay accutulation and another hori-
zon of calcium carbonate accumulation. A. gilgailike microtopography is
characteristic and some cemented calcium carbonate mounds occur,:

Profile-description

Al 0-3" Brown todark brown (7.5 YR. 4/4) moist and pale brown (10 YR
6/3) dry, silt loam; fine subangular blocky; non sticky and
slightly plastic, friable:moist, soft dry; many pores; fre-
quent fine and medium roots; pH 7.7; strongly effervescent;
clear wavy boundary to

A3 3-8" Brown to dark brown (7.5 YRAI4) moist and brown (7.5 YR 5/4)
dry, silty clay loam; medium subangular blocky; non sticky
and slightly plastic, friable moist, soft dry; many pores;
frequent fine and medium roots; few small concretions of
calcium carbonate and gravels; pH 7.8; strongly effervescent;
gradual wavy boundary to

B21t 8-16" Same colour as above, silty clay; medium and coarse angular
blocky; tendency to coarse prismatic structure; slightly
3ticky and plastic, firm moist, hard dry; common pores; few
ine roots; common clay cutans; small quartzlike grains;

pH 8.0; strongly effervescent; clear, smooth boundary to

B22t 16-27" Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) moist and yellowish brown
(10 YR 5/4) dry, silty clay loam; medium angular blocky;
slightly sticky and plastic, slightly friable moist, moderately
hard dry; common pores; few medium fine roots; common clay
cutans; some quartz grains; pH 8.5; very strongly effer-
vescent; abrupt smooth boundary to

Brown to dark brown to dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/3.5) moist
and brown (10 YR 5/3) dry, silty clay; massive breaking to
fine and medium angular blocky; non sticky and plastic,

slightly friable moist, hard dry; few pores; pH 8.6; very

-trongly effervescent; clear smooth boundary to

B3ca 27-38"
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II01 38-58" Brown to dark brown (10 YR 4/3) moist and light brownish grey
to greyish brown (2.5 YR 5.5/2) dry, silty clay loam;

massive; non sticky and plastic, friable moist, moderately

hard dry; mixed materials; pH 8.5; strongly effervescent.

Rance of characteristics

This is adeep, poorly drained soil, with gilgai-like microtopography, die-'
continuous cracking and sink holes. The colour ofAhe topsoil ranges from
dark yellowish brown to pale brown (dry) and the subsoil from very dark grey-
ish brown to very pale brown. Textures range from sandy loam to clay. It is

a heterogeneous unit with many inclusions of sandy and clayey soils and out-
crops of cemented limestone. Gravels occur on the surface and spots of highly
alkaline soils are common.

La se and a i ultural sotential

Moderately suited for irrigation for a narrow range of crops with limita,
tions due to fine texture, poor drainage and highly alkaline spots. Some

areas of almost pure limestone. Tolerant crops could be considered as well
as adapted pasture and forestry.

Site information

a. Soil name: UNIT 234.
b. Higher category classification: Reddish Chestnut. Ustoll (5.6). Revised

7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: llth January, 1966.
d. Authors: N. Mikenberg and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
e. Location: 4.5 miles southwest of Hedaru along the road Hedaru-Mbuyuni,

and 2 miles north of the road, along cut-line, 2 miles east of
main drainage line; Hedaru, Tanzania.

f. Elevation: 1925-1950 feet.

g. Land form:
Physiographic position of the site: Footslopes of the Pare
mountains.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat to,slightly convex.

Microtopography: Nil.
h. Slope: Class 1 - flat.
i. Vegetation and land-use: Few Acacia and almost no ground cover. Game and

some Masai cattle grazing.

soil information

Parent material: Highly calcareous colluvial sediments.
Drainage: Class 2 - imperfectly drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.



Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Evidence of erosion: Some wind erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 1 soils slightly affected by salt or

alkali.
Human influence: Nil.

Brief descri

This is a deep, imperfectly drained soil. Brown to dark brown underlain
by dark greyish brown, silty clay loam with silty clay subsoil. Few spots of
salinity. Horizons of clay and calcium carbonate accumulation and some
calcium carbonate concretions and gravels at the surface.

descri tion

Brown to dark brown (10 YR 4/3)'moist and pale brown (10 YR
6/3) dry, silt loam; weak fine granular; slightly sticky
and slightly plastic, very friable moist, soft dry; many
vesicular and interstitial pores; abundant fine and few
medium and coarse roots; pH 8.1; very strongly effervescent;
olear wavy boundary to

Bl 3-10" Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) moist and brown to dark brown (10 YR 4/3)
dry, silty clay loam; fine subangular blocky; slightly sticky
and slightly plastic, friable moist, slightly hard dry; many
pores; common fine medium roots; pH 8.1; very strongly effer-
vescent; gradual wavy boundary to

B2 10-21" Dark brown (10 YR 3.5/3) moist and brown to dark brown to dark
greyish brown (10 YR 4/2.5) dry, silty clay; medium sub
angular blocky; non sticky and plastic, friable moist,
slightly hard dry; many pores; common medium roots; few
clay cutans; pH 8.0; strongly effervescent; gradual irregu-
lar boundary to

Cica 21-50"+ Dark greyish brown (10 -R)4/2) moist and greyish brown (10 YR
5/2) dry with white mottling, silty clay; massive; slightly
sticky and. plastic, friable moiSt) .slightly hard dry; oaloium
carbonate concretions; few pores; pH 8.0 very strongly
effervescent.

Range of characteristics
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The top soil may vary from a few inches to 2-3 feet in irregular

patterns. Some scattered gravel and calcium carbonate concretions occur
Some saline and alkaline spots. The odour of the topsoil ranges between dark
greyish brown and light grey and the subsoil between dark brown and pale

brown. Textures vary from sandy loam to sandy clay and clay loam.

Al 0-31I
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ivì ru aOrlTe from the somewhat fine t L,
J0C alla alkaline spots in irrogn1Fo'
suited -7,n9es and forestry as well as fruit td-aes.

- U'j\I1 23L

b0 cngol.y rJassification: Reddish Chestnut.
1)/i--;e0 7tb A.pproximation (1964).

-E;iVola7)11.. 19th January9 1966.
N. Minbepg and J0 Kyaruzi.

3 miles seuthwest of Hedaru along the
mile north of the road, Hedaru, Tanzan

h1;:rJaiom 1875-1950 fee-to

10 Pllysgraphic position of the site: High
ii. Lan(' form of surrounding country: Flat.

Morotopography: Nil. Some pseudogilgoa,
(-Jazei 1 flat or almost flat0

g7c,71 aorl landuse: Low bush in clumps and larga
ota ground cover. Game and some Masai -lat-'6L,

,1011

Parent uotia1r Colluvial sediments underlain by
(Lopoits enriched with gypsum and caleium

f3a1oL ClaEls 3 moderately well drained.
Q . 00iTh-.- cou0.1,ions Dry throughout.
d. '1-,,mclNeA,H 0.epth: Unknown.

:.ockiness: Nil.
1±vi.c,u,.(:. of eosion: Somewind erosion0
.=Hj.nH;f or alt-alinity: Class 1 soils slightl;

alkali.
'1u.ence: Nil.

,5.6 .

welldrained soil, with '

C:JLriOVI ,rvish brown, silty clay loam uaila;-jz:H
A good develOped structuue

; .Calcium carbonate and gypsum ir
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Al]. 0-1.5" Dark grey to dark greyish brown (10 YR 4.5/2) moist and dark
greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) dry, fine sandy loam; weak granu-
lar Lo structureless; non sticky and plastic, friable moist,
soft dry; many vesicular and interstitial pores; frequent
fine and medium roots; pH 7.5; strongly effervescent; clear
wavy boundary-to

Al2 1.5-8" Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) moist and same colour dry, silty clay
loam; coarse blocky; slightly sticky and plastic, friable
moist, moderately hard dry; many pores; common fine and
medium roots; some veins of gypsum and calcium carbonate;
pH 7.7; very strongly effervescent; gradual irregular
boundary to

B2 8-15" Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) moist and dark greyish brown (10 YR
4/2) dry, silty clay; medium sub-angular blocky; sticky and
very plastic, friable moist, moderately hard dry; few pores;
few medium roots; few clay cutans; some quartz grains; pH
7.9; very strongly effervescent; gradual irregular boundary
to

Dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) moist and dark grey (10 YR 4/1)
dry, clay; massive; sticky and very plastic, friable moist,
hard dry; few pores; few roots; some gypsum in veins; pH
8.0; very strongly effervescent.

Dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) moist and dark brown to dark
greyhh brown (10 YR 4.5/2) dry; clay; massive; sticky and
very plastic, friable moist, hard dry; few pores; few roots;
increasing amount of gypsum; pH 8.0; very strongly effer-
vescent.

Dark grey to very dark grey (10 YR 3.5/1) moist and very dark
grey (10 YR 3/1) dry with white specks, clay; massive; sticky
and very plastic, friable moist, hard dry; few pores; large
amount of gypsum; pH 8.0; very strongly effervescent.

Rano-e of c aracteris

This is a deep, moderately well drained, soil, with discontinuous crack-
ing on surface, sink holes, fluffy surface, and gypsum and calcium 'carbonate
in the subsoil. It is consistently somewhat fine textured with some inclu-
sions of clay. The colour of the topsoil ranges between dark brown and aight
brownish grey and the colour of the subsoil between very dark grey to dark
yellowish brown (dry).

Land-12,-e an-7 otential

This is a good soil but with limitations due to fine textured inclusions
and slow water intake. Suited to a wide rango of crops.

BC 15-26"

Cl 26-33"

C2 33-41"+



A. MAIN DATA ALL PROFILES

UNIT

No.
Depth pH in Water

1110

Ca cium Saturation
millimhos

tiSaturaon
a 25°C

3WI/Zr

Carbonate arccs.2myt
Inches Saturated

ste
125
W/V per cent

206 0-2

2-10
10-24

7.9
7.8

7.4

8.1

8.3
8.o

01,C4: 7nductiv

0.12
0.22
2.3

63

62

56

24-40 7.8 8.2

(

61

40-50 7.7 8.2 9.6 1)TO 61

213 0-2
2-10

7.8
7.7

8.1

7.7
0.49
2.8

0.13
2.2

10
10

57
68

10-20 7.7 7.8 3.4 2.6 9 71
20-30 7.7 7.8 8.8 3.9 7 71
30-36 7.8 84 13.9 5.4 7 86

214 0-2 7.9 8.2 - 0.39 0.16 12 71
2-8 7.9 8.2 0.64 0.19 12 72
8-24 7.7 7.9 4.1 1.32 12 77

24-30 7.8 7.9 - 8.8 3.9 9 82
30-36 7.9 8.0 11.3 4.5 10 89

2141, 0-2

2-12
7.7
7.9

7.7
8.1

0.49
1.03

0.09
0.15

NIL
NIL

54

53
12-26 7.9 8.4 1.07 0.23 NIL 56
26-33 7.7 7.7 9.0 3.2 NIL 61

33-39 7.7 7.9 9.8 3.2 NIL 63

215 0-2 7.5 8.0 0.60 0.15 NI 56
2-12 7.4 8.2 - 0.83 0.12 NIL 62

12-20 7.9 8.8 9.3 0.90 0.19 NIL 55
20-29 7.8 8.4 - 6.0 1.13 NIL 64
29-35 7.7 7.9 8.1 2.8 NIL 69

2152 0-2 8.0 8.5 - 0.40 0.11 5 41
2-10 7.8 8.3 1.22 0.16 1. 30

10-24 7.7 8.3 1.77 0.25 6 44
24-32 7.6 8.1 6.6 0.68 9 45
32-36 7.6 8.2 9.7 1.08 48

216 0-1 8.0 8.8 8.9 0.53 0.13 11 25
1-13 8.0 8.8 8.9 0.54 0.12 15 41

13-24 8.0 8.6 8.8 0.46 0.13 32 42
24-32 8.2 8.8 9.0 0.32 0.13 48 43
32-36 8.3 8.8 8.9 0.37 0.13 39 38

222 0-2 7.7 7.8 2.8 2.4 8 59
2-6 7.7 7.7 _ 2.6 2.4 7 66
6-15 7.5 7.6 10.5 3.9 8 76
15-40 8.0 8.0 - >20 5.9 9 81

40-62 7.9 7.9 >20 6.6 17 92

223 0-4 8.0 8.3 8.6 0.79 0.11 7 38
4-11 8.0 8.4 8.9 1.54 0.19 11 48
11-20
20-30

8.3
8.3

8.9
8.9

9.5
9.5

1.62
6.1

0.38
1.07

7
8

64

72

30-46 8.0 8.2 8.1 13.2 4.5 8 74

224 0-2 8.2 8.3 8.6 0.43 0.12 57
2-10 8.3 8.6 9.1 1.28 0.31 64
10-30 8.1 8.6 9.2 7.0 1.22 75
30-36 7.9 8.0 8.2 12.4 4.4 8 68

227A 0-2 6.9 7.0 0.47 0.07 NIL 24'

2-27 7.7 8.1 0.50 0.08 NIL 34

27-43 7.9 8.1 1.56 0.24 7 43
43-60 7.8 8.1 2.9 0.46 10 54

227C 0-8 7.8 8.1 0.92 0.14 48
8-29 7.8 8.0 0.45 0.13 54

29-36 7.8 8.3 0.46 0.14 58
36-45 7.9 8.1 0.50 0.15 60
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2,3?.

.'1'L 0-3
3-10

J0-21
21 50

o-I,
1.5-8

8-15
15-26
26-33
33-41

7
0-2
2-9
9-16

T6-43

0-1 .

L0-2o
20-34
12-48

-50
55,62

,
C-2
2- 19

19,24
2A-20
73-36
36-A8

o-3
)-11

11-22
22-46
A6-66

o-3
3-7
7-14

14-24
24-37
37-53
o-3
2-10

10-24
24-44

- 44-54

SOIL ANALYSES TABLE VI

EDAU SE SURVEY

A. MAIN DATA - ALL PROFILES

0.31 0.07
0.38 0.08
1.33 0.22
1.11 0.20
1.48 0.25

0.83
0.73
3.0
8.6

11.6
15.8

0.16
0.19
0.39
1.07
1.88
6.1

0.47
1.11
0.79
0.11
1.26
8.5

0.18
0.27
2.00
4.8

8.2
8.6
9.0

9.2
10.0
10.0
9.9
8.6
8.8
9.4

0.14
0.18
0.19
0.24
1.51

0.15
0.17
0.25
0.32
0.62
0.94

0.18
1.09
2.6
3.2
0.16
0.13
0.41

17
19
16
17
19
22

48
53
5].

59
72
75

7.9
7.4
7.9
7.9
8.2

8.0
7.9
8.0
8.1
8.0

8.1
8.2
8.2
7.9

8.4
7-7
8.3
8.3

8.5
8.5
8.6
8.6
8.8
8.4
8.1
8.2
8.1
8.4
8.1

8.4
8.4
8.8
9.0

8.2
8.5
8.6
8.3

8.7
9.0
9.1
9.2
9.3
8.5

8.5
8.9
9.2
9.5
9.6
9.7

8.7
9.0
9.1
8.5

0.05 NTL 20
0.05 UIL 27
0.13 32
0.12 34
0.70 - _
0.20 20 32

19
26
35
39
37

3
3-8
8-16

16-27
27-38
38-58

6,0
6.9
6.3
6.5
7.5
7.8
7.8

6.4
6.5
7.7
7.8

8.0

8.3
8.2
8.1
8.2
8.2

0.1
8.2
8.3
8.5
8.7
8.6

0-1
1-12

12/24-36

8.1
8.4
8.3
8.2

7.) - 0.55 0.03 DIL 20
7.3 0,37 0.05 NIL 24
6.9 0.45 0.05 NIL 28
6.7 0.38 9.06 NIL 32
8.0 0.84 0.14 3 347.8 3.5 2.5 9 35

5.6 3.0 16 347.8

7.0
/01
8.3
8.2
8.0
8.4

0.39
0.36
0.58
0.51

1.06

0.41
0.43
2.7

131 .-rialjoo3 were determined after July 1965.
Oadclum corl)onate values are estimated by acid neutralizationv

Lluly r-cc calculated on air-dry Boil.
1 dccrli (-) indicates that the analysis was not done.
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11°.

0-2
2-10

10-24
24-40
40-50

0-2
2-8
8-24

24-30
30-36

227d 0-1.5
1.5-10

0-20
20-3A
34-A8
48-55
55-62

0-3
3-10

10-24
24744
44-54

21
22
27
36
30

HEDAR

Dis b

22
36
28
45
33

24

- 27
40
40
24
23

5
13
11
12
12
15

7

20
26
32
21
19

37
21
14
19
17

SEMI-DETIJED SURVEY

11

4

3
15

4

5
8

a3;.).°1

Inchef

2 37
2-12 16

12-20 22
26-29 14
29-35 8

8 ' 24 33
4 29 30
4 29 26

11 33 21
20 36 8

14 48 7
4 32 19
7 37 30

15 24 24
8 20 32

51
44
45
46
66

12
23
21
10
13

31
45
33
37
40

on
per cenl, of mineral fraction

Coarse Fine
Sand Sand Silt Clay Ca1ci,i

30.0
29.0
28.5
45.0
55 5

6.0
9.5
8.o

12.5

ioquivalent per

35 44.5 11.5 0.4 4.1 60.5
37 48.0 13.5 0.8 3.2 65.5
41 - 15.5 4.0 2.4 ...

35 44.0 12.5 1.4 2.7 60.6
36 - 9.5 5.0 2.0 -

0.8
1.7
3.5

12.5
17.5

11.0 0.7
11.5 1.5
11.5 2.5
6.0 8.0

15,5 8.5

1.0
2.0
3.5
1.5
4.0

Sodium Potaesium Total

0.2
0.4
0.4
1.2
1.5

22
31
27
24
34

SOILS

On O

'sedum

7.0
7.0
9.0
11.0
13.0

0.5
0.7
0.5
0.6
1.2
1.3
3.0

11.0
4.6
3.4
3.4
3.1

4.5
2.9
2,7
2.4
2.0

15.0
4.6-

4.5
4.7
4.6

46.2
44.9
45.2

pIe

91-.7?

7.7
5.6
5.6
3.7

7.7
3.0
2.0
2.0
4.7

23
3.0
2.0
9.7

1;

27
15.6 3.7
14.0
16.4 0.7

0.7

12.0
5,
4-5

6,o

NOTESI All analysee were determined after July 1965,

The particle size distribution values are percentages of the oven-dry mineral fraction, after rep.
of calcium carbonate. The size rangee are -

Coarse Sand 2000 - 200 microns
Fine Sand 200 - 20 microns

Silt 20 - 2 microns
Clay Lees than 2 microns

Calcium (and sometimee magnesium) values have been omitted in the case of calcareous eoile, since
calcium carbonate is partially soluable in ammonium acetate. The values for total cations extraot d
by N ammonium acetate are approximately estimates of the cation exchange capacity.

OLSEN available phosphorus were determined by extracting 1 par t of soil with 20 parts of 0.5.M.
sodium bicarbonate at pH 8.5.

Cations extracted with N ammonium acetate and available phosphorus are calculated on air-dry coil.
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3ito inror-lotion

a. Soil name: UNIT 301.
U. Higher category classificaLion: Alluvial. Typic Haplorthent (1.530).

Revlsed yth ApprOximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: 19th August, 1965.
d. Authors: N. Mikenberg 6,nd F. J. Ijscrinkhuijsen.
e. Location: 1 mile east of railway; halfway between escarpment and Wami

River, Wami alluvial flats, Tanzania.
f. Elevation: 20-50 feet above sea level.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: Valley bottom.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat.
Microtopography: -Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1 flat, less' than 1%.
i. Vegetation and/or landuse:' Tall grasses, Acacias and low shrubs. Game

grazing.

General soil informatio

Parent material: River alluvium.
Drainage: Clash 1 'poorly drained.
Moisture conditionS: Dry throughout the profile.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 free of excess salt or alkali.
Human influence: Nil.

Brief descri'tion of arofile

Alternating very dark brown and very dark greyish brown clay layers with
many roots concentrated in the top few inches. Strong angular blocky surface
with massive subsoil. Wide deep cracking in the dry season. Some gilgai
microtopography but without evidence of churning in the profile. pH range
6.5 to 6.8 increasing down profile.

e desc o
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Very dark brown (10 YR 2/2) moist and very dark grey to dark
grey (10 YR 3.5/1) dry, clay; strong medium angular blocky;
sticky and plastic, extremely firm moist, hard dry; many
interstitial and tubular pores; very abundant living roots
forming mats, frequent dead roots; pH 6.5; non effervescent;
clear wavy bdandary to

Cl 4-20" Very dark greyhh brown (10 YR 3/2) moist and very dark grey
(5 YR 3/1) dry, clay; massive breaking to coarse angular
blocky; very sticky and very plastic/ extremely firm moist,
hard dry; few pores; patchy moderately thick clay cutans;

A.
0_411



n,«Lora and fine roots; pH 6.6; non effervescent; dif::

irIc',, nlac boundary to

02 2M6"+ Very dark brown (10 YR 2/2) moist and very dark greyish brown
10 YR 3/2) dry, clay; massive; sticky and plastic, firm

ra6i;,,I, hard dry; few pores; few slickensides, very few
pH 6.8; effervescence only in small specks of segre-

gated calcium carbonate,

on poollj drained soil that is clay textured throughout.
an bet4e1 very dark brown to dark greyish brown with occasional

.11 0.r:we:Piped angular blocky structures are characteristic. It

tkie laat bottomlands of the floodplain and the unit 303 is a
; L it. Puv'tLIr more:detailed soil studies will show if both unit
oc,ned separate series.

rtcu:tural otential

is not utilised for regular 'crop production. Occasional e:,:ten-'0 ofa,:coulture from the riverside soil Unit 302 may include some of th6:
The main limitations are fine texture and poor drainage withXir tc5 flooding. It is a good soil for crops such as rice and

on;

ool,Dwoy clas,sjfications Alluvial. Typic Haplorthent (1.530).
hoproximation (1964).

4,1i.hoto-6 19th August, 1965.
N, and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen,

uth of the Ferry on the Wami River. Wami alluvial
30 miles north of Bagamoyol Tanzania.

- feet.

, P3)p2,1oL;TI.)hic position of the,site: Valley bottom.
j'oom of surrounding country: Flat or almost flat.

Microtopograpby2 Nil.
) fla or almost flat (0-2%).

L.14or :nduse: Cultivated for different crops especially
coconut, maize, sugar cane, and cassava.

rliatiA. River alluvium.
b. GiaFx 4 well drained.



0. Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: kilo

Evidence of erosion: Nil.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 free of excess salt or alkali.
Human influence: Nil.

Brief description of rofilé

A deep, well drained soil with alternating layers of very dark grey,
dark grey, dark yellowish brown and dark greyish brown colours and clay loam,
silt loam, loam and clay loam textures. Subangular blocky structures over-
lie a massive subsoil0 pH ranges between 5.7 and 6.2 increasing with depth.
Porous and deep rooting with an open structure. Non effervescent except for
scattered flakes of calcium carbonate below 4 feet.

Profile description

Al 0-6" Very dark grey to very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/1.5) moist
and dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) dry, loam; coarse subangu-
lar blocky; slightly sticky and slightly plastic, friable
moist, slightly hard dry; many interstitial and tubular pores;
abundant fine, medium and coarse roots; non effervescent;
clear irregular boundary to

Cl 6-15" Very dark grey matrix (10 YR 3/1) moist with dark brown mottling
and dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/1) moist with dark brown mottling
and dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) dry, clay loam; medium sub
angular blocky; sticky and plastic, friable moist, slightly
hard dry; many pores; patchy thick claY cutans; frequent fine
and very coarse roots; pH 5.75 non effervescent; abrupt
smooth boundary to

1102 15-23" Brown matrix (10 YR 5/3) with streaks of dark grey mottling
and brown to dark brown (10 YR 4/3) dry, silt loam; massive;
non sticky and slightly plastic, very friable moist, soft dry;
many pores; few fine, medium and coarse roots; common streaks
or organic matter cutans; pH 5.6; abrupt smooth boundary to

11 C I Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moist with streaks of dark

23-39" yellowish brown and dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) dry, loam;
weak fine blocky; non sticky and slightly plastic, friable
moist, soft dry; many pores; frequent medium and coarse roots;
pH 600; non effervescent; diffuseirregular boundary to

i11032

39-51"

Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moist with dark brown mottl-
ing and yellowish brown,(10 YR 5/4) dry, clay. loam; weak fine
angular blocky; slightly sticky and slightly plastic, friable
moist, soft dry; common pores; patchy thick clay cutans; few

127
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coarse roots; pH 6.3; non effervescent; abrupt wavy boundary

to

IVC4 51-58" Brown to dark brown (10 YR 4/3),moist with mottlings and very
dark grey (10 YR 3/1) dry, very'fine sandy loam; structureless;

non sticky and slightly plastic, very friable moist, soft dry;

common pores; pH 6.2; very slightly effervescent in scattered.

flakes of segregated calcium carbonate.

Ra of characteristics

This is a deep, mainly well drained, heterogeneous soil unit of the

present riverbanks. It occurs as narrow but often continuous areas along the
river, being especially broad at the bends. Alternating layers of varying

texture and colour. Usually medium textures, with strongly developed struc-

ture0 pH is always below 7.0.

Landuse and a icultura o ential

This is a very goOd soil with minor limitations due to a somewhat irregu-

lar topography. It would require some levelling. Restricted to small areas

since the unit never occurs as large uniform blocks of land. Suited for a

wide range of crops. Very intensively cultivated at the present time.

Site information

Soil name: UNIT 303.
Higher category classification: Intergräde GrumusolLow Humic gley.

Haplaquoll (5.31). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
C, Date of examination: 26th September, 1965.
d. Authors: N. Mikenberg, G. R. Suggett and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
e. Location: Southern Wami alluvial flat. Near to the railway bridge on

the right bank of the Wami River. Approximately 200 yards
from the bridge.

f. Elevation: 25 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: Floodplain of the Wami

river.
Land form of surrounding'country: Flat or almost flat.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat (0-2%).
i., Vegetation and/or landuse: Open bush with abundant tall grasses and

small Acacia. Small areas are cultivated for maize, bananas
and other food crops.



soil information

Parent material: Alluvial clays.
Drainage: Class 1 poorly drained.
Moisture conditions: Moist throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Evidence of erosion: Nil.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 free of excess salt or alkali.
Humaninfluence: Nil.

Brie. fi ion of e

129

This is a deep, poorly drained soil occurring in the flat regularly
flooded areas of the Wami floodplain. Black, very- dark grey and very dark
greyish brown in colour with clay texture, moderate angular blocky structure.
Deep cracking in the dry season. pH ranges between 5.8 and 6.2 increasing
with depth. Non effervescent throughout.

e descri tion

All 0-2.5" Very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) moist and very dark greyish brown
(10 YR 3/2) dry, clay; modera-te fine angular blocky; sticky
and plastic, slightly friable moist, hard dry; many pores;
abundant fine and medium roots and dead ones inside the peds;
pH 5.8; non effervescent; clear wavy boundary to

Al2 2.5-9" Black (10 YR 2/1) moist with abundant strong brown rusty mottl-
ing along the old root channels and same colour dry; clay;
medium angular and subangular blocky; very sticky and very
plastic, very firm moist, hard dry; common pores; patchy
thick clay cutans; frequent fine and common medium roots;
pH 5.9; non effervescent; gradual irregular boundary to

9-26" Very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) moist with dark yellowish brown
mottling and same colour dry, clay; very coarse angular blocky;
sticky and plastic, very 'firm moist, hard dry; common pores;
clay cutans limited to old root channels; common fine roots;
slickensides; pH 6.0; non effervescent; gradual irregular
boundary to

IIBC 26-40" Very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) moist and same colour dry; clay;
coarse irregular angular blocky; sticky and plastic, slightly
friable moist, moderately hard dry; common pores; continuous
thick clay cutans; common fine dead roots inside the peds;
slickensides; pH 5.8; non effervescent; peds seem to be-
slightly tilted from the vertical position; gradual irregular
boundary to



This is a deep, poorly drained soil very similar to the 301 of which it
oonsidered as a variant. The main difference with Unit 301 is the large

amount of rusty fine mottling in the solum, which gives the soils a much
colouration and the presence of a B2 horizon.

ura oten ia

This soil is not cultivated. The main limitations are its fine teLtuve,
internal drainage and annual flooding. With adequate control tbis

lr be suited for a fairly wide range of crops, particularly rice, sugar
maize and vegetables.

Site information

Parent material: Old alluvial materials of different ages up to the
present time.

Drainage: Class 3 - moderately well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.
Evidence of erosion: Nil.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 - free of excess salt or alkali.
Human influence: Nil.

130

IIC1 40-62" Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moist and same colour dfy

clay o clay loam; massive; sticky and plasbic, slightly firm

moUAv slightly hard dry; common porea; pH 6.2; non effer-

vescent; small white crystals throughout this horizon.

oracteristi

a. Soil name: UNIT 306.
b. Higher category classification: Alluvial, polygenetic with upper profile

development. 'Tropept (3.5). Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: 25th September, 1965.
d. Authors: N. Mikenberg, G. R. Suggett and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
e. Location: Southern Wami Coastal Plain. ApproxiMately 3 miles from the

Wami ferry on the road to Bagamoyo, Tanzania.
f. Elevation: 25 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: Valley bottom.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat with old river channels.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. !!' Class 1- flat or almost:flat.(0-2%).
i. V(zetation and/or land-use: Almost continuous forest and bush along old

channels that are active drainage lines in the wet season.

'eneral soil information



fi. e

broad soil n:iit including deep, moderately well drained to somewhat
poo,Ay drained soils, with polygenetic prófiles. Alternate horizons of
variable colour and textures are characteristic. For the time being this
is considered a soil complex and further more detailed studies will be
necessary.

ofile descri.tion
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Al 0-7" Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moist and very dark grey
(10 YR 3/1) dry, clay loam; medium and coarse angular blocky;
sticky and plastic, firm moist, very hard dry; common pores;
common fine roots; pH 6.0; non effervescent; irregular
broken boundary to

B2 7-22" Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) moist with many fine, clear,
brown to dark brown rusty mottling and brown to dark brown
(10 YR 4/3) dry; clay loam; medium angular and subangular
blocky; , sticky and plastic, firm moist, very hard dry; few
fine and medium pores; continuous thick clay cutans along ped
faces and old root channels; few fine and medium roots, very
fine dead roots inside the peds; pH 6.1; non effervescent;
gradual wavy boundary to

22-36" Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) moist with common brown to
dark brown mottling and yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) dry, silty
clay loam; medium angular blocky; slightly sticky and
slightly plastic, slightly firm' moist, hard dry; many fine
and medium vesicular pores; broken thick clay cutans mainly
along the old root channels; 'few fine and medium roots; pH
-6.2; non effervescent; abrupt smooth boundary to

IIC1 36-52" Brown to dark brown (7.5 YR 4/4) moist with very distinct white
spots and strong brown (7.5 YR 5/6) dry, very fine loamy sand;
massive; non sticky and non plastic, friable moist, slightly
hard dry; many pores; pH 5.9; fine and medium calcium
carbonate soft concretions; clear and slightly wavTi-boundary
to

11102 52-56"1- Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) moist with many fine and
medium, mottling and same colour when dry, silty clay loam;
massive breaking to fine irregular angular blocky; slightly
sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist, slightly hard dry;
few to common coarse and medium pores; pH 6.7; highly effer-
vescent in spots.,
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Rango of characteristics

A broad soil unit including soils with a wide range in texture and colour.
They have topographical position in common and occur along old river channels.
They are commonly medium to fine textured and are moderately well to somewhat

- -)oorly drained. Downstream a similar unit, 306A, is mostly fine textured in
large grassland area near the coast.

Landuse a d a ricul ia

Parts of this unit are well suited for many crops and some sugar cane,
rjco, cotton, maize and vegetables are grown. The main limitations of the
soils are a slow internal drainage and the fine texture in some horizons.
The unit has the major limitation of irregularity.of land form since it is
dissected by old major drainage channels and much levelling would be necessary
as well as drainage and flood control.

Site information

Soil name: UNIT 316.
Higher category classification: Reddish Chestnut. Haplustoll (5.62)

Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
Co Date of examination: 17th August, 1965.
d Authors: N. Mikenberg and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
e. Location: 5 miles north of the ferry on the Wami river on the road to

Sadani; 3 miles west from the road; approximately 1 mile east
of railway; Wami, Tanzania.

f. Elevation: 75-175 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: Colluvial Plain.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat or almost flat, dissected
by drainage lines and streams.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat (0-2%).
i. Vegetation and/or landuse: Palm trees, Acacias and grass. Game grazing.

Some maize cultivated alongside the railway.

Brief description of profile

- A deep, well drained, very dark grey and dark brown over dark greyish
brown soil, with,loamy sand over sandy clay loam and sandy loam textures.
It has a subangular blocky structure over a mainly massive sUbsoil that is
sometimes compacted. Non effervescent throughout with pH consistently around
5.8.



n
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All 0-4" Very dark grey (10 'IR 3/1) moist and grey to light grey (10 YR
6/1) dry, loamy sand; weak subangular blocky; non sticky and
non plastic, friable moist, slightly hard dry; many vesicular
pores; abundant roots in clumps; pH 5.9; non effervescent;
clear wavy boundary to

Al2 4-10" Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) moist with dark yellowish brown mottling
and grey to light grey (10 YR 6/1) dry, loamy sand; massive
breaking to weak subangular blocky; non sticky and non plastic,
friable moist, slightly hard dry; many vesicular pores; very
few roots; pH 5.6; non effervescent; abrupt smooth boundary
to

B21 10-20" Dark greyish brown (2.5 Y 4/2) moist and dark grey (10 YR 4/1)
dry, sandy clay loam; strong medium subangular blocky;
slightly sticky and non plastic, extremely firm moist, hard dry;
common pores; continuous thick clay cutans; few coarse roots;
frequent fine dead ones inside the peds; very compacted when
dry; pH 5.8; non effervescent; clear smooth boundary to

B22 20-42" Dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) moist with very dark grey streaks
and dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) dry, sandy loam; massive
breaking to irregular blocky; slightly sticky and slightly
plastic, friable moist, hard dry; many pores; pH 5:7; non
effervescent; streaks of darker material; gradual irregular
boundary to

B3 42-56"+ Black (10 YR 2/1) moist with dark greyish brown streaks and
light grey lenses same colour dry, sandy clay, loam; massive;
slightly sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist, soft dry;
common pores; pH 5.8; lenses of sandy material and quartz.

Ran e of characteristics

Topsoil colours range between grey, grey brown and dark greyish brown
(dry) and the subsoil is in the grey brown range with some yellowish brown or
light yellowish brown layers. Texture is usually in the sandy loam to sandy
clay loam range. pH is slightly acid and some transitional forms with
calcium carbonate may occur.

anduse and agricultura otential

This is the most extensive soil in the northern part of the Coastalliami
area. It is a good soil without major limitations and is suited to a wide
range of crops.
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clmq: gve,vlsb bpowt 10 YR 3/2) moist and greyish boown.
5/2) emlp (fine, nand; :weak medium and fine granular; lien

o,16 noo olas tic. very friable moist, soft dry; mam
pores; rrequent fine roots less concentrated

florae pellets of the above type confined to holes ;71.&
hollows in the soil; pH 6.1; non effervescent; clear ownl
boundary to

AC 10-20" Dark greyish brown (10 YR 4/2) moist and light brownish [,
(10 YR 6/2) dry, sand; massive; non sticky and non pla_
very friable moist, slightly hard dry; many pores; Few ; ine

roots; pH 5.8; non effervesoent; clear smooth. boundary to

IIC1 20-36" Brown to dark brown (10 YR 4/3) moist with many strong brown
distinct mottling and fine greyish brown (10 YR 5/2) dry,
coarse sandy loam; massive; slightly sticky and slightly
plastic, very friable moist, very hard dry; few distinct dark
organic matter stains along the old root channels; many por ;ç
few coarse roots; pH 5.6; non effervescent; gradual smootlt
boundary to

1102 36-52"+ Browil GO dark brown (10 YR 4/3) moist and pale brown (10 YR
6/3) dry, loamy sand; massive; very slightly sticky and
slightly plastic, very firm moist, very hard dry; few to
common pores; very compacted layer; pH 6.6; non effervescent.

hrtracteristics

Always deep, well drained and coarse textured. The full range.of
characteristics is not well known because of difficulties in surveying the
very dense bush. The prnfile quoted is, however, very typical.

Similar and associated soils

This Unit is intimately associated with Unit 367 which is underlain by
Cine marine 'sediments. In zome areas it is very difficult to map them
,epacately because of the intricacy of the pattern.

7-le and a ential

This is a fairly good soil suited to a wide range of crops with limita
tions derived from coarse texture and probably low fertility level. InveF!,
ments in clearing the dense bush areas and in levelling may be relatively
high. With adequate soil and water management good responses can be expected
from thh: soil Under irrigation agriculture.



Iformation

Soil name: UNIT 318.
b. Higher category classification: Reddish. Chestnut. Haplustalf (7.46).

Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: 14th August, 1965.
.6uLhors: N. Mikenberg and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.

Location: Northern Wami Coastal Plaint 30miles north of Bagamoyo,

Tanzania; 2 miles south of Sadani on the road to ,Bagamoyo,

*mile east of the road.
Elevation: 10-25 feet.

Land form:
Physiographic positien of the site:, Coastal plain.

ii. Land form of surrounding country: Gently undulating plair

ridges and depressions.
Microtopography: Some small mounds around grass clumps.

Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat (0-2%).

Vegetation and/or landuse: Low palm trees, clumps of Acacia and
large grassy areas.

General soil information

parent material: Colluvial sediments underlain by mixed river and marine

alluvium.

Drainage: Class 3 - moderately well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.

Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Some sheet erosion and slight wind erosion.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 free of excess salt or alkali.

Human influence: Nil.

,def description of profile

A grey over dark to very dark grey, sand over sandy loam profile with
compact massive subsoil layers. A very strong calcareous horizon of calcium
of,Ipbonate accumulation is present between 23 and 35 inches. Structural
e,ovelopment is confined to the top 14 inches. Structures are coarse angular

blocky. Reaction ranges between pH 5.8 and 7.0, the highest readings
corre-ponding to the calcareous horizon.

Profile ci.escri tion

Al 0-6" Very dark greyish brown (10,YR 3/2) moist and grey (10 YR 5/1)
mixed with dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) dry, sand; weak
fine granular; non sticky and non plastic, very friable moj,
slightly hard dry; many vesicular pores; abundant roots fo.6.
ing mats, outstanding in the ground; pH 5.8; non effervesu
clear wavy boundary to
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1321 6-14" Dark grey (5Y 4/1) moist with very dark brown mottling and grey
(10 YR 5/1) dry, With a different internal colour of the podo,
uandy loam; very coarse angular blocky breaking to medium
angular blocky; non sticky and non plastic, firm moist, hard
dry; common pores; patchy thick clay cutans; common medium
and coarse roots; abundant dead roots; pH 6.7; non effer-
vescent, with cracks, gradual irregular boundary to

B22 14-23" Very dark grey (5Y 3/1) moist and dark grey (5 Y 4/1) dry,
sandy clay loam; massive breaking to fine angular blocky; non
sticky and non plastic, extremely firm moist, very hard dry;
few pores; frequent fine dead roots, few coarse ones; pH 6.9;
slightly effervescent in small spots, clear very irregular
boundary to

B3ca 23-35" Black (10 YR 2/1) moist with grey to dark grey mottling and
very dark grey (5 Y 3/1) dry; sandy clay loam; massive break-
ing to fine angular blocky; slightly sticky and slightly plastic
friable moist, hard dry; common pores;. few dead roots; pH 7.0;
very strongly effervescent; lenses of segregated calcium carbon-
ate and some quartz accumulations; gradual irregular boundary
to

35-54"+ Very dark grey (5Y 3 1) moist with olive grey mottling in veins
and dark grey (5Y 4/1) dry, sandy loam; massive, slightly
sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist, moderately hard
dry; few pores; pH 6.5; veins of fine quartz through this
horizon.

Ran e of cha acteristics

This is a small unit, tentatively established for a fairly good soil
located near Sadani. It occurs between streams and drainage lines, under a
mixed vegetation of low Palma, Acacias in clumps and grass. Its importance
and full range of characteristics are unknown at this level of the survey.
Some outstanding fapts are the presence of a B3ca horizon with segregated
calcium,carbonate in nodules and accumulated in small lenses0 pH ranges
between 5.8 and 7.0. The colour.of the deep subsoil may come into the olive
greys and coarse sandy layers may occur at varying depths.

use and aricultural .otential

This is a good soil for most of the crops adapted to the.local conditions.
No major limitations were observed. The slightly undulating topography
dissected by streams and drainage lines which will need some levelling and
the behaviour of the masive, very compacted subsoil layers should be investi-
gated. These are very similar to a fragipan but with large amounts of soluble
materials and cracking which will help to improve drainage. Infiltration
tests should be carried out in any detailed irrigation investigation programme.



Sito information

Soil name: UNIT 412..
Higher category classification: Regosol. Typic Quartzipsamment (1.X20).

ReviSed 7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: 18th August, 1965.
Authors: N. Mikenberg, G. R. Suggett and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
Location: Wami Coastal-Plain, 30 miles north of Bagamoyo, Tanzania. 20(7,

yards east of railway, mile nprth of the right angle turn
the road, Wami Sisal Estate.

Elevation: 75 to 150 feet.

Land form:
Physiographic position of the site: Colluvialplain.
Land,formi,of surrounding opuntry: Plat but dissected by
drainage lines.
Microtopography: Nilo

Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat (0-2%).
Vegetation and/or landuse: Trees with some grassy areas. Some small

farms occur near the railway line with maize, peas, beans.
Yearly burning ofgrasses.

General soil information

Parent material: Colluvial sands from the western uplands.
Drainage: Class 4 to Class 5 welldrained to somewhat excessively

drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Slight wind erosion.
go. Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 free of excess salt or alkali.
h. Human influence: Nil.

f descri tion of rofile
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This is a deep, well to somewhat excessively drained, brown to dark broJJ1
over brown and reddish'brown sand. Extremely weakly develeped with structurns
confined to a thin Al horizon. A mainly loose, porous, acid soil with rapid
permeability.

ofi on

AC 0-8" Brown to dark brown (10 YR 4/3) moist and brown (10 YR 5/3) dry,
sand; weak fine granular; ' non sticky and non plastic, friable
moist, soft dry; many vesicular pores; very occasional worm
casts; pH less than 5.0; non effervescent; gradual smooth
boundary to



Parent material: Marine clay covered by fine lacustrine sediments.
Drainage: Class 1 poorly drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.

1;9

Ci 8-32" Rrown (7.5 YR 4/4) moist with dark brown mottling and light
brown to brown (7.5 YR 5/4) dry, sand; massive; non sticky
and non plastic, friable moist, slightly bard dry; common
poros; coarse and medium roots; pH less than 5.0; non
effervescent; gradual irregular boundary to

32-57"+ Reddish brown (5 YR 4/4) moist and dark brown (7.5 YR 4/4) dry,
loamy sand; massive; non sticky and slightly plastic, friable
moist, slightly hard dry; speckled quartz grains:. common pore's;
pH less than 5.0; non effervescent.

Range of characteristics

This is always a very sandy soil. Colours range between dark grey and
pale brown (dry) and pH between less than 5.0 and 6.6.

Landuse and aoricultural potential

A good soil suited for a wide range of crops with limitations derived from
coarse texture and probably low fertility status. It needs levelling. It is
already under cultivation where drinking water is available or can be trans-
ported.

Site information

Soil name: UNIT 360.
Higher category classification: Grumusol. Typic Mazaquart (2.120).

Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
Date of examination: llth August, 1965.
Authors: N. Mikenberg and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
Location: Northern Wami Coastal Plain, 30 miles north of Bagamoyo,

Tanzania 1-`1 mile north of crossroads (Wami Station, Wami
Sisal Estate and Sadani to Bagamoyo), --mile west of road.

Elevation:. 25 to 30 feet.

b. Land form:
i. Physiographic position of the site: Plain.

ii. Land form of surrounding countryv Gently undulating valley
between flattened ridges.
Microtopography: Gilgai.

Slope: Class 1 flat or almost flat (0-27o). Slightly concave.
Vegetation and/or landuse: Tall, dense, grass cover with some scattered

small Acacia trees. Game.

General soil infor ation



, depLb Unknown.
01,1 oc pockineus: Nilo

'i .' OilOflIOlight sheet erosion.
ot alkoLinily! Class 0 free of e

;Inluence:' Nilo

of rofile

ilat or alkali.

!Joofly drained, heavy clay soil. It is com L ly black innjr: ,jtd, le,-!¡:) continuous cracks in the season ;,,,nd j gilgai micvoLoy,

, are dominantly coars 1J1 z t,/jh well devel.
ciJds A. typical acid Grumusol.

All Black (7.5 YR 2/0) moist and black (10 YR 2/1) dry, clay;
granular and fine angular blocky; stiay and plastic, friab:
moist, slightly hard dry; comen pores palcby thick clay
cutans; abundant very fine living and Oeol voots; many
nH 548; non effervescent; abruot juL ucvy boundary to

Al2 iaac 2.5 Y' 2/0) moist and same colour dry, heavy clay;
s'6ong coarse angular blocky; sticky and plastic, firm moist,
ha)t.d dry; few to common pores; continuous tbick clay cutans
abundant fine and very Tine )ipos; few cGrJ.J, ones; many

cracks. pH 5.6; non efCel:vos(,ont; gradual i7;:.regular boundary

te

A13 8-17" Black (2.5 YR 2/0) moist colour heavy
coarse angular blocky easily breaking to filT,:) angular bl,),

very sticky and very plastic, extremely firm moist, very havd
dry; few pores; .continuous thick clay cutans; sliotensides
abundant dead fine roots; many cracks; pH 5.5; non effer-
vescent; diffuse irregular boundary to

AC Black (5 Y 2/1) moist and same colour dry, heavy clay;
breaking to coarse angular blocky tilted from vertical
very sticky and very plastic, e-Aremely firm moist, very
dry; patchy thick clay cutans slickensides; fine root:
pH 6.6; non effervescent; dii.ruse smooth' boundary to

Cl + Black (5 Y 2/1) moist and same colour dry; silty clay;
massive; sticky and plastic, friable moist, slightly hard dry;
few pores; few slickensides; pH 6.4.9slightly effervescent.

_ ,a-acteristi
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,tL;,vo a deep, poorly drained soil, with colours ranging between
grey. pH ranges between 6.0 and 6.8 but in certain extreme



cases is as low as 5.4 and as high as 7.0. Inclusions of Units 361 and 365
occur as well as come sandy ridges.

Landuse and arricultural otential

The main limitations of this soil are fine texture and slow internal
drainage. It could be suitable for crops like rice and with careful water
management and much improved drainage, to a wide range of crops such as
cotton, maize, sugar cane and vegetables.

Site information

a. Soil name: UNIT 361.
b. Higher category classification: Humicgley. Argiaquoll (5.32).

Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: 12th August, 1965.
d. Authors: N. Mikenberg and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
e. Location: Wami Northern Coastal Plain, 30 miles north of Bagamoyo,

Tanzania, 21- miles north of crossroads (Wami Station to
Wami Sisal Estate and Sadani to Bagamoyo), mile west of
road.

f. Elevation: 20 to 50 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: Dissected plain..
ii., Land form of surrounding country: Flat or almost flat.

Microtopography: Some gilgai.
h. Slope: Flat or almost flat, slightly concave.
i. Vegetation and/or landuse: Grass and iloacia trees. Game grazing and

some sisal.

General soil information

Parent material: Marine sediments covered with lacustrine clay.
Drainage: Class 1 poorly drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil.

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 free of eXceSs salt or alkali.
Human influence: Nil.

Brief descri.,ption of 2rofile

A deep, poorly drained soil with clay texture covered with a variable
layer of sandy clay loam. Colours are black over very dark grey, dark grey
and olive grey. It has a B2 horizon and an horizon of calcium accUmulation.
Structures are coarse angular blocky and very well developed. pH range 5.7
6.6 increasing with depth,



on

Al 0-4" Black (10 YR 2/1) moist with light grey veins and black (7.5 YR
2/0) dry, sandy clay loam; granular and medium subangular
blocky; non sticky and slightly plastic, firm moist, slightly
hard dry; many pores; abundant roots in mats; cracks with
loose sand falling through them; pH 5.7; non effervescent;
clear wavy boundary to

B21 4-13"

E22 13-22" Very dark grey (2.5 Y 3/0) moist and same colour dry, clay;
very coarse angular blocky; very sticky and very plastic,
extremely firm moist, very hard dry; few pores; continuous
thick clay cutans; slickensides; common roots; calcium
carbonate segregated starting in the lower part of this horizon;
some quartz from the topsoil falling through the cracks; pH 6.0;
gradual irregular boundary to

B3ca 22-32" Very dark grey (2.5 Y 3/0) moist with very pale brown to light
yellowish brown mottling and white concretions, dark grey (2.5 Y
4/0) dry, clay; massive breaking to coarse angular blocky;
very sticky and very plastic, firm moist, hard dry; patchy
thick clay cutans; slickensides; very few roots; cracks;
pH 6.2; highly effervescent only in the calcium carbonate
concretions; clear irregular boundary to

Cl 32-45

-,-,- characteristic

Topsoil colours range between very dark grey)light grey and grey (dry)
a-cid the subsoil from very dark grey to light olive brown and olive (dry).
licifLer cultivation (sisal) topsoil colours change to greyish brown.

T.',nç1.use and a ricultural potential

The main limitations of this soil are fine texture and poor drainage. It
would, however, be suited to a wide range of crops within an organised scheme

Olive grey (5 Y 5/2) moist with dark grey mottling and light
grey concretions, pale olive (5 Y 6/3) dry, clay; massive
breaking to irregular angular blocky; very sticky and very
plastic, firm moist, hard dry; few slickensides; very few
dead roots; pH 6.6; effervescence only in the few CaCO3
concretions.
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Black (2.5 Y 2/0) moist and black (7.5 YR 2/0) dry, clay;
strong medium and coarse angular blocky; very sticky and very
plastic, firm moist, very hard dry; Many pores; continuous
thick clay cutans; slickensides; abundant living and dead
roots; cracks with loose sand falling through them; pH 5.6;
non effervescent; gradual irregular boundary to



following improved drainage. Suited for rice and with improved drainage
suitable for sugar cane, maize, cotton and vegetables as well as improved
pasture and forestry.

Site information

a. Soil name: UNIT 365.
b. Higher category classification: Low-Humic Gley. Duraquoll (5.34).

Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: 13th August, 1965.
d. Authors: N. Mikenberg and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
e. Location: Wami Northern Coastal Plain, 30 miles north of Bagamoyo,

Tanzania, 1-.1- mile north of crossroad of Wami Station-Wami
Sisal Estate and Sadani-Bagamoyo roads; 4- milgast of road.

f. Elevation: 25 to 40 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: Plain.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat or almost flat and
dissected.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1 - flat or almost flat (0-2%).
i. Vegetation and/or land-use: Grass, Acacia trees and some shrubs.

Cultivated for sisal.

General soil information

Parent material: Marine sediments covered by fine lacustrine sediments.
Drainage: Class 1 - poor y drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nii.

Evidence of erosion: Some sheet erosion.

b0-- Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 - free of excess salt or alkali.
h. Human influence: Nil,

B ef descri tion o ofile
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Very dark brown and black horizons underlain by olive grey with increas-
ing amount of calcium carbonate in the subsoil. Textures are fine sandy clay
over sandy clay and clay with some gravels in the subsoil. There is a massive
hardened fragipan-like layer in the subsoil. Concretions of calcium carbonate
and manganese dioxide frequently Occur. Platy and columnar structures occur
within the A horizons. pli 5.8 - 6.8 increasing with depth.

Profile description

All 0-1" Very dark brown (10 YR 2/2) moist and grey (10 YR 5/1) dry,
fine sandy loam; weak granular slightly platty; non sticky



Al2 1-9"

B2 9-22" Black (5 Y 2/1) moist with dark yellowish brown mottling and
black (2.5 Y 2/0) dry, sandy, clay; massive breaking to medium
angular blocky; sticky and plastic, extremely firm moist, hard
dry; few pores; few dead roots; cracks; pH 6.7; efferves-
cent only in some occasional calcium carbonate concretions;
manganese concretions; few gravels; gradual Irregular boundary
to

Cl 22-34" Olive grey (5 Y 5/2) moist with light grey concretions and same
colour dry, clay; massive; very sticky and slightly plastic,
firm moist, hard dry; few pores and clay cutans; pH 6.8;
strong effervescence in the calcium carbonate concretions;
frequent gravels; diffuse irregular boundary to

C2 34-45"+ Pale olive (5 Y 6/4) moist with pale yellow concretions and
greyish brown (2.5 Y 5/2) dry, gravelly sandy clay; massive;
sticky and slightlY plastic firm moist, hard dry; pH 6.8;
strongly effervescent.

Ran e of characteristics

This is a deep, poorly drained soil. Colours range between dark grey,
grey and dark greyish brown in the topsoil and olive with some grey and brown
hues in the deep subsoil. Texture is usually sandy clay and ranges to sandy
clay loam with coarse sand layers,at different depths. Gravels, CaCO3 con
cretions, and manganese concretions occur and usually increase with depth.'
pH ranges mainly between 6.0 and 6.8 and can be as low as 5.6 and as high as
7.4.

Landuse and agricultural potential

This is a good soil with limitations derived from poor drainage, its
heterogeneity and a slightly irregular topography. The massive subsoil
layer should be investigated carefully regarding its behaviour under irri-
gation. It is suited for a wide range of Crops, namely rice, cotton, sugar
cane, maize and vegetables.
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and non plastic, friable (brittle) moist, slightly hard dry;
many vesicular pores; abundant roots; this hoTizon occurs in

small mounds with cluOpy grass; pH 5.8; non effervescent;

gradual wavy boundary to

Black (10 YR 2/1) moist and grey (10 YR 5/1) dry with differ-
ent internal colour (very dark brown), sandy clay; coarse

coumnar breaking to medium angular blocky; sticky and slightly

plastic, extremely firm moist, hard dry; common pores; broken

thick clay cutans; craoks; pH 6.4; non effervescent; abrupt

smooth boundary to



Silo information

Soil name: UNIT 366.
Higher category classification: Reddish Chestnut. Ustalf (7.4). Revised

7th Approximation (1964).
e. Date of examination.: 16th August, 1965.
d. Authors: N. Mikenberg and F. J Ijserinkhuijsen.
e. Location: Wami Northern Coastal Plain, 30 miles north of Bagamoyo,

Tanzania. 2 miles south of Sadani on the road to Bagamoyo and
q miles north of the trail to the salt works; *mile weut of
the main road.

f. Elevation: 25 to 50 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: Dissected plain.
Land form of surrounding country: Flat or almost flat and
dissected.
Microtopography: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1 - flat or almost flat (0-2%).
i. Vegetation and/or land-use: Grasses, Acacia trees and shrubs in islands.

Game grazing area.

General soil information

Parent material: Marine and fluvial sediments, some colluvium.
Drainage: Class 3 - moderately well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Nil. .

Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 - free of excess salt or alkali.
Human influence: Nil.

B.ief desc ion o ofile

Very dark grey and very dark brown horizons overlying a dark grey and
olive grey subsoil. Textures are sandy loam and sandy clay loam underlain
by sandy clay. Coarse sub-angular blocky structures occur in the A and B2
horizons with massive subsoils below. A deep cracking, porous, moderately
well drained soil. pH increases with depth in the range 6.2 - 7.2.

le description

All 0-4" Very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) moist and grey (10 YR 5/1) dry,
sandy loam; coarse columnar breaking to medium sub-angular
blocky; slightly sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist,
hard dry; many vesicular pores; abundant fine and medium
roots, few coarse ones; small mounds around grass clumps;
cracks; pH 6.2; non effervescent; clear wavy boundary to

1/1,5



A deep, moderately well drained soil, with colours'ranging between very
dark grey to light grey in the solum and light olivo to olive grey in the
deep subsoil. Concretions and gravels increase with depth as well as the
amount of Ca003. Textures range between sandy clay loamand sandy clay.
A hard massive layer usually occurs in the deep solum and layers of coarse
- nd may occur.

agricultural otentia],

This is a good soil with minor limitations mainly derived from the some-
what undulating topography which is dissected by drainage lines and streams.
The behaviour of the hard massive Al2 layer under irrigation should be investi-
gated. Suited to a wide range of crops.
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Al2 4-10/15" Very dark brown (10 YR 2/2) moist and very dark greyish brown
(10 YR 3/2) dry, sandy clRy loam; coarse subangular blocky;
slightly sticky and slightly plastic, slightly firm moist, bard

dry; many pores; common medium and coarse roots; few dead

ones mainly fine; very compacted material when dry with cracks;

pH 6.3; non effervescent; olear irregular boundary to

10/15" Very dark grey (5 Y 3/1) moist and same colour dry, sandy clay
16/21" with small gravels; coarse angular blocky; sticky and plastic,

firm moist, very hard dry; few pores; continuous thick clay
cutans; frequent fine dead roots; few medium living ones;
wide cracks; pH 6.4; effervescent only in the lower part of
this horizon where some calcium carbonate concretions occur;
gradual irregular boundary to

B3ca 16/21 Dark grey (5 Y 4/1) meist and same colour dry, with white con-
42" cretions and few gravels; massive; slightly sticky and

slightly plastic, extremely firm moist, hard dry; few pores;
patchy thick clay cutans; few dead roots; few cracks; pH
6.6; highly effervescent in the CaCO3 concretions; gradual
wavy boundary to

Cl 42-46" Dark grey (5 Y 4/1) moist with same colour dry, sandy clay loam
with gravels and concretions increasing in amount and size with
depth; massive;sticky and slightly plastic, friable moist,
slightly hard dry; few pores; pH 6.9; strongly effervescent;
diffuse irregular boundary to

02 46"+ Olive grey (5 Y 4/2) moist with light grey concretions and same
colour dry, sandy clay loam with many gravels
and amount with depth; massive; sticky and plastic, friable
moist,.slightly hard dry; pH 7.2; strongly effervescent.

characteristics



Site information

a. Soil name: UNIT 367.
b. Higher category classification: Reddish-Chestnut. Ustalf (7.4).

Revised 7th Approximation (1964).
c. Date of examination: 23rd September, 1965.
d. Authors; N. Mikenberg, G. R. Suggett and F. J. Ijserinkhuijsen.
e. Location: Southern Wami Coastal Plain. Approximately 5 miles from the

Wami Ferry on the road to Bagamoyo.
f. Elevation: 50-75 feet.
g. Land form:

Physiographic position of the site: Gentlecolluvial slope
seawards.
Land form of surrounding country: Gently undulating with some
steeper rised and flatter areas.
Microtopograpby.: Nil.

h. Slope: Class 1 - flat or almost flat (0-2%).
i. Vegetation and/or land-use: Open bush with many clumps. Clump grass in

continuous cover. Some game. Small sandy areas are sometimes
cultivated.

al soil information

Parent material: Colluvial materials, over buried old colluvial over a
marine deposit high in calcium carbonate.

Drainage: Well drained.
Moisture conditions: Dry throughout.
Groundwater depth: Unknown.
Stoniness or rockiness: Nil.

Evidence of erosion: Slight wind erosion.
Salinity or alkalinity: Class 0 - free of excess salt or alkali.
Human influence:, Nil.

Brief description of profile

A deep, well drained very dark greyish brown over greyish brown and light
olive brown sandy soil with a sandy clay B2 and an horizon of calcium carbon-
ate accumulation. This is not a uniform soil and has inclusions of sandier
areas as well as depressions with heavy clay accumulation sometimes mapped
separately as Unit 367A. More detailed soil studies are needed.

Profile description

All 0-2" Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moist and dark greyish
brown (10 YR 4/2) dry, sand; weak fine and medium granular;
non sticky and non plastic, friable moist, soft dry; many

vesicular pores; roots of clump grass vegetation with con-
centrated areas of fine roots; pH 6.2; 'non effervescent;

clear smooth boundary to
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Al2 2-6"

IIIClca

25-54"+

This is an heterogeneous soil unit. The soils are usually deep and well.
, Aled but its full range of characteristics is not well known. The area

sli_h_t1 irregular and includes sandy patches and heavy clay depressions, in
a somew'fat undulating topography. More detailed studies will be needed in a
follow-up stage to clarify the different components of this mapping uniti

and-u7 and -.cultura tential

'P are good soils but require a good deal of dense bush Clearing and
levelLhg. Further intensive soil studies will be needed in order to segre-
gate the different members of this tentative broad soil unit. It seems
suited to a wide range of crops but moderately high inveStments will be needed
in order to put it in adequate condition for irrigation agriculture.
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(lack greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) moiut and dark greyish
broun (10 YR 4/2) dry, sand; massive breaking to coarse sub-

oncalar blocky; non sticky and non plastic, friable moist,

had dry; many vesicular pores; common to fi,(1qurn

roos mainly concentrated below clumps; pH 6,25 non

,,:ffe,wescent; clear wavy boundary to

6.-25" Very dark grey (10 YR 3/1) moist with brown to dark brown
mottling and very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) dry with a
different internal colour in pedo; sandy clay; strong coarse

angular blocky; 'slightly sticky and slightly plastic, firm
(brittle) moist, very hard dry; continuous moderately thick

clay cutans; frequent old fine dead roots; rusty mottling

along old root channels; pH 6.5; non effervescent; gradual

and slightly wavy boundary to

L. ht olive brown (2.5 Y 5/4) moist with white mottling
network of old root channels stained very dark. (beetroot
colour not available in Munsell notatio4,same colour dry,
sandy loam; massive breaking to irregular angular coarse
blocky; non sticky and very slightly plastic, firm moist,
hard dry; common pores; very few fine dead roots near the

upper boundary of this horizon.; pH 7.6; very strongly
effervescent in distinct calcium carbonate accumulations
confined to this horizon.

characteriStics
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6.0 7.1 1,46 0 9c
6.1. 12.1 3.8

0.07
0.07
0,06

).(ko
' 0,r;6

0,05 ,

0.2
0.73

re).1I
A

_ g:T7
5.5 0.90
9.4 -:.,8

,

7.6
7.0
6.4
6.7
7.4

6.2
6,8
7.0
7.1

6.4
7.2 -
7.9 2.2
8.0
7.5

10.0
5.3

0-8 406 5.6 1

0-'2 A,,/ 5.6
32- 457

P

II ,2 5 o 2
i

O 4.' , 6:7
2- 3 ri,L 6.2

6,5
17 ', 6 '

0.5 6.3
7,3 (.7

0 r. 1 5,8 *
L 7.0

'i ^, :6. 0
!

' . 0
7.3 8,0

6,2
l . r` (1-7 1

',,--.' -22 7.1
22-34
34-45

5 ,-3- - 6.7 I

. . . . ..,...... ...

': '10 /11- 5 ! 50"" ,

6,,7
.10 /15-4 6/2i ; 7 . '', a e

0.07

51.7
. .:5 2.8 , 0,,16.

0,03 ' ,1,_77.,

0.05 1 01
0.24 o.;;fi
0.9A r :

1,-1.2 r),»
N

- --
00
0.0- 7.14
0.3!--. 06
1.5

0
0.26

1.8 0.2],
!

0.05
7..N0.04

164
'.01016721,-42'

L1' 1 6 o

3,6
1,. c,'(7; -

1,

,

o ,

1,,,,5
' .,,A
, 8..8 7.5 1,050

3 (. ,i.:)), ,,:'-., ,12L)

2,-6 6.5 _;(1;0.05
-, --0.04, t

7 0 ._, 7.1

6-25 ',. 1 0.22 1

'1,8 , 0'/I,3 J 7.7 0090 0.x',..
1

3.93o0 3.1
3 10.

12.

0.01
0001
0.01

,

(-),,

' o,66 -
0 ,,i(1

; 0,-,
" 0,6'

005',
0,32
0.7'0
0.20
0.5()

.1

0.7 -I
1 o07, --

(,,°0::,),

t 0,0:10 i, ,

9.66
]

0.15
0,/2,:)

L'
i ,' ,..,-

IL

1

r::::,

1

7.1

0,02

NOTES 1. AU, ,J:nalynes were determined after July 1965
2. ' oarbon is ealoulated on air-dry soil. Analyses marked ¡I' have bee
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0 A_S, j,!, 1. JLE_Si ONNAT.SS,.'NOE
41 DATA

inches So ;,uro3od ] 25 Saturei,i on .,15Past, VIP Exrcol, li po, ce,c;..

Pa .. ij,!,-2PA ;:',PX Ooridsolvii.v 0)-0H

,

mil11mhoc a;*, 25-r
_-- ., .....

)

1

,

.

.
.

C,../.1 6.4 0.06 5r;.20 6.2 0.06
2C` -56 7.9 070

0.07
0.04
0.04
0.05
0,07
0.05
MC;
0,27
2.-3
0.60



UNIT

No.

301

302

306

Depth
Coarse

Inches Sand

SOIL ANA

COASTAL
B. SUPPLEMENTARY DATA ON SELECTED SOILS

0-4 2 33 16 49
A-20 a 25 33 34

20-56 9 26 20 45

0-6 a 21 15 56
6-13 3 24 14 59

15-23 6 55 12 27
23-39 6 30 32 32
39-51 6 36 20 38
51-58 5 63 14 18

0-2,5 4 26 30
2.5-9 6 24 24

9-26 2 19 19
26-40 3 26 38
40-62 2 19 22

0-7
7-22

22-36
36-52
52-58

Uaer
Soluble
Chloride
me per 100g

Particle Size Distribution
cent of mineral fraction
Fine
Sand Silt Clay

PLAIN - RECONNAISSANCE

Cations extracted -1Th P ammonium acea-.e
milliequivalenz per 1005. soil, 1

bocal!

Calcium Maanesium Sodium Potassium correct d OLSEN TE000

25.0
35.5
33.0

24,5
20.0
10.0
20.5
27.0
13.0

10.5 0.6 41.5 a0,3
5.0 1.6 I 1,4 LL7,.2

8.0 6.0 , ].0 Ai,5

1.0
3.5
2.5
5.0
4.5
5.5

0.5
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.2

5.0
5.4
2.4
2.7
2.7
1.0

35.0 12.0 1.1 , 7.5
37.0 6.0 1.2 ! 2.7
24.5 17.5 2.5 1 1.1
20.5 19.0 4 11.0 ! 1.1
39.0 16.5 16.5 ' 1.1

; -
21.0 2.5 0.6

I
A.2

22.0 2.0 0.6 ' 1.5
19.0 5.0 0.7 0.8
7.5 3.0 0.3 0..4-;

27.0 6.5 ! 0.8 1 o.., ,

-NOTEB

All analyses were determined after July 1965.

SURVEY

The particle size distribution valpes are percent
oii mineral fraction. The size ranges are -

Coarse Sand
:Fine Sand
Silt
Clay

150

39
2

5

52
12L

30.1
29.0
15.1
28.4
34,5
19,5

2000 - 200
203 - 20

mica::20- 2 micro..l
Lssm than 2 micaas

The total of the cations extracted wdth N ammonium acetate pH 7.0) has
been corrected for ,7mier ,-,olubl3 salts, estimated from the co:ctivity of
the 15 el7traT.1-, -by alyoro.7:1m.9.79 r:aation.
Conaucti71y (nillimbos -) 5 = M3 s?lvs per 100 g soil, Te is an
estimato of zhe catioa excacrigs ce,pasicy.

0LJI aviilable phosphorus was determined by extracting 1 part of soil with
20 p s -7 0.5.M, sodium bicarbonate at pH 8.5.

TRUOG available phosphorus was determined by'extracting 1 Dart cf soil with
- 200 parts- of 0.002 N cull ic acid at pH- 3.0.

Cations extracted wit] a * 1m acetate, available
soluble chloride are uci i..zvd on air-dry soil.

46
32
40
18

9.108 160
a6.5 -no
an.6 32

55.1 32

27.9
25.7
25.2
11.1
34.5

p-om

s of the oyon -dry

60

9

88
125

68
72
68
72

137
56
17
64
60

76
22
12
31
17

VIITABLE




